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A SYSTEMATIC TYPOLOGICAL CONTRAST
BETWEEN ENGLISH AND PORTUGUESE*

MARY AIZAWA KATO

Pontificia Unityrsidode Cald lica de Sdo Paulo

In an article called "Contrastive analysis revisited", Ruth Berman (1978:
216) suggests that instead of "the detailed listings of differences" advocated
by descriptive linguists, modern contrastive linguistics should aim at expla-
nation rather than mere description. In other words, the points to be con-
trasted should "be explained in some more general, motivated, and system-
atic way", rather than being stated in the kind of "sober taxonomy" advo-
cated by Joos.

Berman claims that such analysis is "a valubale tool in deciding on the
emphasis both of presentation and practice of new materials in the target
language".

In order to attain a level of explanation, she suggests a model of con-
trastive analysis to be used between languages that are not genetically re-
lated. The comparison should follow the parameters below:

"A. 1) obligatory similarities (universals)
2) chance (non-genetic) similarities

B. 3) genetic differences
4) systematic non-genetic differences
5) idyosynehraic differences"

Berman (1979 : 219).

I will prefer to use the concept of "typological difference" rather than
that of "genetic difference" as sometimes we may not be aware of some remote
genetic relationship between languages. And besides, English and Portuguese

are both Indo-European languages and, as such, they must share many

* I am indebted to Leila Barbara and Kanavil lil Rajagopalan for valuable coin.

=onto on content and form.



6 DI. A. Kato

genetic similarities, but on the other hand as they belong to different sub-
class(' (the Germanic and the Romance languages), they would also clas-
sify as genetically nen-related at this level of subclassification. The following
parameters will therefore be used to contrast English and Portuguese:

A. 1. obligatory similarities (universals)
2. typological similarities
3. chance non-typological similarities

B. typological differences
5. systematic non-typological differences
6. idyosyneratic differences"

Both English and Portuguese are SVO languages and, as such, they share
many similarities. Thus it is typical of SY0 languages to have postnominal
modifiers unlike SOY languages, like Japanese, which have only pronominal
ones 2 Contrast the following examples, in which the nuclear noun is stressed:

1. Portuguese English Japanese

casa sobre o monte house on the hill yama-no-tte-no ye
crianca quo chora child that cries naku kodomo
paredes pintadas do walls paimed blue no-de nut e-aru kabe
azul

However, as English retains some features of its former SOY structure
within the noun phrase (NT), in many respects it resembles a typical SOV
language rather than Portuguese. Observe that in the constructions in 2.
the nucleus is to the left in Portuguese and to the right in English and Ja-
panese. Moreover the pre-modifier in English and Japanese can be a noun,
an adjective or a verb.

2. Portuguese

mile do Joiio
mesa redotida
folhas eaidas
porta da cozinha

With regard to certain

English

John's mother
round table
fallen leaves
kitchen door

types of adjectives

Japanese

John-no okaassan
maartti teiburu
otiteru kappa
okate-no too

(intensifiers), however, Por-
tugnese can have pronominal modification like English and Japanese as
can be observed in 3.

1 This paper will not deal with 1. or 0. as the former falls v. ;thin the domain of
theoretical linguistics and the latter cannot have a systematic account.

a I am excluding the quantifiers, demonstratives and possessn us, which have
a delimitative function (determiners), rather than a qualifying
determiners aro pronominal in both SVO and SOV languages.

6
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? Portuguese

exeolortte iddia
moro acaso

Systematic typological contrast
7

English

excellent idea
mere chance

Japanese

subarashii onwitsuku
tannaru chansu

But unlike English and Japanese, the most productive position for ad-

jectives in Portuguese is the postnominal one.3 Moreover, both English and

Japanese allow recursive premodification of nouns by adjectives while Por-

tuguese is constrained to have just one pronominal adjective. Observe in

4. that when a noun is recursively modified in Portuguese, either the adjec-

tives occur in a series after the noun, the NP looking like a mirror-image

pattern of English, or we have what a Brazi n linguist, Lemle (1979), has

called an "adjectival sandwich".

4. Portuguese

descoberlas eiontlfieas nova _lovas descobertas eientificas

English Japanese

now scientific discov.ries atarashii kagaku-no hatsurnei

English also resembles Japanese in that not only adjectives, but also certain

types of adjectival phrases, can appear in pronominal position. Portuguese

on the other hand allows two-word promodifiers only when the noun is also

followed by a long postmodifior, yielding again a "sandwich" sort of con-

struction:

5. Portuguese English Japanese

iiitercssa rites ideias interesting ideas omoshiroi kangae

very interesting ideas totemo omoshiroi
kangae

ideias Inuit() interes-
santes

Portuguese

a extrema monte embaragosa eituactio do Govornador do Estado

English

the extremely embarassing situation of the State Governor

However, it is not any adjectival phrase that can modify a N pronominally

3 There are only two classes of adjoetivos in Portuguese that can occupy pronominal

position: the opithetio or attitudinal adjoetivos and the intensifying or adverbial adjeotives

like mere (more), apenas (just, only), etc. The latter typo has to obligatorily appear LS

pronominal, a fact that loads one to think that they could bo better classified as a subtype

of determiners.
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in English as is the ease with SOV languages: The starred forms are ungram-matical:

6. English.
Japanese

*a taller than John girl John yori-mo se-no takai mussume

John more than height tall girl* a tired of women cp.-tor onna-ga akita hayu
woman tired actor

Notice though that in Japanese the word order of the modifying phrase isdifferent from that of English. Being verb-final, the modifying phrase hasto end up with a verb or an adjective as in a free sontenee.What happensthen is that in Japanese the modified noun is immediately preceded by thenucleus of the 'modifying phrase. English, on the other hand, being an SVOlanguage, has the nuclear element of the modifying phrase appearing farfrom the modified noun. Observe that the two words to the right do notestablish the modifying relationship that Japanese does:
6. *a taller than John girl John yori se-no takai mussum6

John girl takai mussume

(adj) (noun)*a tired of women actor onna-ga akita hayu
women actor a'tita hayu

(verb) (noun)
Looking back at the previous eases whore English behaved like an SOVlanguage we will see that this situation of adjacency is satisfied. Thus when themodifying phrase consists of just one word, as this word will necessarilybe the nucleus of the modifying phrase it will be adjacent to the modifiednoun. When theadjectivalphrase consists of an adjective plus an intensifier,no the latter precoaca the former, again the nucleus of the modifying phrasewill be adjacent to the modified noun. Let us roreat in 7 the examples here

to facilitate the recall:

7. John's mother
interesting ideas
(very) interesting ideas

Now the reason why the constructions in 1. have the modifier to theright of the noun becomes easy to explain. We had
8. the house on the hill

8



Systematic typological contrast 9

but not
*en the hill house

This is because on the hill, boing a prepositional phrase, has as its nucleus
the preposition on, which is not adjacent to house. In Japanese the adjacency
condition is met because instead of a preposition no have a postposition.

9. yama-no ue-no
hill on

ye
house

The same explanation for prepositional phrase modifiers can be giN en to par-
ticipial phrases of the type in 10.:

10. trains controlled by a computer
*controlled by a computer trains

Notice that controlled is the nucleus of the participial phrase and is not ad-
jacent to the noun when in pronominal position But English has an equivalent
expression with a pronominal modifier:

11. computer controlled train

which meets the adjacenc condition. Controlled itt 11. is now next to the
noun.

Bringing back the comparative construction in 6. which was shown to
be disallowed as a pronominal modifier, we eon also hap a an equivalent con-
struction with pronominal modification:

12. *a taller than John girl
a taller girl than John

ammo that in the second form the adjacency principle is sat;sfied.
As English still maintains some properties of its fin mor SONY structure,

it has the possibility to adjust longer phrases to conform to the adjacent
pattern of SON' languages. This adjustment can be said to occur in two dif-
feront ways:
a) by reducing the longer phrase to a one word constituent, which becomes
necessarily the nucleus of the modifying phrase

13. *ou the hill house bill house
*of the kitchen doer kitchen door

b) by pen ratting the order of the elements within the modifying phrase
or within the noun phrase:

14. *controlled by computer trains computer-controlled trains
*a taller than John girl a taller girl than jail

It is worth pointing out that in the noun phrase computer-controlled trains

9



10 M. A. Kato

the reordering to meet the adjacency principle yields the same word order
of an SOV language:

15. compiuta-de seigui-sareteru kisha

However, we find a counter-example to the adjacency principle in the NPs
containing modifying phrases with easy, hard, tough and maybe a few more
adjectives of the same class. Notice the long modifier in the following NPs,
in which the nucleus of the modifying phrase is the easy-type adjective.'

16. an easy-to-take laxative
a tough-to-please boss

Unlike the other constructions which disallowed the distance between the
nucleus of the modifier and the noun, hero we have perfectly legal NPs though
easy and tough are not adjacent to laxative and boss. Comparing the legal
constructions with the illegal ones in 17,

17. *on the hill house easy-to-take laxative
*controlled by computer trains computer-controlled trains

it can bu observed that while the combintion hill -house and computer-trains
halo no grammatical relation (one does not strictly subcategorize or select
the other), in the pairs take-laxative and please-boss there is a clear gram-
matical relationship (verb-object) as there is in the combination controlled-
train. We could then reformulate the adjacency principle as follows:

A complox constituent can bo pronominal in English if tho olomont adjacont to tho
noun bolds with it a °low grammatical rotation ( grammatical rotation horo undor-
stood as a striot-subcatogorization or soloctional rostriotion).

But it should be pointed out that in tho construction easy-to-take-laxative
the word order within the NP is not the one expected in SOV languages:

18. nomi- yassui guesai
take easy laxative

Though it was tempting to say shat in pronominal modification English
18 guy erred by SOV word order, the examples with the easy-type adjectives
show that there is no strict typological relationship.

Let us now examine a further constraint that can be observed in English
and that does not operatt, in typical SOY languages like Japanese. In modl-
fying constituents of the type seen in 19.,

19. (time-saving) gadgets
(computer - controlled) trains

the nouns that wore originally the terh argument (time and computer) have

rho oxamploo won) tilkon from Nonni (1980).

10



Systematic typological contrast 11

to be generic in their interpretation and non inflected in their form. This
morpho-syntactic and semantic constraint of the noun correlates with the
non-finite nature of the -al and -ing verbal forms which in their turn cor
rolato with the generic present tense form of sentences like 20.

20. Tho animal eats moat.

As in this sentence we have a generic predication we ctrl have a corresponding
complex nominal premodifier

21. Tho meat-eating animal

But a sentence with a non generic prodication like 22. does not have a cur
responding pronominal modifier, but a postnominal senteutial modifier

22. Tho animal eats this meat. Tho animal that eats this meat

Japanese, on the other hand, can have prenuminal modifiers with finite
verb forma an: other syntactic markers that turn the modifying consti
Wont into a non-genoric sentence.

23. kono nikuwo taborn doobutsu
this meat oats animal (the animal that eats this meat)

Generic predications can be either propositional or postpositional in
English, but nun generic predications can bo only postpositional. Moreover,
English can ha% c phrasal modifiers in pronominal position but not sentential
ones like Japanese.

24. elephants that lovo music music loving olophant
elephants that love this piece
of music
coasts swept by winds wind -swept coasts
coasts swept by this wind

Single) pre-nominal modifiers aro also genoric and du not tale inflection.
When a noun modifier is intended to bo non-gonoric it is realized as a do
torminor and not as an adjectival adjunct.

25. the skin's disease
skin disease

Thu Ammo of noun inflection is also observed in othui kinds of complex
promodifiors in English whore the plural morpheme s mild be oxpected.6

1 Tito absonco of noun inflection sooms to corrolato with tho nonflnito forms of
%orbs that appear as nowt proniudiflors. It is intorosting to observo that when a non
finite %orb is cunvorted into a postnoininal modiCor, fitutu form is °flint roquirod.

Tim crying baby tho baby that is crying
Tho twoloarold ohild tho ohild who is two years old

11



l2 M. A. Kato

26. three year old child
*threo years old child
two-dollar bill
*two-dollars bill

The question that we may raise now is whether the adjacency principle and
the generic) meaning are independent constraints or whether they are .;or-
related somehow. My view is that they have a logical correlation.

Notice that when we have a generic predication as in 20, the transitive
construction can be turned into an intramsitiv e construction through a lexical
composition of the verb and the object or by using a s3non3mous intransitive
adjective.

27. The animal eats meat.
The animal is a meat eater.
The animal is carnivorous.

Likewise the pronominal %orbit' compound is also intransitive ;It the same
way that the corresponding adjective is intransitive

28. the meat eating animal
the carnivorous animal

A non-generic predication, on the other hand, disallows such lexical synthe-
tization as the object must be kept as an autonomous term, and therefore
the structure will remain transitive.

Going back to constructions with easy typo adjectives, it should be pointed
out that this kind of adjectiv e allows intransitive contexts unlike other transi-
tive adjectives, which cannot have the object of the infinitive removed from
the ohjeet position. Compare:

20. It is easy to take this laxative. (transitive context).
This laxative is easy to take. (intransitive context).

The sequence easy to take, if taken as a complex adjective,0 is intransitive:
What we can say then is that all the constructions analysed up to now

have intransitive (nu complement) modifiers though from the somantid point
of view the verbs and .adjectives presuppose their semantic arguments.

The intransitive constraint explains also wh3 certain orbs do not appear
as pronominal modifiers:

30. *sent letter *brought parcel

As these verbs are ditransitive, even when the verb is passivized it still main-

' In her article on easy typo adjectives,. Narmi claim; that easy to take should be
treated as a complex intransitive adjective, a thesis that supports our proposal.

12



Systematic typological contrast 13

tains or presupposes another complement. Smut, transitive verbs are more
suitable premodifiers when they have an adjunct such as well

31. *the known author the well-known author= popular author

The acceptable construction is equivalent to an adjective that does not require
an agentive complement whereas the verb know in the passive form sounds
incomplete without an agent.

Going back to English postnominal modification we shall see that the
saino intransitivity constraint operates, but contrarywiso. Thus while an
intransitive complex modifior is illegal as a postnominal modifier, a trausi
tive complex modifier yields a legal form:

32. *a woman very heavy a woman !wavy with child
a vory heavy woman *a heavy with child woman

Portuguese, on the other hand, allows both transitive and intransitive
constructions to appear as postnominal modifiers while being subject to
tho same constraint as English regarding pronominal modifiers. Portuguese
requires further, as we have already montioned, that the noun be followed
by somo modifier to balance tho 'wavy modifier to the left. See examples
in 5.

Another type of complex postmodifior found in English is the sentontial
modifier, which can be oithor transitive or intransitive, and which in a typical
SOV language is always pronominal.

33. Portuguese English Japanese
a Tema quo oneontrei the fellow I met miti do ata kata

runal a on the street

To conclude, I would like to compare what has initially been proposed as
parameters for a contrastive analysis (sce II) with the summary charts III,
IV and V.

III. Position of
modifior

longth of
modifior

simple

Portuguoso
English
Japanoso

+

postnominal

oomph x

phraso
ST +T

+ + ++ +

pronominal

rooeisive simple oomplox

phraso
ST +T

recursive

+ +*
-F* +- +

+ *

+
+ + +

+
+

S (sontonoo) T (transitive) + (yos) +* (yos with rostriotions) (no)

Considering postnominal modification to be a feature of typical SVO
languages, we oan say that the typological similarities between English and

13



14 M. A. Kato

Portuguese are restrit-nAl to pustitominal sentential and complex transitive
constructions, as well as to recursive modification to the right of the noun.
As for the restrictions marked for English recursive postnominal modifiza-
tiun, it should be pointed out that stacking of intransitive modifying con-
structions do not yield legal forms however long they may turn out to be.
Stacking of transitive constructions, on the other hand, always results in
gn.mmatical forms.

32. Portuguese
o homem alto anogante
o homem motto sorrindo
o homem de olhos azuis
olhando para os piissaros

English
*the man tall arrogant
*the man dead smiling
the man with blue eyes look
ing at the birds

English can be observed to have some clear typological differences re-
garding SVO languages in that it disallows simple and complex intransitive
modifiers to appear as postnominal modifiers. And it can also be observed,
these are sumo of the features that English shares with SOV languages like
Japanese.

As for pronominal modification English shares with Japanese the pox
sibility of having recursive pronominal modification and of being less res-
tricted than Portuguese with regard to the type of constituent that appears
as premodifier. Portuguese, un the other hand, is heavily constrained, which
makes us consider the pusitil e features marked with a star as cases of 'how
non - typological similarity.

IV. Position of
modiflor postnominal pronominal

Catogory of
modifior

+Adjoctivo I Adjootivo +Ad octivo Adjootivo
+T I T +T T +T T +T

Portuguoso
English
Japanese

+ + +

In the foregoing chart it can be observed that when the category of the mo-
difier is taken into account English shares with Portuguese and Japanese
an equal number of features, when the modifier is postnominal. In preno-
minal position Portuguese and English are more alike when the modifier
is an adjective and less so when the modifier is some other category.

Moreover, English shows a consistent and productive behaviour with
regard to transitivity unlike Portuguese, which shows one dissonant feature
in pronominal, non-adjective, intransitive constructions. This fact allows
us to postulate the intransitivity constraint as a systematic non-typological
feature of English.

14



Systematic typological contrast 15

V. Features of pro-
nominal modi-

for

morphology syntax semantics

Ninflo- +Ninflo-
ction ction

phrase -{-gene-
He

gene-
rioT 1 +T

English +
Japanese +

+
-I- I + I +

+
+ +

The intransitivity constraint already considered to be a systematic non-
typological syntactic feature of English can be seen in chart V to correlate
with morphological and semantic features. Thus, noun inflection is absent
in prenominal modifying structures in English (unlike Japanese) and the
predication implicit in the modifying phrase is always generic and its form
is always intransitive, restrictions not found in Japanese.

The foregoing analysis shows that the parameters proposed initially
provide an adequate level of explanation for the study of a language from
a contrastive viewpoint.
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AN ACCURACY ORDER OF ENGLISH SENTENTIAL COMPLEMENTS
FOR NATIVE SPEAKERS OF PERSIAN AND SPANISH1

JANET I. ANDERSON

lows State University. /ones

This paper describes a stud3, designed to investigate the accuracy order
of English sentential complements for native speakers of Persian and Spanish
learning English as a second language. 2 The purpose of the study was to
determine the extent of native language influence on the learners' production
of sentential complements in English.

Background

Common accuracy orders have been established on English grammatical
morphemes for second language learners of different ages and language back
grounds. Dulay and Burt (1974) conducted a cross-sectional ctudy on children
of Spanish and Chinese language backgrounds which revealed a common
accuracy order for 8 English grammatical morphemes. Bailey, Madden,
and Krashen (1974) conducted a similar cross-sectional study on adult learners,
and demonstrated the same accuracy order found in the Dulay and Burt
study. Although other researchers (Cazdon, Camino, Rosansky and Schu-
mann (1975)) have demonstrated in longitudinal studies that there is more

1 This paper is a revised version of a paper read at the 1977 Los Angeles ?;econd
Language Research Forum.

1 I am indebted to the students who participated in this study, to Rebecca Dixon.,
Director of tho Intensive English Institute at the University of Illinois for hor coopora
tion, and to Adolaino Stanley, Instructor, Roosevelt University for her assistance in
recruiting students for the study and for administering the tests. I am also grateful
to 3Iellainad. Hajati and Olga Martinez for their translations.

2 Papers and Studios t. XVI
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18 J. 1. Anderson

variability in morpheme acquisition than these cross-sectional studies re-
vealed, the evidence still suggests that the native language of the learner
does not play a major role in morpheme acquisition.

But despite this similarity in morpheme accuracy for learners of different
language backgrounds, the possibility of native language influence on the
production of other grammatical structures needs to be extensively investi-
gated before claims about universal tendencies in second language acquisi-
tion can be made. Studies are needed which investigate "higher order" gram-
matical structures in order to determine whether these might be more suscep-
tible to native language transfer taan morphemes.

One such "higher order" structure, sentential complementation, ti as
investigated in an earlier study on a linguistically homogeneous group of
learners native speakers of Spanish (Anderson 1978). The findings in-
dicated a high degree of concordance across the group of 180 subjects who
participated in the study: the same accuracy order was observed in 95%
of the cases. Although there was some evidence of native language inter-
ference, a contrastive analysis between Spanish and English did not prove
to be an accurate predictor of the accuracy order fourid.

The present study was motivated by the need to extend that research
to speakers of another language whose complementation system contrasted
markedly with that of both English and Spanish. It was felt that Persian
met this requirement. If the same accuracy order were found for learners
from these two disparate language backgrounds, Persian and Spanish, the
native language transfer position would more clearly be weakened than
it was in the earlier study (Anderson 1978).

Sentential Complementation in English

A brief description of the sentential complements in estigated in this
study is in order. Although sentential complementation includes a variety
of types of embedded sentences, the structures investigated here are limited
to post-verbal finite clauses, infinitives, and gerunds, all of which generative
transformational grammarians view as being related grannuatically (Rosen-
baum (1967), Lakoff (1968).

Lakoff's (1968) analysis of sentential complementation was used as the
basis for describing the six complement types int estigated. In Lakoff's anal-
ysis, all of the various complements are (lurk ed from the same grammatical
deep structure in which there is both a subject and a verb. The deep structure
posited by Lakoff is presented in the example below.
Transfoi 'national rules change the deep structure to a finite complement:

I know (that) John plays the piano.

17
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know It John play the piano

The form the complement takes (whether it will be a finite complement,
an infinitive, or a gerund) :s determined by the verb in the matrix sentence;
for example, the verb know, and many other "mental activity" verbs, such
as think and realize, take the finite clause while verbs which imply some
future or potential action take infinitive complements (try, want, decide).

The six surface structures investigated in this study are described below
(the terms given to the surface structures are my own):

(1) Finite Clause. This surface structure complement belongs to the class
known as that complements and more closely resembles the grammatical
deep structure than the others, because it has both a subject and a finite
verb. (The complementizer that is optional in the surface structure).

Example: I know (that) he left). .

(2) Infinitive-NP. This structure belongs to the class of complements which
have undergone For-To Complernentizer Placement. The complement
has a surface structure subject, which if pronominalized, is always in
object form (e.g. me, him, 118). Depending on the matrix verb, it can ap-
pear In the surface structure with or without for.

Example: I want (for) him to go.
(3) Infinitive-NP (To Deletion). This structure also belongs to the class of
complements which have undergone For-To Complementizer Placement,
but the structure also undergoes To-Deletion, a rule which applies only to
complements governed by a small sot of matrix verbs. Examples of these
verbs are let, make and the verbs of perception, see and hear.

Example: I lot him go.
(4) Infinitive-Equi. Although this structure also undergoes For-To Couple-
mentizer Placement, it does not contain a surface structure subject. This

18
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is because it has undergone Egui-NP Deletion, a rule which deletes the
su.bject of the embeAled verb when it is co-referential with the subject
of the matrix verb.
Example: I want to go.
(5) Possessive-ing. This structure has undergone the rule of Possessive-ing
Complementizer Placement The complement always has a surface struc-
ture subject in possessive form, which if pronominalized appears as
a possessive pronoun.

Example: I appreciate his leaving.
(6) Gerund. In addition to having undergone Possessive-ing Complementizer
Placement, this structure also undergoes Equi -NP Deletion. (see Number
4 above). Thus, a subject does not appear in the surface structure of the
complement.

Example: He quit smoking.

Contrastive Analysis
Tho Persian and Spanish counterparts to these six English complem-

ents were examined for structual differences.
In Persian, it was observed that the basic sentence word order in all of

the complements contrasted with that of English. Tho Persian word order
is subject-object-verb (SOV), while the English word order is subject-verb-
-object (SVO). In addition, all of the Persian complements except one, the
Finite Clause, contrasted with the corresponding English forms.

In Spanish, it was observed that the basic sentence word order was sim-
ilar to that of English. Both languages observe the SVO word order. How-
ever, all of the Spanish complements except two, the Finite Clause and In-
finitive -Equi, contrasted with the corresponding English forms.

The Persian and Spanish complements were also compared with each
other. In all six complements, the basic word order was different; in Spanish
the word order is SVO and in Persian, the word order is SOV, as noted above.
Three of the complements are similar in form (the Finite Clause, the Infi-
nitive-NP, and the Gerund, but the other three complement forms contrast
with each other (the Infinitive-NP-To Deletion, Infinitive-Equi, and Pos-
sessive-ing).

In view of the above comparisons, ono might expect the Spanish group
to perform better on the Finite Clause and Infinitive-Egui than on the re-
maining structures. Tho Persian group should also perform better on the
Finite Clause than on tho other complements. However, in view of the marked
differences in word order, and the differences in the forms of three of the
complement types between the Spanish and Persian groups, no other similar-
ities in the accuracy orders are predicted.

Examples of the English complement types with their Spanish and Per-
sian translations are presented below. (Tho Spanish sentences are written
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in conventional Spanish orthography; the Persian sentences are written
in phonemic notation, since Persian uses a different system of orthography).

1. Finite Clause: I know that he bought a book.
Spanish (finite clause):

Se que 61 compr6 un libro.
(know-prey -lps that he buy-past-3ps a book).
Persian (finite clause):
mien midamem ke u yek ketab xEerd
(I know-pres-lps that he one book buy-past-3ps)

2. Infinitive-NP: She wants him to help the students.
Spanish (finite clause):
Ella quiere que 61 ayude a los estudiantes
(She want-pres-3ps that he help-subj-3ps to the students.
Persian (finite clause):
Eez u mixalued ke be clagerdan komEek korteed
(from he want-pres-3ps that to students help make-t.ubj-3ps)

3. Infinitive-NP (To Deletion): He let us leave school early.
Spanish (Infinitive):
El nos deja salir de la esouela temprano
(he us let-pres-3ps leave-inf from the school early)
Persian (finite):
u migozareed ko madresera zud Berk konim
(he allow-pres-3ps that school-accus early leave-subj. 1p. p.

4. Infinitive-Equi: I want to buy the books.
Spanish (Infinitive-Equi):
Quiero comprar los fibres
(Want-pres-fps buy-inf the books).
Persian (Finite):
Mizahtem an ketabliara hex eerEem

(Want-pres-fps those books-accus. buy-subj.-lps)

5. Possessive -ing: I dislike their talking in class.
Spanish (Finite):
Me disgusta que hablen en
(To me displease-pres-3ps that speak-subj-3p. pl. in

la sala de lectura
the room of lectura).

Persian (Infinitive):
EOZ hterf zathen-e-anha deer kolas =item nemiayted
(from speak-inf-of-they in class pleasure -fps nog- come - pres -3p2)

6. Gallia: I enjoy playing the piano.

20
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Spanish (Infinitive):
Disfruto tocar el piano
(Enjoy-prep -Ips play -inf the piano)
Persian (Infinitive):
Eez piano za.;1am levezt bordEem
(from piano play-inf pleasure bringpres-lps)

Method

Subjects. The individuals who participated in the study wore 18 native
speakers of Spanish and 18 native speakers of Persian, ranging in age from
18 to 33. They were recruited from ESL classes at the Intensive English
Institute at the University of Illionois in Urbana, and at Roosevelt University
in Chicago. In order to ensure a wide range of proficiencies, subjects were
selected from three different levels of ESL classes. Generally, there was a high-
er proportion of Persians than Spanish speakers in the upper level classes,
and a higher proportion of Spanish speakers in the lower level classes.

Materials. A written test was used which consisted of 3 sub-tests, 1 for
each complement type. Each sub-test consisted of 4 translation and 4 multiple
choice items (See Appendix). The test was administered in groups and the
individuals were allowed 40 minutes in which to complete it.

Analysis of Data. Each item was graded either correct or incorrect and
was given a value of 1 or 0 accordingly. In the translation test, spoiling er-
rors and article omission errors were allowed but errors in verb form were
not accepted. After the tests were scored, group moan percentage scores
wore calculated for each complement sub test for both the Spanish and Persian
groups. In addition, errors were examined to determine their sourceswhether
they reflected native language transfer or whether they were common to
both groups and could not bo explained in light of the native language.

In addition, in order to determine if the two groups differed on the total
score, a t-test was computed to compare these groups. In order to determine
if an optimally weighted composite of the six complement types were discrim-
inating between the two groups, a Hotelling T2 was computed. Finally,
an F statistic was computed to determine if the six complement types, when
optimally weighted to form a total, discriminated between the two groups
bettor than a total derived from simply adding the scores.

Results and Di8C1188i071.

The accuracy orders for the six complements based on total sub-test
scores wore the same for both groups. The group mean percentage scores for
each complement sub-test, translation and multiple choice combined, are
presented in Table 1.
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TABLE 1

Mean Percentage :bores of Complement Subtosts

Spanish Persian

FiniteClause 00.7 02.4
InfinitiveEqui 03.2 88.2
1,:finitiveNP 43.8 81.3
Gerund 30.0 00.4
bkfinitiveNP 20.1 40.3
(ToDeletion)
Posseasiceing 13.0 37.5

23

The total score derived from equally weighing the six complement types
discriminated between the two groups, favoring the Persians (t=5.29, df-34,
Pe..:.005). The significantly higher test scores for the Persian group are not
surprising in view of the fact that there was a higher proportion of Persians
in the upper level ESL classes used in the study. Retelling's T2 statie41c was
also significant (F=3.28, df =8,29, p .02) but there was no evidence that
the optimum weights were bettor than equal weights (F=1.17, df 5,29, 1).
This evidence suggests that the better performance of the Persians was about
the same for the six complement types. In sum, the pattern of performance
on the complement sub-test scores does not seem to be different between
the two groups.

Except for one displacement, the accuracy order is identical to the order
found in the earlier study (Anderson 1978). Tho Finite Clause was more difficult
in the earlier study duo to the more difficult test items used for that structure.
Some of the test items contained compound verb tenses but in the present
study most of the verb tenses were simple present or past.

Some of the predictions made by the contrttstive analyses were borne
out by the results: the Finite and Infinitive-Equi complements were the easiest
for the Spanish group; the Finite complement was the easiest for the Persian
group. However, Contrastive Analysis did not predict that both groups would
demonstrate the same accuracy order for 5 out of the 8 structures. Nor did
Contrastive Analysis predict that a complement would bo more difficult when a
surface structure subject was present. Infinitive -NP complements were more
difficult than Infinitive-Equi complements. Similarly, Poneseive-ing was more
difficult than the Gerund which did not have a surface structure subject.

An examination of errors revealed that while some of the errors reflected
native language structure, many of the arrors did not. In the Persian data,
for example, errors appeared which seemed to bo translations from Persian:

I enjoy from smoke.
eaz sigar-kaidam (Persian)

from cigarette-smoke-la (English translation)
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24 J. I. Anderson

(It is interesting to note, however, that there were no instances of Persian
SOV word order in any of the English sentences translated. Apparently,
the basic English word order is learned fairly early.)

The Spanish data also revealed instances of what appeared to be direct tran-
slations from the ivanish:

I want that you go.
que to vayas (Spanish)
that you go-subj. (English translation)

However, other types of errors appeared in both the Persian and Spanish
data which could not be understood in light of native language structure.
Examples of these errors are (1) the inflected infinitive (Ho wanted her to
washed the dishes.), (2) incorrect deletion of the particle to (I want o buy
the books), and (3) the appearance of that in infinitive complements (She
allowed us that to leave school).

It is of interest to note that some of the results reported above can also be
found in datafrom children acquiring American English as their first language.
Limber (1972) reported that the last complements to appear were the gerunds.
He also reported the deletion of to in infinitive complements. These findings
are in agreement with the findings in the present study. The Gerund and
Possessive-ing were among the most difficult for both the Spanish and Persian
groups. And there were many instances of incorrect deletion of to in infinitive
complements.

Concluaions

The results of this study indicate that second language learners from two
very different language backgrounds have similar difficulties in learning
English sentential complements. Although there was some evidence of native
language transfer, the fact that the order of difficulty was the same for both
groups indicates that there may be universal tendencies in second language
acquisition. Tho similarities noted between Limber's study (1972) on first
language acquisition and the present one also support this view.

However, before strong claims can be made about a universal order of
difficulty, further studies are needed which compare learners from a wider
range of language backgrounds.s In particular, a study is needed which investi-
gates a language group that makes different predictions about the difficulty
of the Finite complement. If such a study revealed the same accuracy order,
the universal order position would receive stronger support.

3 Ono such study is now being conducted. Cheryl Anderson-Butoyi, a graduate
student at U.C.L.A., is writing her Master's thesis on sentential complement accuracy
for a linguistically heterogeneous group of second language learners. Hor study is es-
sentially a replication of the present study.
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APPENDIX

COMPIYArENTATION TEST

Key to Part I: Translation

1. I know that ho bought a book.
2. They tried to open the door.
3. She thought that I would buy a car.
4. I believo that he speaks English well.
5. He wanted her to wash the windows.
8. I onjoy smoking eigarettos.
7. He lot the girl loavo.
8. I ordered him to wash tho dishos.
9. I enjoy playing the piano.

10. Sho wants him to help tho studonts.
11. Sho finishod writing tho lottor.
12. I dislike their talking in tho classroom.
13. Sho allowed us to loavo school early.
14. Ho made no go to church.
15. He appreciated your holping him.
16. I want to buy the books.
17. I appreciate your londing mo your books.
18. Ho know that I road tho lotter.
19. He stoppod playing tennis.
20. Ho hopes to find the pictures.
21. I resent his doing that.
22. Ho lot us loavo school oarly.
23. I mado tho child cry.
24. You forgot to send tho lottors.

COMPLEMENTATION TEST

Part I: Translation
Spanish Form

1. S6 quo 61 compr6 un libro.
2. El los trataron do abrir la puorta.
3. Ella pensaba quo yo oomprarfa un corm
4. Cisco quo 61 habla bion ol ingl6s.
5. tl quorfa quo ella lavara be vidrios.
6. Disfruto fumar cigarillos.
7. tl doj6 salir a la muchaoha.
8. Lo manci6 quo frogara los alatos.
9. Disfruto tooar ol piano.

10. Ella quioro quo 61 ayude a los ostudiantoa.
11. Ells tormin6 do escribir la °arta.
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12. disgusts quo hablon on in sala 'edam.
13. Ella nos permiti6 salir do In osouola.
14. Mo hizo qua fuera a In iglosia.
15. El to agradeei6 qua to ayudaras.
16. Quiero oomprar los libros.
17. Yo lo agradezoo qua :no prestara sus libros.
18. El sabfa quo lei In oarta.
19. El dojo de jugar at tears.
20. El oepora onoontrar las fotos.
21. Reeionto quo t51 hagn .so.
22. El nos dojo salir do la °sonata temprano.
23. Rios llorar al nhio.
24. So to olvid6 onviar las oartas.

1.

2.

3.

4.

COMPLEMENTATION TEST

Part I: Translation
Porsian Form

.--4

r--

9. .7 /
r-A5' (.i(J L -4 0" d

trAja)

5. t4s jtA LP0.5
.

6.

A
f.:
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11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.
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19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

_,} .._J) t L.)--tAi. cf,.1!

Li ),Lii-1 .., le__}.-C- ,.) -..--.4 J., ,....., 1

I) .--)_/' ...) .1 ../ . r---1 h ri ..)

p
Y.

, A......./....../j
1 , 0 1 ' 9

., ( 4 ) ,-} G A -1. i Lf-, ..1 P

Directions: Draw a cirolo around the letter next to the oorroot answer.
Example:

Ford
a. are
b. am
e. is
d. be

the President of the United Status

1. She finished letter.
a. to write
b. writing
o. write
d. wreto

2. I know
a. him to buy
b. he buying
o. that ho bought
d. his buying

a book.
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3. I resent that.
a. him to do
b, his doing
o. him do
d. him to did

4. I want tho books.
a. I buy
b. buying
a. buy
d. to buy

Part II: Multiple Choice

6. I believe _English well.
a. him to speak
b. his speaking
a. that ho speaks
d. him speak

O. I resent in the classroom.
a, their talking
b. them to talk
o. them to talked
d. they talking

7. I enjoy aigarottes.
a. to emoko
b. smoking
a. I smoka
d. smoked

8. Ho make to ahuroh.
a, my going
b. I go
a. mo go
d. I wont

9. Sha permitted school.
a, us leaving
b. wo loft
a. our leaving
d. us to loavo.

10. Sha thought a oar,
a. mo to buy
b. me buying
a. that I would buy
d. that I buying

11. Ha hopes tho pictures.
a. to find
b. finding
a. find
d. found
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/2. 1 made
a. the child cry
b. cry the child
c. crying the child
d. the child to cry

13. He lets school early.
a. us to leave
b. we loft
o. our leaving
d. us leave

14. He lot
a. the girl to leave
b. the girl leave
e. to leave the girl
d. leave the girl

lb. You forgot
a. sending
b. to send
c. send
d. sent

16. He wanted
a. she wash
b. her washing
o. her wash
d. her to wash

the letters.

the windows.

17. I ordered the dishes.
a. be washed
b. his washing
o. him to wash
d. he washing

16. Be enjoys
a. to play
b. playing
o. lie play
d. from playing

19. They tried
a. to open
b. they opened
o. opened
d. open

the piano.

the door.

20. She wants the students.
a. he help
b. him helping to
o. him to helping
d. him to help
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21. He knew
a. that I read
b. I reading
o. me to read
d. my reading

the letter.

22. I appreciated
a. your him helping
b. you to help him
o. your helping him
d. you to him helped

23. Ho quit tennis.
a. play
b. to play
o. playing
d. played

24. I appreciate your books.
a. your lending me
b. you to me lent
c. your me lending
d. you to lend me
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REMARKS ON "PARTICLE MOVEMENT" AND "EXTRAPOSITION
FROM NP" RULES:

A STUDY IN CONTRASTIVE ANALYSIS

LArIF H. Au

Unirertity of Baghdad

Contrastive analysis has long been used as a pedagogical tool for language
teaching, but rarely for anything else. This study will employ contrastive
analysis on a more theoretical level to examine the validity of a proposed
linguistic universal. The remarks on which this paper is based are a brief
study of the "Particle Movement" and "Extraposition from NP" rules,
some of which have been dis,assed previously.' The results and implications
concerning these rules will be the major center of the discussion of this paper
in which it will be demonstrated how these two rules and others may apply
to both English and Baghdad Arabic.

Intuitions of relatedness between sentences are constructed by deriving
sots of related sentences from the same or similar underlying structures.
Sentences constructed in Baghdad Arabic seem to be based on a close simi-
larity in meaning and construction with those in English which, coincidentally
narrows the scope of discussion to the points which this paper aims to account
for.

A rule such as (1) can be postulated to convert a structure like (1.a) into
(2.a).

l.a The man who broke the window wont away.
2.a The man wont away who broke the window.
The rule which converts (l.a) to (2.a) can be like this:
I. X [NP 5] VP 2

NP
Opt

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 0 4+3' 5

1 Cf. John Ross (1967), particularly chapters 1, 2 and G.
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The underlying structure of (1.a) which is roughly shown in (2.b) may
help illustrate the movement of S out of the NP which dominates it.

2.b.

S

NP 111:

---------
N.P S went awa,

The man who broke the windo'.:

When rule (1) applies to (1.a) it gives us the derived P-Marker (2.c).
2.0

S

I

NP VP S/N / ------
The man went away who broke the window

If it were claimed that rule (I) applies to all natural languages, Baghdad
Arabic would not allo.7 such a rule.

3.a [irrijjal illi kissai hl gibbao buqa'jawa]
The man who broke the window stayed in.

3.b* [irrijjlil bugs jawailli kissar hl Aibbao]
(W.: man stayed in who broke the window.)

The ungrammaticality of (3.b) is accounted for because in Baghdad Arabic
an embedded S of this type can't be pulled out of NP if this NP immediately
dominates that S. Thus, rule (I) is powerless when applied to Baghdad Arabic);
this means that the grammar of Baghdad Arabic excludes such rules, as (I).

Now consider sentences (4.a) and (4.b):

4.a I sold the car which I bought two months ago to John.
4.b I sold the car to John which I bought two months ago.

To convert (4.a) to (4.b), Ross (1967 : 4) suggests the following rule:

II. NP V [NP 8] PP
,...................., NP

1 2 3

1 er, 3+2

.22.t.60

For the same reason given above, rule (II) can not apply to Baghdad
Arabic as is 'shown below:
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5.a [biet is sayyara illi gtiretha gebul gahren Non]
I sold the car which I bought before months two to John.
I sold the car which I bought two months ago to John.

5.b [biet issayyara lion illi gtiretha gebul gam]
(I sold the car to John which I bought before months two.)

The underlying structure of (5.a) is (5.c):

5.0

S

NP VP
I

N V NP PP
I Z /\

Pro HP it Jon/
(an') brat is sayyar 11 li *Stirethe gAbui E;ahren

Ross, according to "the provision of the evaluation measure", combines
rules (I) and (II) to yield rula (III):

III. so I [NP Sk-- (VP}
{NP VII NP tpp

1 1 1 1

1 2 3 4
1 2 0 4+3

which converts (6.a) into (6.b) and (7.a) in to (7.b):

6.a The man who you met went away.
6.b The man went away who you met.
7.a He let the boy who you know in.
7.b He let the boy in, who you know.

Since rule III is more general according to Ross, it is replaced by what is

O.>

known as Extraposition from NP rule.1
IV. Extraposition from NP rule

X [NP S] Y
NP

1 2 3

1 0 3+2

* See Rose (1967 :3-4).

P

Opt.
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As long as rule (IV) doesn't apply to Baghdad Arabic, the claim that it
is universal, in the meaning that it applies to all natural languages, is question-
able. The converted sentence will be ungrammatical as long as an S can't
be pulled out of the NP which dominates it, as shown in (3) and (5). Moreover,
oven in English, rule (IV) is too strong because it converts (8.a) into (8.b)
which is ungrammatical.

8.a That a man came in who you sold your car to will never change my
mind.

8.b* That a man came in will neN or change my mind 'a ho you sold your car
to.

To prevent such a construction as (8.b), we have a restriction which can
be stated 86 follows:

An extraposed S ma3 not be pulled outside the B Inch dominates it and
be directly dominated by the first S.

The above restriction eau be illustrated by (9).

9.a The fact that a man who you sold your car to went away Jhanged my
mind.

9.b

NP

/\
rhe fact that NP

NP

aman who you sold your car to

S3

VP

went away

;/P
V NP

changed my
/

mind

(9.b) Shows that in the case that S2 is palled up to the end of S we got (10.a)
as a result of this movement.

10.a The fact changed my mind that a mat' who you sold your car to wont
away.

But if we move A93 up to the end of Si, then the ungrammatical sentence
(10.b) will be the result.
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10.b* The fact that a man went away changed my mind who you sold your
car to.

IO.c*

NP

NP

The fact

52

NP

that a man
//

went away changed

VP 5y--3

vZ NP who you sold
your car to

my mind

Though the Extrapoeition from NP rule comes after Particle Movement
in English, the latter can be applied to Baghdad Arabic only if the former
does not apply, because of the restriction mentioned above, that the (extra-
posed) S cannot be moved from the whole constituent [Np' S], while the particle

NP

has a (free) movement forward to be placed either before or after the consti-
tuent [NP S], as shown below:

NP

11.a [irorijjal illi acurforith berm)
Tho man who I know went out.

11.b [barra irrijjtsl illi acurfo rah]
(Out the man who I know went.)

but. not

nor

11.e [irrijjal rah burro illi acurfo]
The man wont out who I know.

11.d* [ir rijjal rah illi amide burs)
(The man went who I know out.)

The rule which converts (11.a) into (11.b) could be formulated in (V):

V. X [NP S] [V part. Y] Z
NP VP

1 2 3 4 5 6

4+1 2 3 0 5 6
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The underlying structure of (11) can roughly be like (12):

12.

S----
NP VP

..----------\s2 /
VNP P

./N ,Z'''\, I I
ir n;jal Ill! aEurfa ral) barra

The particle with intransitive verbs as in (11) has only backward move-
ment in more complex structures like (13).

13.a [irrijjal illi gitas it xillbo rah burro lama 5af in nas jawa]
The man who cut the log went out when he saw the people inside.

13.b

Si

NP VP

NP 52 rah barra 5

rijjal ills giteE sl xtgba lama taf sr nas jawa

If the movement of the particle be backward to be placed at the end of the
sentence, the derived structure (13.c) will be ungrammatical.

13.0* Dr rijjal illi gitas it xiiba rah lama gaf it nas jowa barra]
(The man who cut the log wont when (he) saw the people inside out.)

With verb-particle like [rah barra], 'went out', not only the backward move-
ment of the particle is blocked when followed by an S as in (13), but also when
some other elements follow the particle,' as in (14).

14* irrijj51 illi gitas it xigba rah fjusim 1 barra
yirku5J

(The man who cut the log went 1 hungry out.
running

3 I used "some other elements" because when the particle is followed by a propo.
sition this movement is possible.
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While in both structures (13.e) and (14) the particle may be moved for-
ward to be placed before the first element of the sentence to give us the gram-

matical sentences (15.a) and (15.b).

I5.a [barra irrijj6I illi gitas il xiilba riih lama taf in]
nas jaws]

15.b [bears it rijjal illi gags il xiiiba rah jusan]
(Out the man who cut the.log went when he saw the people in.)

But (15.b) is ambiguous in two ways. It may have the reading which means
that, "The man who was outside and who cut the log wont hungry", or the
reading already associated with the particle and its verb.

It is necessary to claim with cases like (15) that in Baghdad Arabic when
the verb-particle is of the intransitive class, the backward movement of the

particle is blocked if certain elements follow it. We have specified the condi-
tion only on intrasitive verbs because we can have sentences like (16.a),

16.a [il postaoi illi sindasarrara jab il ruzma jaws]
The mailman who has a car brought the parcel in.

which is derived from (16.b.)

16.b [il poste& illi sindasayyara jab jaws il ruzma]
(The mailman who has a ear brought in the parcel.)

Thus, the restriction could be more specific and at the same time fit both
cases, transitive and intransitive verbs.

17. Particle Movement can be backward, unless the verb is intransitive,
or forward to be before the subject of the main sentence.

Now returning to English and the rule of Particle Movement, we notice

that English does not need a restriction like (17). One of the reasons for this

is that English grammar doesn't contain a forward movement of the particle

in structures of this type, because the verb prevents its particle from moving

over to precede it, as shown below:

18.a Ho brought in the parcel which you wrapped.
18.b? In he brought the parcel which you wrapped.
18.c He brought the parcel in which you wrapped.
18.d Ho brought the parcel which you wrapped in.

If we assume that the particle movement in (18.b) is possible when the
particle is stressed, then a sentence like (19.a)

19.a I looked over my word.

which can be converted, according to the Particle Movement rule, into
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19.b I looked my word over.

can not have such a derived sentence even if the particle is stressed as the
following one:

19.0* Over I looked my word.

To look for a reasonable statement for (18.b) and (Mc) may bring uncer-
tainty about the word 'in' in (18.a) and its converted sentence (18.b), whether
'in' is a particle or Adv. Loc., which is difficult to determine. This problem
may be explained by postulating a rule such as VI

VI. X NP [V Part. (NPipS)vt, I

1 2 3 4 5 opt. )
1 0 3 4+2 5

To get (18.e) from (18.a) rule (VI) is too general to apply; therefore, there
should at least be two movements involved in order to got (18.c). Tho first
movement should be Particle Movement mentioned above (VI) to yield (18.d),
then Extraposition from NP applies to give us (18.e).

Rule (VI) applies obligatorily after NP1 in (18.d), or [NP SI in (VI), is
pronominalized, as shown in the following sentences.

20.a H' brought it in.

but not

20.b* Hn brought in it.

Similarly,

21.a Ho looked it over.
21.b* ?Ho looked over it.

It is interesting to note that when the object of the verb-particle is pro-
nominalized, as mentioned above, the particle movement is blocked as shown
in (20.b) and (21.b), which could also be true if one tries to examine the case
in Baghdad Arabic.

22.a [il poste& jabho jowo]
The mailman brought it in.

22.b* [il pogooi jab jowoho]
(The mailman brought in it.)

If the word 'over' in (21.b) is considered aot as a particle, then it is not a
derivation from (21.a) and must be a different grammatical sentence; but if
it is derived from (21.a), then it is ungrammatical.
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"Particle 3forentent" and "Extraposition from NP" rules 41

To conclude these remarks, our attempt in this paper shows that in Baghdad
Arabicaoy S dominated by NPcannot be pulled out to be extraposed, which op-
poses the case in English (IV); therefore a rule such as the one called Extraposi-
tion front NP should be excluded from a grammar like Baghdad Arabic or else
we can ha-so unaccepted structures exemplified by (3.b) and (5.b). Even if this
rule applies to a language like English, one should be very careful in its appli-
cation in order to avoid the ungrammatical con% orted sentence (8.b) from
sentence (8.a). In other words, some restriction should be imposed on a rule
like (IV).

Also we tried to show that a rule like Particle Movement (VI) which applies
to both English and Baghdad Arabic. should hat e restrictions which differ
when it applies to a sole language of the too mentioned above. Baghdad
Arabic allows both forward and backward movement as shoran in (II) which
is not the case in English. When both rules apply to English, Particle Move-
mod should precede Extraposition front NP, as shown in (I8.d) and (18.c)
respectively).

The other point rue tried to touch in this paper is that o hen a verb-particle
is follow ed by it preposition, in English the mu% cutout of the particle as stated
in rule (VI) will be blocked, but in Baghdad Arabic this preposition helps the
particle to move 1.011% rd without m hich this num ement will only have the
possibility of being limed Imam ard. Thus in Baghdad Arabic we can option
ally have both movements of the partiele, and here also some restrictions
should be imposed on the two movements.
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ON SO CALLED "BEHEADED NOUN PHRASES"
IN ENGLISH AND POLISH'

ROMAN KALISZ

Unfree ty of ad,orisk

1

Postal (1969), Borkin (1971) and Lakoff (1977) discuss sentences like the
following:

1. Chomaky take6 up a foot on my booksholf.
2. John is too small to satisfy Mary.*
3. Egypt refused to cooperate.

Postal analyzes the above sentences as being derived from underlying
semantic representations like 4.

4. Tho government of Egypt refused to cooperate.

The "government deletion" transformation produces 3. 2 is arrived at by
moans of "genital deletion" transformation. Borkin refers to such deletions3
as head deletions and to NPs remaining after such deletions as "beheaded
NPs".

In this paper I am going to argue against deletion analysis of such NPs,
on the basis of the impossibility of arriving at the correct semantic representa-

' This is a slightly revisal version of the paper presented at the 10th International
Conforenco of Contrastivo Linguistics at Boszkowo, Winter 1978. I wish to thank the
participants of the conference, my disputant Paul Noubauor and l'adossz Zabrooki for
valuablo suggestions.

' It does not follow from Borsht's analysis whothor Mary in 2 constitutes a be-
bonded NP or not.

3 There am many othor dolotion transformations if we follow Postal's analysis.
i.e., stook dolotion transformation as in "IBM is greatly overpriced".

r
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44 R. Kalisz

tion in many eases. Based on the approach taken in this paper some remarks
concerning the problem of lexicalization in general, will be presented.

Lexicalization is understood here as a process governing the relation exist-
ing between a lexical item and the elements of moaning of that lexical item.
By elements of meaning of a lexical item we understand after Bobrow and
Winograd (1977) and Lakoff (1977) a list of criteria' properties which can
be attributed to a given lexical item with a resell at ion that the list of pro-
perties depends on context in which a given lexical item occurs.

A short comparison of English and Polish NPs will be given in further
sections of the paper.

2

There are syntactic arguments against head deletion traumfmnation.
5a. and especially 5b pose great diffieulties for the analysis in terms of the
above transformation.

5a. John is too poor to satisfy Mary.
b. Janok jest zbyt biedny, ieby zadowoli6 Marie.

The explication of the subject NP in 5b is probably as in 6
mall .Majatek

6. Stan materiality{
Janka jest zbyt . `. , zeby zadowoli6 Marie.

tusk'
The application of head deletion to the subject NP in 6 leads to unaccep-

table 7 unless other transformations of osmetie type (see Krzeszowski 1979)
are applied. The cosmetic, transfoi mations in the aboN e case seem to be poorly
moth ated, difficult to lia ululate and had to great complications of transfor
mational apparatus.

7.* Janka jest zbyt, niski, ieby zadowoli6 Marie.
The main difficulty although not the only one is the problem of the obtaining

of the adjective biedny which does not exist in constructions like 8.
8.* f Maigtok

1Stan materialny
I jest biedny.

3

Non-deletion explanation of such NPs is presented in Lakoff (1977).
Lakoff presents his int( rpretation of 1 following the basic principles of Wino-
grad and Bubrow's KRL where 1 is understood the way it should be (not
surgeon's bizarre taste) hecaust of our know ledge that Chumsky writes books
and because of the possibility of assueiatiol, of this fact with the NP Chomsky.
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"Beheaded noun phrase.," 45

9. Chomsky
person

linguist

writes books

Lakoff states that there is no reason to provide a semantic representation
in Postal's sense for such sentences and to thus claim that the head deletion
transformation takes place.

It is proposed in the present paper that sente.'ccs like 1-3 exhibit genera-
lizations or extensions of certain properties to the source of these properties
i.e. the property associated with the NP Chomsky which is something like
"physical instantiations of his writings", is extended to produce the NP
Chomsky. John's penis is extended to John's body and then perhaps to full
John with his body and soul in 2. It can be noted that when we have what
Borkin calls beheading, the part of an NP which is present in the surface
structure represents a source of a given property. The property was purport-
edly the head of an NP subsequently deleted by the beheading transformation.
Certain regularities concerning the process of the extension can be observed.

(a) When a person is the carrier of the properties then the properties may
be 'extended' to that person.

10. I'm parked in a no parking zone.
11. If you were a commercial cur you could have parked here but since

you arc a private car I'll give you a ticket.
12. Are you a BART?

In 10 and 11 the property of 'I' and 'you' i.e., a car is extended to 'I' in 10
and to 'yon' in 11.

(b) When no personal referent is 'involved' in a given NP and when a
proper name is present then the properties are extended to the noun
which is a proper name and is the source of the properties.

13. Syria has sent a note to Israel.
14. Lebanon has refused to cooperate.
(e) When neither a personal referent nor proper name referent is 'involved'

for a given NP then the most general NP which can net as a source of
properties becomes the goal of the extension.

15. This can is contaminated.
16. This book is full of nonsense.

A-c are to be taken as tendencies and not as strict rules. 17 and 18 constitute
counterexamples to the claim presented above.
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46 R. Kalisz

17. The car was moving fast.
18. The plane crashed fifty miles from Flagstaff.

It is the car which is the source of properties in 17. The properties may include
the driver and the passengers among other things. 17 and 18 are examples of a
different perspective or focus of attention than the one presented in (a).
A perspective imposed on the properties and on their source may be decisive.
However, such a situation seems to be less frequent and that can be seen in
the case of 19.

19.a Pies bojowy ogolnowojskowy sklada sic z:
(a) obroiy bojowej ogalnowojskowej

.(b) psa wlakiwego
oraz (c) przewodnika
19b. An army dog consists of:

(a) an army collar
(b) a dog itself
(c) a master

19 is funny, at least its Polish version, because an unusual perspective is
presented where a master is regarded as one of the properties of a dog and
not vice versa.

4

The question arises concerning the mechanism of our extensions. Consider
the NP Cairo in 20 and 21 and its properties.

20. Cairo has refused to cooperate.
21. Cairo is beautiful.
22. Cairo

a city
architecture
landscape
capital of Egypt
seat of Egyptian government

Different properties are subjects to extensions in 20 and 21. In 20 lees
essential properties constitute the subject of the extension than in the case
of 21. The understanding of sentences with NPs which exhibit extensions of
less essential properties demands the cooperation of the context of experience.
consituation, or linguistic context.
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Borkin and Postal's analysis in terms of deletion of a head from the semantic
representation where the head is explicated meets serious difficulties when
more than one property constitutes the subject to the extension and when it is
difficult to single out one property from a set closely related properties. In
23 it is difficult to decide which property of the NP Kicka is responsible for
the fact that he is too strong for Rybicki. Is it Kicka's fist, forearms, arms,
muscles, etc?

23a. Kicka jest za silny dla Bybickiego.
b. Kicka is too strong for Bybicki.

It seems that it is not possible to arrive at one correct semantic representa-
tion of 23 that would be plausible and that would be the proper input to the
head deletion transformation.

Borkin herself finds it difficult to decide whether the occurrences of "Betty"
in 24-29 (Borkin's 60-65) require the expanded representation (i.e., the
explication of the heads of the occurrences of the noun'Betty). She does not
provide an answer. This difficulty pertains to the problem of providing an
adequate semantic representation which does not seem to be possible, especially
in 26-29.

24. Betty is Jewish.
25. Betty is attractive.
26. Betty knows judo.
27. Max thinks he is too small to satisfy Betty.
28. Max thinks he is too poor to satisfy Betty.
29. Max admires Betty and Betty admires Max.

The problem refers to lexicalization in general. Employing the extension
analysis, we may provide an interpretation to the effect that there exists a
hierarchy of the extension of properties depending on whether properties
which are extended to its source are less Ralient or more essential. The exten-
sions of the least obvious properties would constitute the top of our hierarchy.
At the bottom of the hierarchy there would be cases in which the entire source
with all its properties is present. The taxonomy of the continuum meets
theoretical difficulties as other taxonomies. The one presented below is very
tentative and it is not elabonted extensively.

I. Less salient properties constitute the subject of the extension (The
majority of Borkin's beheaded NPs).

30. Are you a BART?
31. Raymond Chandler takes up a foot on my bookshelf.
32. Monaco decided to issue visas only to millionaires.
33. John is too small to satisfy Mary.
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For 31 it is generally known that Raymond Chandler is a writer and that
is why such a sentence is easily understood. However, with a little imagination
we may accept 34 when we come to realize that one of the properties of John
Smith is that he writes books.

34. John, Smith takes up a foot on my bookshelf.

Oontext of experience definitely helps us to associate the property writes
books with Raymond Chandler rather than with John Smith. Nevertheless,
34 may be understood correctly with a slightly bigger effort.

In 30 an usual property of being a driver of a bus which goes to Bay Area
Rapid Transit Nation is extended to you. Here, the cooperation of context
or consituati i.e., entering a bus in the San Francisco Bay Area .-,eems to
be indispensable for an association of that property with t .o noun representing
the addressee.

In 27 John's property that is extended to its source is by no means acci-
dental. However, the property is taboo in many conversations so the property
that is extended to John seems to be 'less salient'. Therefore 27 seems to be
a borderline case between groups I and II.

II. More essential properties constitute the subject of the extension
(The majority of Borkin's doubtful cases).

35. Ali is too strong for Bonavena.
36. Betty is attractive.
37. Ali is heavier than Bonavena.
38. John hit Bill.
39. Harry pushed David.

35 seems to be a borderline case between groups I and II w here the pugilistic
properties of All and Bonavena would be less salient without the cooperation
of the context of experience, however the ability to use fists, arms, muscles,
etc is not an accidental property of a human (or a kangaroo) since 40 is also
an acceptable and easily comprehensible sentence.

40. John is too strong for Harry.

38 and 39 present the extension of body parts to their sources, though
perhaps not only body parts are involved. In 37 the essential property of
any human i.e., a body is extended to the sources Ali and Bonavena.

ill. NPs where the entire source with all the properties is present (acting
as Lakoff's gestalt).

41. John left.
42. Peter Seller., appeared yesterday on Midnight Special.
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5

The extensions of less salient properties to their sources are generally less
frequent in Polish than in English. It may come from pragmatic differences
of some sort between the two languages of which I am not fully aware. A guess
that speakers of Polish are generally more relaxed in everyday conversation
and they act as if they had more time to express in greater detail what they
actually mean tu make the job of the addressee ea:: in deciphering a message,
seems to be ad hoc, unscientific and perhaps misleading. However, it does not
seem to be totally absurd since among some Polish social groups in particular
situations which require quicker exchange of information the above pheno
merlon is more frequent (see the final examples of the paper).

Very many equivalent Polish sentences containing nouns exhibiting the
extension of less salient properties to their sources are at least strange if not
totally unacceptable.

43a. If you were a commercial car you could have parked here.
b. *Gdybyti (ty) byl firmowym samochodern moglbyti tu zaparkowae.

(The sentence is unacceptable in the sense equivalent to 43a).
44a. Are you a taxi?

b. *Czy jest pan. taksawkrt? (unacceptable in the sense equivalent to
44a).

45:1. Chonisky takes up a foot on my bookshelf.
b. ?Choms zabiera p61 rnetra na mojej poke.

46a. John is too small to satisfy Mary.
b. Jan jest za maly, Toby zadowolid Marie.

It has to be noted that when we go down on our hierarchy the acceptability
seems to increase e.g. 46b.

Equivalent Pol:sh sentences of the English sentences of group II are fully
acceptable.

47a. AU is too strong for Bonavena.
b. AU jest za silny dla Bonaveny.

48a. Betty-is attractive.
b. Betty jest atrakcyjna.

6

There is a colt:at aint in journalese Polish (ad perhaps not only in journalese
Polish) which I will call 'friends' constraint on the extension. It is all right
to say 49-51 in journalese Polish.

4 Papers and Studies t. XVI 46
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40a. Bialy Dom infornmje (,ie)
b. The While House informs (that)

50a. Pekin ostrzoga (,ie)
b. Peking warns (that)

51a. Waszyngton. podaje (,ie)
b. Washington reports (that)

However, 52a, 53a, and 54a are unacceptable.

52a. *Kreml donosi (,ie)...
b. The Kremlin reports (that)...

53a. *Praga inform* (,ie)...
b. Prague informs (that)...

54a. *Berlin podaje (,ie)...
b. Berlin. announces (that)...

Belgrade, Hanoi and Ulan Bator are not clear uses since Hanoi and
Ulan Bator are distant from Poland.

In the case of capitals and buildings where governments of the Polish
all:es and friends reside, the extension is blocked and we have sentences like
55 and 56 instead.

55a. Koinitet Ceara lily Komunisty cznej Partii Bulgarii poinformowal
(,ie).

b. The Central Committee of the Communist Party of Bulgaria informed
(that)...

56a. Rzqd Wcgiorskiej Ropubliki Ludowej oglosil (,ie)...
b. The government of the Hungarian People's Republic announced

(that)...

In Borkin's terms the constraint would sound slightly different: "Thou
hall not behead your friend". The pragmatics of the constraint is probably

such that your friends deserve more attention and therefore the relevant
properties have to be fully specified. In English no such constraint is present.

7

There exist some Polish sentences with NPs exhibiting the extensions of
properties to their sources which have less acceptable English equivalents.
The examples conic from students' jargon and I owe them to Graiyna Itrych.

57a. Idziesz na Srokc? Nie, bo nie napisalam jeszcze Kalisza.

b. *Are you going Sroka? No, I haven't written Kalisz yet.
{ on }
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c. Are you going to Sroka's class? No, because I haven't written my
assignment for Kalisz's class.

58a. Spa lam na Kowalskim.
b. fslept i( maccaptablo in the sense relevant

lwas sleeping} on Kowalski.
here)

c. I was sleeping on
Kowalski's class.was bored with
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CERTAIN ASPECTS OF THE EXCLUSIVELY PREDICATIVE
USE OF ADJECTIVES IN ENGLISH AND POLISH

BARBARA DANoyarca

University of 1Varsato

The problem of "non-attributive" adjectives, i.e, the adjectives which
occur exclusively in be predications (consider The girl was sorry v. *a sorry
girl), has often been seen in terms of the various conditions governing the
syntactic 'deficiency' of this subclass of adjectives. Three assumptions which
seem to underlie such an approach can apparently be formulated as follows:
1. Non-attribution of an adjective is a criterion powerful enough to allow us to
speak of the class (or subclass) of exclusively predicative adjectives, to be
treated in separation from the ext,lusi ely attributive ones and those appearing
in both positions.
2. Non-attribution may result from various features of adjectives and enume-
ration of such features defines the class of non-attributive adjectives.
3. Non-attribution (as well as nun-predication) must be treated as an irregula-
rity; a "regular" adjective occurs in both positions and it is only for such
adjectives that any consistent theory can be formulated.

These three assumptions will all be questioned in the present paper.
First of all, as numerous examples suggest, adjectives appear to be non-

attributive in sumo contexts, and attributil c is other situations. This concerns,
predominantly, the cases of 'the conflict of homonyms' (see Bolinger 1967),
i.e., the cases of ambiguous adjectives such that one of their senses allows
only attributive occurrences, while the other only predicative ones (consider:
I am sorry versus a, sorry sight, He is fond of music versus his fond hopes, The
nurse was faint versus her faint voice, various meanings of certain or present,
etc.).

It can be argued that such examples appeal only to the most superficial
understanding of the uses of adjectives, since the obvious presence of ambiguity
could even allow 118 to distinguish, e.g., sorry, and sorry, in the lexicon. How-
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over, it seems that the restrictions or, the attributive use of adjeetis es can be
strengthened or weakened due to much less obvious factors, generally referred
to as `context'. CompfLro:

I hate personal remarks / his remarks ss ere personal, v. *a personal
man / he was rather personal;
Lino A is parallel to line B / *a parallel to line B line, *a parallel line to
lino B, *a parallel line, v. parallel lines.

Examples like these can certainly be analyzed in terms of such features of
the nouns being modified as the human/nun-human distinction or number,
but on a more general scale we cannot offer any systematic description. What
is morn, even the apparently regular distinctions in terms of the conflict of
homony ins can in some cases be neutralized to render adnuminal owirronces
of adjectives, as happens, for instance, with the uses of two adjectives. absent
and present (nieobecny and obecny).

Absent nieobecny has two meanings. 'not hero' and 'as if not here, think-
ing of something nut conceded with the present situation'; in the former sense
the adjective is usually found as a predicative modifier of H- human] nouns,
while in the hitter as an attributive modifier of [ human] nouns, as in:
two pupils were absent, dwaj uczniowie byli nieobecni v. he looked c0 me in an
absent way, wodzil dookola nieobecnym spoirzeniem. Duo to the fact that the
conflicting homony ins co-occur with different groups of nouns, it is sometimes
possible to use 'not hero' absent attributively, as in: your absent friends, twoi
nieobecni przyjacieledthough the other meaning will tend to be restricted
to its attributive position: *1k, way he looked at me was absent, *jego spojrzenie
bylo nieobecny. (Perhaps it is justified by the fact that this sense of absent
is in some way metaphorically derived from the 'not hero' souse, and not
vice versa it is thus in a way secondary, acid the hearer will consider the
primary meaning first.)

If we compare the above examples with the uses of present, a totally differ-
ent picture will emerge. First of all, present obecny is encountered with
[+ human] nouns in both of its two main senses, although in different po-
sitions. When present moans 'being here', it appears predicativcly, as in All
the pupils were present Wszyscy uczniowie byli obecni, and when it paral-
lels the expression 'at present', it is attributive: m6j obecny chlopak my
present boy friend. It should also be noted flint with the latter sense of pre-
sent [ human] nouns can also appear as heads: my present job, moja obecna
praca. Tho fact that both homonyms can co occur with the same typo of
nouns strengthens their conflict to such au extent that the interchangeabil-
ity of positions is excluded: the sentences *my job is present, *moja praca
jest obeena are unacceptable, while the phrases the present pupils, obecni ucz
niowie mean 'those who are now pupils', V, ktOrzy toraz sil uczniami'. On
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the other hand, however, in the case of present (but not in the c isc of absent)
English (but out Polish) allows for the use of phrases such as the pulls present,
whore the adjective is not predicative, but retains the sei:gt, usually as-
sociated with the predication. The question whether `postnuminar should
be also understood as 'attributive' will be considered further on, but what
we can claim IION% is that the conflict of homonyms call be `soothed" uy various
(albeit non-systematic) means.

Presumably, then, various mechanisms prevent adjectives from being
ascribed once and for all to the subclass of non attributive .adjectives. The
observation should lead to the conclusion that the subclass cannot be defined
even by the simple listing of its members - the assumed elements of such
a sot often appear to be elements of other classes too. What we suggest,
then, is that we rather define the s3efactic behaviour of adjectives in terms
of uses: in one of its uses au adjective appears in both positions, but in ano-
ther use it may be restricted to only une.1 We should also consider the pos-
sibility- of seeing attribution and predication as two competing, although
related forms (contrary to the view expressed in the Chomskyan transfor-
mational formula (1957) and developed by Smith (1961; 1964) and others).
That is, instead of emphasizing the parallels between attribution anj predi
cation of adjectives, we should perhaps assume that they fulfil different
functions and then try to establish why certain adjectives refuse to fulfil
one of them.

The second question we intend to answer in the present paper is whether
it is possible to enumerate the criteria that distinguish non-attributive ad-
jectives from utile' adjectives. The task is very difficult due to the fact that
the criteria mentioned su far are each of a different character. They are.
temporary reftactit'e of an adjective, the presence of a complement and,
marginally and (tidy in left:retie° to Polish inflection (see, e.g., Par 1968).

Temporariness of an adjective, as it is dismissed by Bolinger (1967), is
to be understood as its inability to denote features tvhich %%mild characterize
the referent permanont13. It is then attributed to adjectives NN Inch refer
to certain non-permanent states of body and mind, as in, e.g., ready, sure,
sorry, upset, jumpy, late, angry, present, handy, ill, well, faint, glad, flush,
gotowy, pewien, chory, etc. It has also been obesrved that such adjectives
are often related to verbs and AN orbs, which can be seen both within the
same language and hi translational equi, it lents. she was ablush she bluilted,
he is afraid 1w fears, jest chory choruje, jest zly dad, sag, I ant sorry

Wo suggest the term "use" instead of "inoaning", oven though adjectives in
they various ust.s may have diffvrent meanings, to stress the influence of the context.
"Moaning" tends to be understood as inherent in lexical items, tvhilo "use" allows us
to consider factors such as syntactic structLro, style, the speaker's intention, oto.
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przykro mi, I am hot gonico mi, he is asleep dpi, it is ablaze plo-
nie, etc.

Tho question which arises now is then whether the adjectives mentioned
above can bo said to be always temporary and never characterizing. As the
examples discussed earlier may suggest, the answer is "no". First of all,
adjectives can bo ambiguous in such a way that one meaning is temporary
and the other is not consider, for instance, the example of ill, which is
undoubtedly temporary and exclusively predicative in the sense of 'not
well' and characterizing and exclusively attributive in the sons© of 'bad',
as in ill luck, ill health, etc.

Secohdly, it is not necessary for an adjective, especially in Polish, to be
ambiguous in order to receive two interpretations the tempo, ry or the
characterizing use can also bo determined by the context or the speaker's
intention. In other words, a basically temporary adjective can bo made
characterizing, es in: Jestem zadowolona, ze zmieniled zdanie zadowoleni
ludzie, Dlaczego jested taki przykry? zaeltowalem tylko przykre wspomnienio,
Je.stem mart/view& WI= zmartwionq ming, 'etc.

Presumably, then, the temporariness /characterization opposition can
bo found in the adjective use and it is apparently parallelled by the predi-
cative/attributive opposition, but adjectives can rarely be claimed to be
unalterably temporary.

Apart from temporariness, another criterion of non-attribution of ad-
jectives is that of complementation which results from the general prin-
ciple that an adjective cannot be proposed if there is any material to its
right. In the present paper we shall concentrate on two types of comple-
ments propositional and infinitival.

In the discussion of propositional compliments Ivo should mainly bo con-
cerned with the adjectives which take such complements obligatorily, be-
cause, according to the principle mentioned above, they should never ap-
pear attributively. Consider:

We must consider all facts relative to this inobleml*We must consider
all relative facts to this probleni/*We must consider all relative to this
problem facts.
Odpowiedzial z surowukig nlakiwg start' m wojskowym/*Odpowiedzial
z vvladciwQ surowoicht starym wojskon ymiOdpowiedzial z wlariciwq
starym wojskowym surowdeig.

It seems that the main problem is whither the adjective can bo separated
from its complement, because the cases where the adjective-complement
sequence is broken are rejected both in English and in Polish. Both languages
allow the adjective together with the complement to appear postnominal-
ly the link between the adjective and the complement is thus preserved
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and the modifier-head collocation is also unambiguous but it is only in
Polish that the whole modifying sequence can be preposed.

Two questions arise in connection with the above examples: first, whether
such adjectives are really never attributive (in the sense of appearing pre-
nominally without the complement), and, secondly, whether the postnominal

occurrences of adjectives with complements can be considered attributive.
It seems that the first question again has to be answered negatively,

which undermines the criterion of complementation as decisive in defining

the class of non-attributive adjectives. There are, apparently, several sit-
uations in which the complemented adjectives can appear alone and in
front of the noun.

First of all, let us consider adjectives which denote some kind of rela-
tion holding between two or among several objects. In sentences with such
adjectives the subject usually refers to one argument of the relation, while
the complement to the other: Your interpretation is incompatible with the

general assumptions, The effort should be proportional to the effect, Twoj wniosek

jest rounwznaczny z odrzuceniem projektu, Efekty sq w tyre przypadku nie-
wspOlmierne do kosztOw. If, however, both (or all) arguments are given in the

subject., the preposition expressing the relation can be omitted, as in Your
income and amine are identical, Nasze zamiary sq identyczne, and, consequently,

the adjective can be peopesed: commensurable effects, parallel lines, zdania

rownowaine, linie thumolegle, etc.
The complement can apparently also be deleted when its meaning is

too general. For instance, complements cannot be removed from such phrases

as adept in photography, allergic to hay, vczulony na salkyl, or nieczuiy na
proaby, but general or irrelevant complements eon be disregarded quite freely:

adopt (in everything you can think of): generally adopt pupils,
allergic (no matter to what): allergic patients,
uczulony (niewathe na co): ludzie nezuleni (przechodzq speejalistyczne

badan,a),
nieezuly (na nic): nieczuli rodzicc.
Finally, a sufficiently clear contoxt or re-structuring of the message can

also allow for the reduction of the complement:
The building adjacent to the post-office is our laboratory/ Where is your

laboratory? It is in the adjacent building; These animals are native

to India/These are native animals of India;
Uczniowie Kowalskiego sa biegli w matematyce/Uczniowie Kowalskiego

to biegli matematycy.
Presumably, then, the obligatoriness of complementation is not always

strong enough to prevent adjectives supposedly inseparable from their com-

plements from appearing attributively.
Wo should not, however, hasten to draw conclusions until we attempt
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an interpretation of the fact that in the case of prepositionally complemented
adjectives 'non-attributive' or 'non-pronominal' does not actually mean
`exclusively predicative' because they can appear postnominally. Post-
nominal oeettrrenees or adjectives in English aro usually seen as exceptions
or as reduced forms of predications, which retain their temporary inter-
pretation (consider irregular uses such as the City of Landon proper, the people
involved, the only stars visible or compounds like court martial, body politic,
et

As regamls the postiumninally complemented adjectives neither
of the above qualifications is relevant: they are not exceptional and even
if they are reduced predications, they are not temporary as a rule: phrases
like a book yellow with age or a country rich in oil are definitely characterizing.
What is more, some temporary adjectives with complements seem reluctant
to appear post-nominally, they soun,1 much better in predications. Consider,
for example, I was ready for the exam v. ?the boy ready for the exam, or lie
was eager for revenge v ?the man eager for revenge. Besides, interestingly enough,
these adjectives sound much bettor, and are undoubtedly temporary, when
they are used non-restrictively: The boy, ready for the examination, shut all
his books, The man, eager for revenge, took out his gun.

I would thus be inclined to say that temporariness or relationship with
predications is irrelevant here, the essential factor being the inability or
the ability to break modification and complement structures. Apparently,
thou, English requires that the adjective is separated neither from the noun
being modified nor from the complement which modifies it, while Polish
does not require the frmer. It can be claimed that the fact can be seen in
terms similar to word order modifying sequences are re-structured more
freeiy in Polish than in English, because the overt markers of case relations
in Polish allow for unambiguous inhApretation of the structure of the NT.

It is also interesting to see how at least one of the above requirements
van be violated without rendering an unacceptable phrase. Apparently,
if the prepositional complement can be interpreted both as a modifier of the
head noun and of its modifying adjective, the `adjective -}- propositional
phrase' sequence can be broken. We can thus have a place suitable for a picnic
and ( suitable place for a picnic, but it is duo to the fact that both a suitable
Awe and as place for a picnic, as well as suitable for a picnic are all acceptable
sequences. Still, however, English does not allow us to break the 'adjective-
noun' collocation, hence the unacceptability of*a suitable for a picnic place.
In Polish, on the other hand, no restrictions hold in such a case: wo can
have miejsce odpowiednie qua majowke, odpowiednie 71(1 majawkg miejsce and
odpowiednie miejsce majowkg.

It also seems advisable to recall certain facts about postposition of ad-
jectives in Polish. Pro- and post-nominal uses of adjectives in Polish are
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perfectly regular, the former being usually reserved for the so called quali-

fying adjectives, the latter for the classifying ones. The classifying adject-
ives are usually interpreted as non-temporary and, what is more, they are
very rarely used predicatively. Finally-, in emphatic, stylistically marked
utterances post-nominal adjectives can be shifted to the front of the noun,
and vice versa.

In view of all these facts it seems pointless to continue equating 'attrib-
utive' with 'pronominal', as it is characteristic of the English-speaking
linguistic world. If, however, the `adnominar sense is accepted, we would
no longer be able to treat adjectives with prepositional complements as non
attributive.

As regards infinitival complements of adjectives they cannot be seen
as parallel to prepositional ones, since sentences containieg them are usually
considered to be derived structuics in which the infinitive represents an
embedded clause. However, leaving the problem of transfbrnuitional deri-

vation aside, lie shall mention some of the conditions mule_ which an ad-
jective can be proposed, alone or with the complement. The observations
can also be referred to the Polish counterparts of infinitival complements,
which aro usually represented by der erbal nouns, but seem to revea& similar
features. (The conclusions were drawn on the basis of the classifications
of ADJ-Ho+V sequences proposed by Vondler (1968) and Ostaszewska
(1975)).

The first problem to be mentioned is the actual reference of the tljeetnc
1. If the adjective modifies the head um, in a permanent manner, the com-
plement can be omitted taid the adjective proposed (as in her skin is smooth

to touch her smooth skin, jej shim jest gladka w dotyka gladka skdra),
2. If the adjective functions <ty temporary, proposing is impossible if the
same meaning is to be preserved, because the attributive occurrences would
be interpreted as characterizing. Thus, oven if the adjective is able to occur
pronominally, there is no dbeet relationship bete cc n the full sentence and
the reduced NP (consider he is eager to go0) ?an eager boy. on byl sklonny
p6j,460) *sklonny clilopiec, he was stupid to leave0) a stupid boy),
3. If the adjective modifies the verb, we can *,repose the ATV+ to +V sequence

as a whole (an easy-to-please girl, latwa do prania sukienka), or, in English, the
adjective alone (an easy girl to please, *latwa sukienka do prania).

Another factor influencing the proposing in such cases is that of the cha-

racter of the complement. If the infinitive rates to something habitually
done with the object, it can be recoverably deleted, as in an easy text to under

stand..-,an easy text, latwy do zrozumienia tekst. (Note that we can
usually "recover" more than one habitual complement, depending on the
context. That is, an easy text may also be easy to read or to learn); In all the
eases of 'non-habitual' complements the deletion and proposing are unao-
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eeptable (an easy book to destroy, ksiqika latwa do zaiszaenia> an easy book,
latwa kskika); in other words, we cannot "recover" to destroy from an easy
book and such a complement has to be present in the phiase. We can thus
say that, in a sense, 'habitual' complements allow for permanent characteri-
zation interpretation of the adjective.

To sum up this part of the paper we must conclude that what seems to
play the decisive role in restrictions on attribution is the temporary character
of the feature being ascribed to the referent of a noun.

In view of tho above statement we can undertake a pre-theoretical at-
tempt to formulate the relation between attribution and predication not
in purely transformational terms.

The introductory assumptions can be formulated as follows: there are
basically two types of uses of adjectives temporary and non-temporary;
the former is basically restricted to predication, the latter may be expressed
by both syntactic positions. Some adjectives can be only temporary (and
consequently only predicative).

At this point Bolinger (1907). proposes the differentiation of two be's
(temporary and non tempontr.N ) to account for the fact that some predica-
tions render attributive oecurreaees of adjectives in NPs, while others do
not.

Our proposal is different. in as much as tentpurariess is characteristic
of predication, pertnaLent characterization is characteristic of attribution,
and in as much as sum adjectives are only temporary, some adjectives can
be only non-temporary. It is here suggested, then, that the only DS be pre-
dications with adjecth es are temporary predications, while the non-tempor-
ary predications should contain characterizing structures, that is, NPs
with atttibutil e, non temporary, charamtetizing adjectives. The predicative
occurrences of chant( terizing adjeeth es mould thus have to curve from these
NPa through deletion of their head nouns. The conditions, hom over, under
which the deletion is to occur must be treated in a separate paper.
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HOW DO PROPER NAMES REFER?
SOME CONTRASTIVE EVIDENCE FROM ENGLISH AND POLISH

BARBARA KRYK

Adam Miekietricz Unimmily. Posmat

O. INTRODUCTION

Reference has always been considered a crucial concept in philosophical
and linguistic investigations. The extreme views of identity theories, equating
the meaning of an expression with its reference, were rendered untenable
by numerous problems they had to face. To mean is not always to refer,

as is the case with names of fictitious characters; besides identity of reference
does not necessarily imply identity of meaning. Finally, the questions of opaque

'contexts and the lank of :eference of logical connectives and other 'non-
content' words remain unresolved, cf. Kompson (1977) and J. D. Fodor
(1977).

Out of this confusion reference emerged as a fuzzy concept, though it
is still claimed by, for example, J. D. Fodor (1977), that the paradigm exam-
ples for a referential theory of meaning arc proper names, i.e. entities having
reference but no meaning.

1. THE PROBLEM

In view of these facts, the aim of the present paper is to demonstrate
that it is certain extra-linguistic factors which enter the traditionally onto-
logical domain of onomastics, since proper names, contrary to the rules of
logic, lose their uniquely referential function in wawal language use. Exam-
ples from English and Polish will show that human names are often assigned
secondary extensions referring not only to individuals but also to other enti-
ties. Thus, proper names gain the status of common names and are ambigu-
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ous between unique and non-unique interpretations.' Not surprisingly,
these uses rarely coi! +le in the two languages as they are idiosyncratic
of a given speech community and often become conventionalized. This ob-
servation confirms the claims of Krzeszowski (1974 : 32-6), Szwedek (1976 :
28) and others that contrastive analysis should account for the notion of
reference and the ways it is rendered in the languages analysed.

It must bo noted that, for the reasons of brevity, the scope of this paper
will be confined to human proper names only. While other areas of ono-
mastics will be left untouched, the present analysis might contribute to
a contrastive study of proper names and stimulate further research in the
fiel d . 2

2. A 131T OF HISTORY

As was mentioned above,. the elegant solution to the problem of reference
advocated by identity theories was refuted by philosophers investigating
natural language. For Frege (1952: 62) proper names express a sense simul-
taneously designating flick reference which is presupposed. Though Frege
solved the problem of fictitious characters by ascribing to them conventional
denotation, he did realize that the two-fold structure of proper names is
far from symmetrical. His example of the evening starlike morning star consti-
tutes a case where identity of reference does not equal identity of seise,
of. also Lyons' comment (1977 : 199).

The question of reference has been investigated along these lines to result
in a wide variety of appumielues to definite NP's. Russell analysed what he
calls 'denoting phrases' as uniquely existential propositions. However, if
this condition of uniqueness fails, the proposition containing it is false. Thus,
Russell abandons the eonventional denotation of NY's in view of the fact
that denoting phrases never have any- meaning in 00111,00h-es, but every
verbally expressed proposition containing there has a meaning (1905 : 480).
Strawson (1970), having rejected this approach, envisaged the referring
function of expressions as conditioned by the distinction between a sentence,
a use of a sentence, and an utterance of a sentence. An utterance with a refer-
ring expression may be true only if it has a referent; otherwise it is neither

It was Jesperson (1954 : 438-499) who noticed that proper names, primarily
used to denote individuals, have gained over the ages a metaphorical status, thus they
may denote the characteristics of a given person, see, however, Crodzniski's (1973: 180)
criticism of this approach Compare also L. Zabrooki's comment on secondary appol-
lativization of proper names which is, according to him, a very ra ro process.

2 Problems of the syntactic characteristics of proper names will not bo tackled
here; cf. , for example, Doclorck (1980 7) for the account of the fu nction of proper names
in cleft, sentences and relative clauses.
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true nor false. For Searle (1970) it was the juxtaposition of describing s.

referring function of expressions that delineated the distinction between
common and proper names. Similar die hotonmy was recognized b3 L. Zabrueld
(1980) who described the mechanisms of transfenig appellathe names
into proper names. While the former deft' ibe a giv on object thus carry Mg
its characteristics, the latter lose this property and only denote but are devoid
of any meaning. Denoting is thus primary to meaning which lialTOWS as the
let el of abstraction grows (1980 . 298). Likewise, Lyons (1977) noticed the
process of moving of expressions from one category to another, but fin him
there were tit o functions of names, i.e., referential and 1, ocatis e, w ltich should
be distinguished from their appellative uses (1977 : 216).

Gradually, this distinction has been blurred on pragmatic grounds. Quint.
(1960) and Katz (1977) ascribed the referential positions of singular terms
entirely to their contexts and Lipsky (1970) claimed that proper names
neither have any meaning, nom do they uniquely refer. Finally, Kempson
(1977 . 15; pointed out that since proper names lack meaning, their semantic
account should differ from that of other words. Hence it is dubious if any
solution to the problems of rekwence automatically provides a solution to
the problem of meaning. As a result, the fuzziness of the concept of reference
made it a vague, catch -all notion.

To clarify this t ision, the following approach tt ill be assumed as a starting
point for our analysis. It has been realized that meaning and facts about
the world determine reference. Assignment of meaning is treated as assigning
a function to expressions. In the case of it reforming phrase it will be a function,
Le. intension, front possible worlds to indiv are the extensions
of the phrase in that world. The aim of the present analysis is. then, to check
how the function of intension assigns extensions to human proper lianas
in English and Polish.3 My eon;vetures are as follows:

1. proper names are ambiguous between primary and secondary ex-
tensions, for some evidence from Polish, ef. Grudzinski (1973 : 108-11);

2. in neither of these extensions do they uniquely refer, ef. Lipsky (1970 :
77); Lyons (1977 : 184) and (Mae (1960 : 130);

3. t bought proper names do not cam- ally meaning in their primary ex
tension use (ef. J. Fodor (1977), Kempson (1977)), the function of secondary
extensions .s precisely to cons ey some additional, oft on conventionalized
meaning.

This accords with Sea rle's opinion that a proper name may acquire t rigid

3 Compare Pulailski's juxtaposition of translational semantics, studying intoasion,
and referential semantics, dealing with extension. In view of this division, the present
study can be classified as a contribution to referential semantics, though Polaski admits
that, being seemingly separate from ono another, the two typos of semantic analysis
remain in close Illation.
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descriptive use without having the verbal Rim of a description (1960: 161),
but see Lyons' comment on the problem (1977: 220). Likewise, McDowell
(1980 :150) noticed that a person who knows the sense of a name must have
some beliefs about its bearer. It is these beliefs and connotations ascribed
to proper names by their users that will be of interest here.

3. THE ANALYSIS

3.1. Extensions over persons

The chief function of proper names is to refer rather than to describe.
Though proper names are never fully unique and thus carry some ambiguity,
a sentence:

1. I can see Eve over there
1'. Widzc tam EMT

can hardly be misinterpreted. It is the overall discourse situation, the context,
and the information shared by the speaker and the hearer which usually
disambiguate utterances with proper names i.i their primary function.

A problem arises, however, when a secondary extension, denoting various
non-human entities of extra linguistic reality, is assigned to a proper name,

2. A: I like Eve
B: What doyou mean:your friend,the restaurant or the grain elevator?

2'. A: Lubic (podoba mi sic) Ewa
B: Co masz na twoj4 koleiankc, restauracje czy elowator?

Another secondary extension this female name gains in Polish stands for
'any woman', e.g.:

3. 8 marea zasze pamictam o kwiatku dla Ewy
3'. On March 8th I always remember about a flower for Eve

Although in this ease the secondary- extension reading is preferable, the
primary extension one cannot be excluded. Imagine the following reaction
to 3.:

4. Czy masz nit myAli swok Zen, czy mowisz ogolnie?
4'. Do you mean your wife or is it generally speaking?

The present example is highly culture - dependent and does not wade in
English. In some way, it could be compared to a secondary extension of
a male name Valentine used to denote a sweetheart chosen in complimented
on Saint Valentine's day. Howevel, highly specific contexts iii which it oc-
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ours in English pose no problems with the interpretation of sentences like.

5. She is my now Valentine.'
5'. Ona jest mojti nowq wybranks

Apparently, each of the above examples lacks an exact:equivalent in the
other language. Same more such instances of extensions of names over single
putsons are the following (note, that they are either first names occurring
as single items or they become modified by au adjective or a family name).

6. bobby 'a policenurl'
Tommy 'a British soldier'
Fritz, Jerry 'a German soldier in I and It World War, respectively'
uncle Sam 'an American'

6'. Frye 'a German'5
Waniu 'a Russian'
Pepik (Pepiczek) 'a Czech'
uuj Sam 'an American'

Thus, the only possible equivalence between English and Polish in this area
seems to hold in the case of names denoting nationalities, the accepted con
vention being that a personal name most common to a given community
denotes its typical representative. This conjecture is further supported by
other examples of secondary extensions of family names over a given natio
nality, e.g. :

7. Keeping up with the Joneses

can be compared to Polish:

7'. Mieszkanie dla Kowalskich/Walczakowie stojii w kolejkach
'a flat for the Kowalskis'/The Walczaks are queueing'

Here the popular family names stand for a typical Englishman and a Pole,
respectively. Nato, that they enter colloquial language often as a mass media
Product (as in Polish) or acquire the status of an idiom (as in English). To
sum up, all the above discussed extensions can be labelled extensional ge
neralizations, i.e. instances of single names denoting a group or class of people
or community as a whole.

4 The use of the proper ammo Valentine as a card or gift belongs to the oxtonsion
over artifacts discussed in 3.4. below.

Cf. Grodziriski's analogous examples (1973: 109) where Ham and Frye are not
shortened versions of some descriptions, like 'a man called flans (Fryo)' but stand fe-
a description 'a German soldier'.

S Papers and Studies 1. XVI
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3.2. Extensions over places

Probably the most common secondary extensions occur when personal
names are used to designate places and institutions. Li such cases it is public
buildings, shops, restaurants, etc. that are referred to by names of their
patrons, founders or owners.° This issue relates to what Borkin (1971) called
beheaded NP's and Kalisz (1978) referred to as 'extensions of certain pro-
perties to a source of these properties'.

It follows from the examples below that extensions over places work
analogously in English and Polish:

8. Let's go to St. Paul's
8'. Chodimy do 8w. Paw la
9. The best store to shop at is Abraham & Strauss
9'. Najlepiej sie kupuje u Abrahama i Straussa

10. If you go to Cracow, you must dine at Wierzynek's
10'. Je6li pojedziesz do Krakowa, musisz zje66 obiad u Wierzynka

As can be noticed, extensions of proper names over places are the least con-
ventionalized. Their formation simply belongs to the mechanisms of grammar
and the Genitive/Possessive markers usually present in both languages ana-
lysed exclude the possibility of ambiguous interpretations.

3.3. Extensions over time

Both in English and Polish first names may occur as referring to patrons'
days, thus they 'require appropriate prepositions and pose no problems as
to their referents, e.g.:7

11. Send me a postcard on St. Patrick's day
11'. Wy6lij mi kartke na gw. Patryka
12. Na Jana p6jdziemy oghtda6 wianki na rzeco
12'. On St. John's day we will go and watch the wreaths on the river

The possibility of ambiguous interpretations may arise when the name is used
attributively, but it is still very low for a member of a given speech com-
munity who shares with it some common knowledge rooted in tradition,
customs, etc. For example:

Grodzidski (1073: 108) analogously divided proper names into primary, denoting
individuals, and secondary the same names extended (nor objects created by man,
such as buildings, ships, etc. Thus, according to him, proper names are necessarily am-
biguous, since they refer to numerous and nonhomogoneous designate.

Note that it is the extra - linguistic factors like religious tradition, national customs,
etc. that are responsible for the peculiarities of a ghee patron's day in England or Poland
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13. Looks are my favourite St. David's dish
13'. Moim ulubionym ciastkiem st rogale marcifiskie

Like in the case of extensions over places, when a time factor is involved,
proper names refer fairly unambiguously, the degree of conventionalization
being almost null.

3.4. Extensions over parts of body and artifacts

So far it has been shown that only extensions over persons gain a con-
ventionalized status of fixed expressions, and it is worth seeing if any other
extensions of this type can bo found. They have been labelled extensional
generalizations, whereas the following examples illustrate the opposite phe-
nomenon, i.e. what I call here detachment. The term covers extension of
human proper names over objects which have no relation to the original
bearers of those names.8 The arbitrary process of assigning labels to objects
is thus highly idiosyncratic of a given language and only a couple of paral-
lelisms could be found. Note, that both in English and in Polish they aro
euphemisms replacing taboo words, but different names are used:

14. john vs. karolek goo'
dick vs. olek, wacek 'penis'

Most examples do not, however, have any equivalents in the other lan-
guage. Compare Polish jagek 'beans; a small pillow; a day-flower', bah&
`a head', maciek 'a belly' to English John Thomas, jerry night pot', jack-
in-the box 'a toy', benny `bonzedrine, a drug', black Maria, paddy wagon 'a po-
lice van carrying prisoners', aunt Sally 'a board with a picture without a head
to take photos'. Apparent1, detachment when performed in English, hardly
ever has any exact equivalent in Polish and vice versa, unless a calque
takes place, as in bloody Mary /krwawa Mary. It is my contention that such
secondary extensions, having entered the language, become so conventiona-
lized that they can be used unambiguously as legitimate homonyms of their
primary extensions, cf. Grodzinski (1973: 111).

3.5. Extensions of the names of fictitious and historical characters

Numerous names of fictitious characters, notably those coming from
classical literature and fairy tales, have gained throughout the history some
more universal meaning. This seems to be a consequence of a natural process

This process is, however, twofold. There aro examples of proper names whose
secondary extoru3ion is easily traceable to the original bearers of the .amen. Cf. Jos-
porson'a examples Buell as betty, derrick, jack supporting our hypothesis, as opposed
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of quoting literary works and mentioning their heroes in everyday language.
Consequently , the names are used to ascribe features of a particular character
to a person, objet.t Gr situation. Must of those secondary extensions are common
to bath languages analysed, as they represent the world's cultural heritage,
e.g.:

15. a CinderellajKopciuezek. *gt person or organization that is not valued as
much as ho/it should bo'g
a don Juan/don Juan 'a man well known for his love affairs', don
Quixote, Judas, a man FridaylPigtaszek, Romeo, a doubling Thomael
nietvierny Tomasz, etc.

Novortholess, 'tumorous extensions of the names of fictitious characters
come from local, not-so-widely-known literature, hence are idiosyncratic
of a given language only, e.g.:

16. English. a Mrs. Grundy 'a person who disapproves of people whose
behaviour is not in accordance with morals' (from a character
in Speed the Plough by T. Morton)
a Jekyll and Hyde 'a person who shows two opposing tenden-
cies in his character' (front Dr. Jekyll and Mr Hyde by R. L.
Stevenson)

16'. Polish: sierotka Marysia 'a pour, miserable child' (a character from a
children's book by Konopnicka)
Koziolek Matolek 'someone dumb' (a young kid from a chit-
(iron's book by Mdiuszyziski)
Dr Aulym 'an altruist sacrificing his own life for others'
(a character from St. 2eromski's novel)

Analogous meek inisius operate in the case of historical characters and
famous people and this is whore, for obvious reasons, English and Polish
fully coincide. To give just a few examples:I°

17. a Judas, a Casanova, a Napoleon
17'. Jwlasz, Casanova, Napoleon

to historically traooablo pantaloon, hansom, boycott (1964. 438-439). As was pointod
out to me by Dr. M. Nowakowski, some inoro mombors of the latter group can bo found,
e.g.: sandwich, mackintosh, wellingtons, cardigan, OW.

9 Kopeiwmzek (and particularly Kopciuch) can havo in Polish a pojorativo moaning
of a sloppy person.

10 Grodziiiski (1973: 110) approaches this problom as another aspoot of tho ambi
guity of propor names. Honoo, Herkules is distinot from herkules, though thero holds
a strung semantic link botwoon these two words. This viowpoiut is further supported
by Lyons (1977 : 219).
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3.6. Idioms with proper names

The most conventionalized secutaltuy extensions ()UM' in idioms and fixed
expressions where personal names are used haphazardly and denote no indi-
vidual or his characteristic features. Their original meaning, as w ell as that
of other words in the idiom, is lost and does nut contribute to the overall
meaning of this idiom. Sometimes, home er, it can be traced back, t Makkai
(1975). Indeed, idioms with obvious historical sources often gain a crosslin-
guistie distribution, as was the ease with the names of fictitious and llibt 01 its I
characters. e.g.:

18. Achilles' lied `11 weak point in something that is otherwise w ithout
fault'
Abraham's bosom 'heaven'

18'. Picta Achillesallono Abrahama

Apart from few instances of equivalence, idioms can ht :.113 be subject
to a cross-linguistit comp! isun. Since the vast area of idiom am iy sis is bey ond
the scope of this presentation, it is only the t3 pus of idioms with proper 'taunts
that are of interest to us. A few idiomatic expressions are selected here from
the English and Polish data to show how the conventionalization process
deprit es polar nauues (and other lexical items) of their primary meaning by
ascribing to them secondary extensions."

Roughly, idioms can be divided into four classes (of. Makkai 1975: 21).
The present analysis w ill flans on two types of idioms tt hich, for the sake of
brevity, will be labelled phrasal and sentential. respeetit uly. The following
examples illustrate the former type in the two 'Languages analysed:

19. Jack-of-all-trades ta handy man''
Davy Jones' locker 'the sea as the grave of dead men'
a nosey Parker 'someone attempting to find out about other people's
private affairs'
a clever Dickla smart Aka 'a person who has a very high opinion of
himself'
the real McCoy 'the true, real and original article'

19'. glupi Jasio (stupid Johnny) 'someone stupid'
nocny monk (a night Mark) 'a night bird'
mall/ Kazio (a little Kazio) ' a common, unimportant person'
na Adana (in Ittlam's way) 'naked'

Note, that whip in English tin set of phrasal idioms is fat front eutnplett,
in Polish only a few examples of such expressions could b' found.

11 Sec Makkai (1975) and Grodmiski (1973.165) for evidence front English and
Polish, respectively.
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cf.:
The observation gets further support !':om the analysis of sentential idioms,

20. Take the Mickey to pull one's leg'
On your Jack Jones 'on your own'
All my eye and Betty Martin 'complete nonsense'
It is even(s) Stevens) 'a situation in which everyone has an equal
chance'
Before one can say Jack Robinson 'very quickly'
I am all right, Jack am very well'
Jack is as good as his master 'a servant is as good as his master'

20'. Tluc sig jak Marek po piekle to make noise'
Wyszedl jak Zablocki na mydle 'a losing bargain'
Bredzi jak Piekarski na mvkach 'talking nonsense'
Pole* jak na Zawi8zy to bo very reliable'
Huzia na Jozia an unlucky Person is always criticized'

4. CONCLUSIONS

The present paper has been an attempt to shed some light on the analysis
of proper natnes in terms of their moaning and reference. On the basis of the
above observations the following conclusions can bo formulated:

1. Tho claim that proper mimes have reference but no moaning is a gross
oversimplification if applied to natural language.

2. Tho referential function of human proper names is ambiguous between
a variety of their possible extensions. It is, however, due to the overall discourse
situation that an expression with such a name obtains an unambiguous,
uniquely referring use.

3. Apart from the primary extensions of proper names denoting indivi-
duals, the creative language process assigns them multiple secondary exten
sions ranging over places, points of time, artifacts, and others.

4. Though proper names do not carry any moaning by themselves, their
,coudary extensions denote the relation holding between thini and the origi-
nal bearer of the name in question, the relation being determined by the type
of extension:

a) extensions over places and time denote the owners, patrons, founders,
etc. of the places and the patrons of the days, thus are most closely related to
their primary extensions. This instance may bo labelled 'spatio-temporal
extension'.

b) extensions of proper names over groups of people are assigned randomly
and are more detached from their original source. It is beyond the scope of
this paper to accotuit for such mechanisms, my conjecture being that it is
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their popularity and common use that allow for what I have called 'extensional
generalizations'.

c) in the case of fictitious and historical characters the secondary extensions
preserve and thus donoto the peculiar qualities of the original source (an
instance of narrowing or specification).

d) the relation between the primary and secondary extensions is getting
still weaker with naming artifacts and body parts, in fact there is no connec-
tion observabl.c at the present stage of language development, though the
assignment of reference might have sonic historical or folk-mythological
justification. An analogous arbitrariness in the use of proper names holds
t, ue for idiomatic expressions. In such cases the secondary extension is detached
from its source, thus will be labelled 'detachment'.

Summing up, as we proceed from spatio-temporal extension, extensional
generalization and narrowing through detachment, the original primary
extension meaning of proper names disappears. The secondary extension
obtains a new reading and functions as a conventionalized expression and/or
Atn idiom. Not surprisingl3 , the more conventionalized the expression in one
language, the fewer equivalents it has in ttnuthor language. Certain regularities
occurring both in English and in Polish have indicated, hov, cm or, the necessity
of including such notions as reference, extension, intension, etc. in cross-lin-
guistic studies.
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A CONTRASTIVE STUDY OF ONE-DIMENSION ADJECTIVES
IN ENGLISH AND SERBOCROATIAN

BORIS HUME('

Vnirrrsity of 13Igrada

0. The present article renters on differences and contrasts appearing in a
lexico-semantic study of the ilo-ealled ONE-DBIENSION ADJECTIVES
in Modern Englis!a (E) and -Modem Serbo-Croatian (SC), that is, those com-
monly used adjectic.; whose primary meanings refer U. iy one
dimension. The Norm will be specifically applied to the adjectives long and its
formal correspondent in SC dug (dugaeali.)1, short and its formal correspondent
kratak, broad /uncle and §irok, narrow and uzan (uzak)2, highltall and visok,
low and nizak, deep and datok, shallow and plitak, thick and debeo, thin and
tanak.

1.0. There are a lot, of eases where both E e nd SC use a one-dimension
adjective fine only one member of it pail of opposites.' But theme are also sonic
where only E or SC have gaps in this respect. We will pay attention to these
one by one, taking into consideration only puve cases, like thick: thin (not
deep. thin), and formal correspondents, like thick debeo (nut /hick -- girth).
Those eases where both E and SC omit the one-dimension adjective as an
antonym in the same way, or whore one lant,ruage uses on one-dimension
adjectives at all fit. meanings which are expressed by one dimension adjec-
tives in the other language will not be of interest here.

' Dug and thwack are interchaiungtbie in concrete meant .gs of spatial extension,
though tilt hitter with less frequency. In other meanings only dug is used.

Czak and It.Zaa would be fully synonymic variant forms if it were not for the
tendency of uzan to be avoided in Croatia.

The term OPPOSITE will be used to denote semantic oppesitodness, and AN-
TONYM will be rewarvtd fur adieetive forms uldoli asuaily make oppositedness. Thus
the opposite of wide separation :I, AIN .utiarrnitiun, but the antonym of wide is narrow.
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1.1. The cases in point, with blanks for E are: wide dressIbootsltrousers,
as they cannot take narrow to express the corresponding opposite meaning,
while SC accepts both §irok and uzan with haljinalcipelelpantalone (lade),
which closely translate the collocations above.

Thin is not used as an opposite to thick when meaning 'very dark', as in
thick dark, while both debeo and its antonym tanak are used (debeo mrak:
tanak mrak).

The meaning 'intense' is expressed by deep with nouns denoting psychic
phenomena; e.g. deep gratitudelinterestlattachrnintkomiderationistudylaraie-
tylpleasure. The opposite moaning is not expressed by shallow, and the only
instance is the old-fashioned, metaphorical, phrase shallow-hearted. Ili SC
both dubok and plitak, although the latter less frequently, combine with the
equivalent nouns (dtthokx/plit.ka zahvalnost/zainteresovanostlpriurierwst etc.).

An example where it is the positive one-dimensional adjective that is
lacking as an antonym to an adjective of the same class is thin meaning 'scanty,
meager', e.g. thin pittance /income /fortune, where thick is not accepted. In SC
collocations with the same meaning debeo appears besides tanak, as in debela/
/ tanka platalimovim

1.2. The following cases of antonymic gaps have been attested in SC
only.

The meaning 'dense' is expressed by debeo, although rarely (debelo trnje=
-thick thorns), but its antonym, tanak, does not occur with the meaning
sparse'. Cf. thick /thin bush /forest /congregation.

When kratak means 'having little extent' (said of distance between objects),
dug is not accepted, or is questionable as its opposite. Instead, dalek (lit. far)
or velik (lit. great) are used. E.g. kratakJ *dug razmokkastojanjeldontetldosegl
doniaaj; kratkal*duga daljina;adaljenostIrazdaljina; kratko /? dugo odstojanje.
In E collocations containing the corresponding nouns distance, interval, space,
range, reach, way, the adjectival form long is readily accepted as the opposite
to short.

The other case in point is kratkovid (kratkog vida): *dugoLid (*dugog vida),
dalekovid, shortsighted: long-sighted, whore the adjectives mean 'reaching
near/far' (of visual perception).

2 0. Sometimes a synonym for a meaning of a one-dimension adjective
"an be found within its own field. A survey of such cases might reveal or
suggest possible centers of synonymic attraction (in Ullmann's sense (1964.
:140,150)). Here we will concentrate our attention only on meanings which
are synonymically expressed in a different way in E and SC. Broadwide
,ui high tall have not been included, as their mutual relation is often too
lose to be informative. Admittedly, such synonyms need not always be of

the Purno frequency in usage and need not belong to the same style or dialect.
2 1. Meanings of these synonyms which are specific for E are. 'having
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insufficient quantity', e.g., We L:re short of water = We are low on water; 'refleet-
ing insufficient psychic activity': shallow smile=thin smile; `without sufficient
funds': He is short=He is thin (U.S.); 'having great density': high concentra-
tion=thick concentration; 'containing a high percentage of some ingredient':

iron high in phosphorms=iron long in phosphorus (U.S.); 'having little degree
of numerosity': thin assortment=narrow assortment; 'having great/little numer-
ical amount': high price =long price (U.S. slang); low price=short price (U.S.
slang); 'having excessive deviation from the truth': tall 8tory=thick story.

2.2. Meanings which appear in this field only in SC are: `having great
degree of numerosity', e.g., girok izbor=debeo izbor (wide choice); 'having great
importance': visok razlog=debeo raziog (important reason); 'having great
degree of intimacy': usko prijateljstvo=debelo prijateljstve (close friendship);
`having great degree of vertical extension above the surface': visok stas=dug
stag (high stature); 'having great. temporal distance from the beginning to
the end': dub9ka starost=visoka starost (advance old age).

2.3. Some general conclusions might arise here, like the observation that
E, especially American English, synonymically favors notions of numerosity
and quantity, while SCshows indications of laying greater emphasis on human
relations, importance, vertical extension, and end of a period. While E con-
centrates on little degree of numerosity, SC highlights great degree of numero-

sity.
3.0. In the following paragraph, due attention will be paid to those mean-

ings which find formal expression in terms of one-dimension adjectives only
in one of the two languages under consideration.

3.1.1. E has wider use of one-dilnension adjectives to denote OBJECTIVE
ORIENTATION* than SC has. Thus a squat body may be called thick, and
objects or surfaces which are not elongated, wide and broad. In SC only inani-
mate objects of such shape may be referred to as girok (airok listlostrvol*Co-
vek=widelbroad leaflislandiman). Wide with man ma be not acceptable to
all speakers of E, but examples have been found in American E, like The
inusclebodied people look wide (Berne (1971: 31)). Since debeo is used for fat,
this may be a purely linguistic reason why this formal correspondent to thick

(lees not share with it the meaning above.
Tall often denotes or suggests elongated shape, as in a tall chimney or

,f3 tall glass. To quote Funk and Wagnalls New Standard Dictionary of the
English Language (1963), "That is tall whose height is greatly in excess of
its breadth or diameter, and 'whose actual height is great for an object of its

kind."

4 OBJECTIVE ORIENTATION amounts to shape. I.o. comparison of dimensions

watlaua the object itself, and is to be distinguished from comparison with an implied

standard for a class of objects.
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On the other hand, debeo, unlike thick, may be used as a synonym for
krupan (big), with an implied standard of comparison, i.e., 'bigger than the
norm', as debeo kamen (big stone), or debela suza (big tear).

3.1.2. In E long, broad, and high may denote more existence of a DIMEN-
SION, i.e, no comparison being implied. Thus, long /broad (U.S.) jump refer
to phenomena occurring in the horizontal direction of a movement, high jump
is a jump occurring upwards above the reference point, while long measure
is a measure referring to the extension in one direction. To express the same
meaning, SC has to resort to prepositional phrases. (Auk) u daljlu vis, (mera)
za du inn.

3.1.3. Another field where E nutkes greater use of one-dimension adjecti-
ves than SC does, is that of PHENOMENA OCCURRING IN SOME DI-
RECTION. The following meanings of these adjecth es occur in E only: low
meaning 'occurring upwards in the direction of a place NA hith has little distance
above the reference point', like in kw kickltidelebb; shallow meaning 'having
little deviation from the horizontal', like shallow climbiglideldive, deep meaning
'occurring far back' (deep support fire); deep and shallow 'occurring at a place
far/near below the surface' with nouns such as pain, therapy, swimming;
high meaning 'occurring from the direction of a place which is far above
the reference point' (high view from the top of a hill or high dive); wide and
broad meaning 'occurring in all or various directions' as with irrigation,
wandering, circulation or h. broad daylight. Deep as in deep bow /drop/dive
refers to a phenomenon occurring don IlWal da far from a reference point, while
dubok may refer only to such movements from the position of a head when
the body is upright (dubuk nak/on, Irot *dubok padl*duboko obragavanje).

3.1.4. In some eases POSITION is expressed in E by means of one-di-
mension adjectives, but not in SC. Thus, high in American E may refer to an
object situated at a place which is far from the end of a region or near to the
river source, wide may refer to an object used in sport. or war not hitting the
point aimed at (wide arrow/1)01;41ot). Similarly, long and short wlien denoting
an object or stuface used in sport situated at great/little horizontal distance
front the reference point in combinations with nouns such as hole. stop or
field are specifically E.

3.1.5. Some other ABSTRACT NOUNS freely collocate with ton, hundred
and weight to denote a value Amy or muter the specifi«1 measure; deep and
shallow combine with abstract nouns like distance, depth ('extension from the
front side towards the rear'), with a restriction of *deep depth due to tautolo-
gical reasons, high and low collocate with angle, pitch meaning 'approximation
to the vertical', with capacity, calibre meaning 'degree of volume', and with
probability (but cf. Lanka nioguenost); long and short collocate with extent,
length ('degree of extension') except the seemingly tautological *long length;
long collocates with guess meaning 'extending beyond what is known; narrow
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with mule, grip, clasp, meaning *degree of distance between entities'; and
with escape moaning 'little degree of des iation from possibility not to happen'.

3.1.6. The notion of SUBSTANCE, especially that of substance consumed,
also appears expressed by one-dimension adjectives more often in E than in
SC.

Both low and thin may- mean 'consisting of little (insufficient) quantity
of nourishing elements' like in low tea (as contrasted with high tea) /diet;
thin 8oill'soup, while in SC only tanak equals (tanak eaj, tanks zendja etc.).
In this sphete high and low may denote percentage of a substance (highllow-
-carbon steel/- solids mud, high/low brass, iron high /low in phosphorus), and
synonymic:ally in U.S., long and short, (as in paint long/short in oil, long /short
varnish). In American E long/short may also refer to substances having great
fluidity (long;short ink), and the sauce pair of moony ins is used of liquor not
containing liquid to dilute it. Long and short are also used with nouns deno-
ting drink and substance respectively, as in long/short drink, short allowance
Short is used in E with less restriction to all objects or substances which have
little coliesiseness (short clay /mike), while its found! correspondent kratak
can refer only to dough in that sense.

Unlike debeo, thick may' mean 'not clear', as in The river is thick. Tall
in the example The beer i.s tall may also be included here as it is connected
with nouns meaning 'liquid'.

In non-standard E, tall may mean *drugged' (U.S.), and high and thick
'intoxicated'. High is also used of food to denote smell due to putrefaction.

3.1.7. E is much more productive than SC in providing one-dimension
adjectiso forms for meanings dealing with QUANTITY, POSSESSION,
and PECUNIARY VALUE. Thus, it is impossible to use any of SC one-di-
mension adjectiN es when l iteraHy rendering the following phrases and sentences
from E (each example represents a separate moaning). to be long on products,
markeilman long in cotton, take, a long position in steel, long oats (when holding
stock in anticipation of a rise in price); to be short of wheat, and short wheat
when referring yo short selling, i.e., selling goods which are not yet possessed,
while anticipating to obtain them later when they are cheaper; long stock;
Our money is getting short; to be a cup too short, to be in short supply; The book
is short of the title page (U.S. colloquial); The sum is two pounds short; long/short
drink (see also § 3.1.6.); Corn is high ('expensive'); Spring is high ('There is a
great quantity in spring'); Winter is low ('There is little quantity in winter'),
to be low in cash; The trees are thick with foliage; The beer is tall (see also § 3.1.6.);
He was so extremely narrow ('miserly', in dialectal use).

3.1.8. The notion of NUMERICAL AMOUNT is expressed by one-di-
mension adjectives in the following collocations in E, but not in the formally
equivalent SC collocations: This income is short; highllow mileage (mileage

according to the number of spatial units'), thick (*consisting of a great
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number of events') action or moment (U.S.); thin ('consisting of few parts')
forest; thin ('occurring with too few participants') attendance or month.

3.1.9. INTENSITY is also one of the notions which are better exploited
in the field of one-dimension adjectives in E. This is proved by collocations
tall growing/explaining (U.S.); low voice; deep/thin blue; high feelingslwind;
long look (U.S.), none of which can be literally rendered as an acceptable SC
collocation.

Similarly, while thin voice may denote a voice with little intensity and high
pitch, its formal correspondent tanak reters to high pitch only.

3.1.10. In a wide area of meanings covered by one label "BEHAVIOR",
E makes extensive use of its one-dimension adjectives. Thus deep as in deep
demand/measure means 'having great effectiveness in behavior'; short temper!
'behavior is that having quick and angry reaction; broad comedy is such where
actors rant. Broad may be used of a man or a phenomenon that is outspoken
or effusive in communication (broad hint /speech/mirth), He is thick with that
family is slang for He is intimate with that family. High in such collocations as
high-minded and high-brow means 'haughty'.

Often the meaning may be more specifically subsumed under the heading
'violating standard of social behavior', especially 'in comnu like:
tall story (deviation from the truth), tall words (boasting), deep vice (deviation
from the good), deep game /one /bay ('cunning, sly'). Broad conversation is an
unrefined one. Wide man is a person deviating excessively from the stp..3ard
of morality; wide assertion /price is an immoderate one. To be .qh.sit of one's
expectations means to fail to behave as expected. Broad accent is an accent
showing great deviation from the standard pronunciation; a service which is
thick (slang usage) is an unsatisfactory one. It's a bit thick is a colloquial expres-
sion as a response to an outrageous action.

3.1.11. One-dimension adjectives in E n c ..sed to express various FEEL-
INGS in a few cases where SC equivalents are not. Thus, I feel low, He i8
high ('keen') on movies (U.S. slang), He is thick ('angry', U.S. slang).

Maybe low meaning 'ill', 'lying dead' and 'not having extreme views'belongs
here, as well as high as the opposite to the last meaning (like high Tory, High
Church). Some cases mentioned under "behavior" may be included here as
well.

3.1.12. Various meanings which can be classified as PERIOD find abundant
expression by E adjectives in question. Thus, Don't be long about it; short
used in U.S. slang for g man near his release from prison, and business terms
denoting transaction or paying in relatively distant/near future: longlsh,ort
billIcredit. See also business terms with longIshort in § 3.1.7., which also refer
to futurity. While long /short, as in May that day be long in coming and in the
long /short term or The thoughts of youth are long, or Hu takes short viewa, refer
to the future and arc attached to the i.puns in the general sense of 'period'
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or 'mental phenomenon referring to event /s', dug lkratak may be attached
only- to nouns already denoting futurity or mental phenomena referring to
event/s in futurity, like dug / kratak rok=long lshort term; To su, istina, eve
malo duii planovi=-To tell the truth, these are all somewhat longer plans.

3.1.13. In the sphere of SENSORY PERCEPTIONS deep is used to denote
objects which produce deep sounds or great resonance, like deep chested laugh
and deep organ-pipe, and shallow and thin to denote sounds of insufficient
resonance. Thin, as in thin chords, refers to objects having insufficient resu-
nanc;-., and also, in non-standard usage, may refer to sounds having insuffi-
cient fidelity of reproduction. Thick may mean not acute, dull', as in It gave
him a thick sensation in his throat or 'having little acoustic clarity', as in His
voice sounded thick because of his cold. Lack of light or sound may be expressed
in E by means of thick (thick twilight /silence), while the SC formal equivalent,
debeo, as well as its opposite tanak, are used only for the lack of light (debela
hladovina=thick shade; tanak mrak=slight dark).

3.1.14. It can also be observed that nouns containing some notion of
TRANSPORT are used in E more freely than in SC. High in a number of
collocations, like highway, high roadistreet;seas; short ('choppy') sea; short
('not made or trained efficaciously') ship or horse, deep ('covered with thick
layer') road (U.S.).

3.1.15. Other meanings which do not find expression in SC one-dimension
adjectives are as Mum, s. `containing short straw in high fermentation', as
short dung /manure, 'having great neglect of details', as broad conclusion /outline.,
'differing much', as wide languages; 'venerally infected' as The prostitute
was high (slang), 'sexually mature and active', as high males of the species;
'having favorable quality ', as tall dinner ur They estimated him very tall, which
is U.S. nun standard usage; 'having a great décolleté', as in The dress she wore
was outrageously low, 'thickly covered', as the table thick with dust; 'having
little durability' (of suffering), as My patience is wearing thin.

3.2. The number of meanings which are expressed only in terms of SC
one-dimension adjectives is much smaller. These cases may be sorted out
under titles of 'lack of achicements, lack of importance', and 'human rela-
tions'.

3.2.1. Thus in Golrnan je bio kratak=The goalkeeper was unsuccessful,
or kratak dokaz =ineffective proof, kratak denotes failure to achieve an aim.

3.2.2. In the following examples visok, nizak, and debeo share a general
meaning of importance. On je visok u njenim dima.He is respectable in her
view (lit. eyes), in debelo iskustvo and debeo korak=important experienceistep;
debela pogre.fka= serious mistake, debele batine =sound beating; debela svadja
=heavy row, quarrel, with a common meaning of debeo 'having great negative
effect', in vi4i and niii oficir =high and low-ranking officer (but not *high(er)
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and *louler) officer); in ridok nalog -high-authority order or vidoka zakletva=
solemn vow.

SI irok, debeo, and uzan refer to concern for ether people in: kiroka
du.a =generous soul or .11ajke su kiroke-.-- Mothers are generous; debela veza

influential connection; LA* prijateljetvo=close friendship.
3.2.4. In addition to this, kiri and uzi (comparatives of kirok and uzan)

AR used absolutely, to categorize a inure and less inclusive part Of an area or a
functional group of people, as in centar.auterlimmediate center,
§ire;aie rukorudstvo = general/central management; giralu ci porodica=renwtel
'immediate family, uia specijalizacija=specialized training.

3.2.5. Another meaning which is specific for SC one-dimension adjecti% txt
is 'fitting close', lik. in wska sukaja=tight skirt (as in § 1.1.).

3.2.6. There are also some meanings containing the notion of numerosity
which are specific fir SC. kratak (`supplying information with feu symbols'),
like kratak opisIsadrliaj =concise description, summary; dug meaning 'many'
with nouns denoting sequence of tempo' al units (d ugi vekovi =many cen-
turies).

Therefore one uan conclude that in this sphere SC takes a little more care
of the notions 'sequence of syth!,ols' and 'sequence of temporal units', while
E pas attention to use (exploitation), density and frequene3 (see § 3.1.8.).

3.2.7. The only comiterexample to the tendency of E in the sphere of the
Lotion of substance mentioned in § 3.1.6., i.e., the cases where E lacks a wadi-
mensional equivalet it eorrespundin4 to the SC one-dimension adjective, are
the Mims ing, rat her infi Naga uses. tank, referring to an ilistiffieient quantity
of water (Reka je tanka -.The river has little water, lit. The river is thin) and
debeo, referring tv periods of richness (Pandint ja debele godine.=.1 remember
rich years).

3.3. It is fairly obvious why E makes use of deep /shallow meaning 'situated
at a plate which is fat/nut far from home plate in baseball' (like in deep /shallow
center /field), while SC knows of no such use of its formal equivalents. Here
it is cultural difference (interest in a phenomenon vs. lack of interest
nothenon) that is responsible for interlinguistic incongruity.

Proverbial Atu.,'..)-Saxon (or at least British) interest in weather and betting
ina. y also have loft traces in the specifically English usage of thick as in It
was (Tug* ') this morning, or high as in high game or high play (i.e. 'game'
or 'play in which the stake is high').

Other differences between E and SC dealt with in this paper are more
subtle, but there is the hope that some or oven most of them will eventually
be explained m the same cultural and anthror logical grounds. This is not
to be expected of all, as some will be purel:, linguistically grounded, like the
one mentioned in § 3.1.1.

4.0. We will also take a look at some differences in the distribution of E
and SC one-dimension adjectives.
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4.1. Otte of the conspicuous differences is the one in the distribution of
adjectives denoting man's stature and bodily flame. Stature in SC is expressed
by anton3 ins visok nizak hereas in standard E the pail functioning in the
same way is tallshort, high low being reserved foi mental traits. Debeo
itt SC is equivalent to fat, \riffle ittrktv acts an its opposite instead of the itiltU-

tanak. In E, on the contrary, it is the adjective of negative meaning,
thin, that is opposed to fat.

4.2. Sometimes E and SC differ only on the surface, using adjectives
tthielt ate not formal correspondents to express a common meaning. These
rases are (uith examples provided): He is low on fuel=Tanak je sa gorivom
(spumy mous with He is short on fuel=Kratak je sa gorivom),There is a low
probability of his winning Postoji tanka moguenost da, 4 pobediti, Our airline
has the highest accident free mileage -.Naaa vazduhoplovna kouepanija ima
najda5a kilometreht bez wlesa, The sculpture originated in high antiquity= Ta
skulptura police iz duboke starine; That was a cause of wide differences=To je
bio uzrok dubokih razlika; broad jest or wide crack (U.S)=-debela Sala.

In one ease there is alt equivalent alternative in E. I'm short /thin (non-
standard)--Tattak sane Chard UV), or, in two cases, an alternative in SC.
low relief=plitakInizak relief; narrow path=tankaluska staza.

A general conclusion emerges out of these data that \t hen SC and E differ
in this way, it is the adjectives of thickness that prevail in SC.

5.0. Some observatious ma3 be made concerning the number and the
itereentage of et aluatit e seinemes, i.e., those meanings whose definitions
eoutain qualifiels such as "pt)sitive", "negatiNe", "insullieient", "excessive",
or "favorable".

There is a tendene3 fin the positit e 'umbels done-dimension adjectit en
iu both languages (like bread, deep) to contain both positive and negative
et ahtation as part of flail semantic definitions, %%hile the negathr ones
(like narrow, shallow) contain ahnost exclusively negative eN ahlati011. But
the proportion of posit iv e evaluation fin the positive members is higher
in SC, while fin E an opposite tentlene3 emerges. out of the total number
or inealtings of taw-dimension adjectives, the percentage of negatiNe eva
Illation is higher than in SC. In E the ratio of positively evaluated meanings

negatit e meanings is ,tbout 1 to 3. and in SC the ratio is approximately
1 to 1,5. Thus, the elket of negatite et ,Moat ion is more pronouneed in E
than in SC.

6. 0. FrO111 a gentlal inspet t ion of a list of tlw meanings of ohellieosion
adjt elk es, It is et ident that adjectk es of thickness are more widely- sepa
tate(' from the pusit e adjective of height (i.e., high) than is the ease in
SC. This to 'elusion is ts an anted by the hula that both high and visok hold
the higlwst position among tht se adjeet k es as to the numbut of meanings
and to the Iwnentage of positit el3 t t aluatt,d meanings, thin ranks highest
an to the percentage Of IlOgiiike semees, which is nut the ease with tanak,

6 Papers and Studies t. XVI
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as plitak, uzan, and nizak have a higher percentage; thick has a higher per-
centage of negative meanings than debeo (25% : 8.6%); debeo has a high
percentage of positive meanings, immediately following visok and Erok,
while thick has none. Even tanak has one positive meaning (lama sluh=
sensitive hearing). Thin is not used as an opposite to thick in two meanings
(W.), while the same is the case with tanak against debeo in one meaning
( §1.2.). Among SC adjectives debeo offers must cases of meanings not expressed
by one-dimension adjectives in E (6, while the second position is shared
by 3 meanings of kratak, visok, airok, and uzan (see §3.2.2. and 3.2.3.). Tanak
appears three times as an equivalent to E one dimension-adjectives other
than thin, and leads in this category (§ 4.2.).

On the other hand long/short seem to be more productive than their SC
formal correspondents dugAratak. This is shown by the follow ing data: long
is the second most prolific positive one-dimension adjective in E, and short
is at the top among the negative members. Dug is at the bottom with tanak,
and followed only by plitak. As to the number of meanings of the negative
members, kratak is surpassed by nizak. Long has one positive meaning as
in She is long on looks/brains ;common. sense (U. S.), and dug has no evaluative
meanings. Dug does not function as the opposite to kratak in two cases (see
§1.2.), while long is restricted in opposition to short only once (§ 1.1.). Short
and long have the greatest number of meanings not expressed by SC one-
-dimension adjectives (26 and 19 respectively, with high following with 18
meanings).

The final rennuk concerns the adjectives of verticality in E and SC. To
use high for movement downwards and laic for MON ument upwards (§ 3.3.)
sounds confusing to the speaker of SC. In his language visok is kept in pure
contrast with nizak, pulling in the opposite direction, the former being centri-
fugal, the latter centripetal. If this data is associated with the data on ova
Illation, which state that visok has no negative sememes, and covers some
meanings of achievement and importance which are absent in E one-dimen-
sion adjectives, while high has some negative sememes, the sante purity of
visok as compared with high emerges. Similarly, deep has both positiN and neg-
ative sememes, !tile its col responder' t dubok hasprau tit ally only pesitiv e ones.
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THE NUMBER OF GENDERS IN POLISH

GREVILLE G. CORBE'17

liniment, of Melbourne

Introduction

In a recent article, Wortz (1977) reviews the question of the nrunber
of genders in Polish.' He considers previous answers to the question: three
genders ((Klemensiewiez 1965: 51)), five (Maziezak 1956), six (Brooks and
Nalibow (1970: 137)) and himself proposes seven as the correct solution. It
is interesting that an apparently straightforward question should be open
to debate, and that there should be such a variety of answers. Naturally,
different assumptions as to the nature of gender may produce different ana-
lyses; however, as gender is reflected in syntax at a superficial level it is re-
latively easy to test the adequacy of an analysis. I intend to show that even
if we accept Wertz's assumptions, his seven-gender system is unable to handle
tho surface facts of agreement in Polish. More generally, the split between
gender in the singular and gender in the plural, which Wertz and other scho-
lars propose, is untenable.

Data and analysis

If we consider nominative case forms of different nouns in Polish, we
find that modifying adjectives take three different forms, which justifies
tho division of the nouns into three genders:

dui-y st61 dui-a ksititka dui-e okno
'large table' 'large book' 'largo window'
masculine feminine neuter

I This paper was written during the tenure of a Research Fellowship at the Uni-
versity of Melbourne, for which I am grateful to tho Council of the University. Thanks
aro also due to Roland Sussex and \Voyles Bruuno for their comments on earlier versions
of the paper.

P
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The three classes are traditionally labelled masculine, feminine and neuter.
Within the maseulines, different agreement forms occur with nouns of dif.
ferent classes in the accusative ease:

Nominative dui-y still du-y kon
Accusative still dui-ego koala
Genitive dui -ego stoln duie-go konia

`large table'
inanimate

'large
animate

horse'

While 8161 and koh share the same attributive and predicative agreement
forms when in the minimal% e, in the accusative case they differ: with slot
the agreeing form is as for the nominative, with kola it is us for the genitive.
The majinit of nouns in this class refer to humans or animals and SU this
class is called `.:nimate'. HoweNer, as t i paints out, there are many nouns
which are murphologicall;" animate though they refer to inanimates. Given
the large number of nouns in the class and the huge number of potential
modifiers which can show the distinethe agreeing frni, Wertz considers
that it is justified to talk of it `ni,isculi,,e animate gender'. It could be argued
that as the distinction is limited to one of the main genders the term 'sub-
gender' would be more appropriate. Or, in a feature approach, animaey
initd'it be dewed as a feature whose appearance depends on the combination
of other features. For present purposes :ut us accept Wortz's position and,
on the basis of the agreement forms for the accusative singular, accept the
poste atcd masculine animate gender. We will also leave aside the question
of whether gender, including cuciiuucs, tan be derived from elsewhere (from
the semantic characterization of a lexical item). Our purpose will be simply
to establish how a noun must be labelled in order for correct agreements
to be assigned.

Su far we have recognised futu genders. masculine animate, masculine
*Manila/14', feminine and !mute'. When we turn to the nominative plural
we find ei,idenee for another ision. The fin ut in (with possible con-
k:slant alternation, in this instance i---72/ is used %%Rh it subset of the masculine
animate gender, while the form in -e is used with all other nouns:

duz-i muisi but:dtd-e konie, stoly, kshitki, okra
large monks large horses, tables, books, windows

The nouns found in this special catego13, iefei to humans; it can therefore
be labelled the masculine personal gundca, tilt, remaining masculine anin.,,tes
may be assigned to the masuulila animal geode'. We thus ha% e an additional
geualca, giving a total of fit e. maseuline personal, masculine animal, masculiuc
inanimate, feminine, 'lotto . This, as Wertz repots, is Maliczales answer
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to the question of the number of genders in Polish. Others, such as Brooks
and lTalibow (1970. 137) and Schenker (1964: 15), treat the gentler system
in the singular as separate from that in the plural. Wertz presents and himself
accepts this view. It is based un the fact that there is no gender category
in one number which has an exact match in the other. If this approach is
adopted then six genders must be recognised. masculine animate, masculine
inanimate, feminine and neuter in the singular, and masculine personal and
non-masculine personal in the plural. Before discussing the merits of this
analysis let us first consider the complicating class which Wertz introduces,
which leads him to postulate a seventh gender.

`While the nouns which take the agreeing form duz-i, in the plural refer
to masculine humans, there are some masculine humans not included in the
category and those take non-masetilihe pci modifiers. These are generally
treated us a matter of stylistics ur seinant ics but, as Wertz (1977 : 60) argues
forcefully, this approach is inadequate as there are some nouns which, while
referring to masculine humans, regularly take nun-masculine personal agree-
ment. (For discussion of the masculine personal category see Rothstein
(1976: 248-50), Tixumiroc a (1979)). Nur is membership in the group predic-
table. These cannot be simply assigned to the non-masculitie personal class
as we shall see when we consider the accusative case forms:

NOM
ACC
GEN

d uz-i in nisi dui-e karly dui-o konie
dui-ych ninieluice lcarl6w dui-e konie
dui yell nuiichow dui-ych karlow dui yell kuni
`large mocks' large dwarf's' large horses'

1 II III

clui-o stoly
stoly

clui-yeli stolow
'large tables'

IV

When in the acuusath e plural, karzel (II), like ninich (I), requires the same
agreement fin in as fur the genith c phut'', it is therefore distinct from all the
other classes and must be recognized as a separate gender. 'Wertz labels it
the `devirilized. guider. As he accepts the split betmeen singular and plural
he proposes smelt gender,,. four in the singular. masculine animate, masculine
inanimate, feminine and neuter; and three in the 11...al. masculine personal
(I above), des irilized (II) and non masculine personal (comprising III and
IV abut e, as well as ['minims and centers). If karzel is recognised as a special
type, but the singular plural split is not considered rule\ ant, we would have
six genders. masculine personal (I), masculine des irilized (II), masculine
animate (III), masculine inanimate (1V), iinine, and neuter.

Let us now consider the justification for the widespread practice of con-
sidering gender separately for the singular and plural. Chen that it increases
the number of genders (giving seven instead of six) the onus is on those who
favour this move to show its advantage. Certainly in terms of assigning the
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correct argument features, the analysis %slue!' gives each noun a single gender
is adequate. Furthermore, the criterion for deciding to treat gender in tho
singular as separate from gender ir. the plural is dubious. By the same reaso-
ning, the lack of correspondence of forms, one could give ti different number
of genders for direct and oblique cases. However, the crucial evidence which
shows that gender should not be split between singular and plural comes
from the form of predicate agreement with subjects consisting of conjoined
nouns. Consider the following sentences (Brooks 1973: 62):

(1) Pan i dziecko szli ulictl
Man and child went along street

(2) Kot i jagnic spaly pried domern
Cat and lamb slept before house

In both sentences the subject consists of two singular nouns, une masculine
animate and one neuter. In terms of the four 'singular genders' they are
identical. But the agreement forms shown by the verbs are different: szli
is a masculine personal r'n in, while spat?, is a non-masculine personal form.
The basic rule, given by various writers, is that if one conjunct of a com-
pound subject is masculine personal, than the predicate will be masculine
persozutl.2 The point is that for agreement rules to operate correctly, pan
and kot must be lifferentl3 marked, even when they are in the singular,
us shown by sentences (1) and (2). Thus the separation of gender in the sin-
gular and plural cannot be maintained, and we must reject the seven-gender
system. To account for Wertz's data we should return to the six-gender
system outlined above. It is repeated schematically on page 87.

This rult, can lit found lillIllvrulls bburks. There aro, howyver, examples in which
the. mast Matt purstual forms tau by usu.! ut tat w hen nunu of the conjuncts in the sub,00t
is tti.sculint personal. These are discussed in Duroszowski (1962. 237), Buttler et M.
(1971: 332), Brooks (1973 . 01) Rothstein (1973: 313 14; 1970: 250) and Corbett
(1982). The following example is taken from Doroszewski (1962: 237):

(i) Ilania (f) i Reks (m) bawili sit pilkn
llama and Reks played tvith ball'

lieks nut's.) to a dug, tlivru is thvrtforo nu masculine personal conjunct it, the subject but
ityrortleltss tho bitistokty ptrsonal form is used in the predicate. The genoralii.ation.
GU cover solitelICOS of thus I.) pt delnliS to bu that thu masculine personal furtn eau be used
in thy prtttltutitu pros, slug Ow subject is tuu.sculitte soul porSultal un aggregate, the features
return:11 to Hilly bodylbtilt.ltt ur st nouttit. Thus in the sentence abut u, Hania is solutintical-

pyrsutial (t.y. ref, is to lb illtlibetll) alba Reba Is syntactically intiseulino. While this con-
ulustuit is surprising, it should by possible to account fur the data using an approach
based utt features, frith rules gut crwitg the possible combinations of foattaos. If we try
tv account for these data using the approach ,..""'.Vyrts wt., still cannot °stay° the necessity
to toark rtUltft3 like pan as personal in the singular. If, however, we restrict ourselves
to the straightforward cases, than Lk) six gender approach is twlutiutity and sovull goad();
approach is not.
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(masculine)

(human animate)

(hurcla0

masculine
personal
(-much;

(The heading

masculine
animate
(koh)

lil

rnasculine
devinlized
(karzet)

ll

masculine
inanimate
(sick)
IV

NOUN

feminine neuter
(ksici2ka) (okno)

V V!

DIAGNOSTIC

nominative

accusative

AGREEMENT

singular

singular

accusative plural

nominative plural

'diagnostic Agicerneot' refers to the ttgeement form which justifies the separation of the genders
on that line).
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As has been shown, we can account for Wertz's data and also for the
predicate agreement in examples like (1) and (2) by using six rather than
seven gender markers. In assessing the six-gender s3stem ue should first

sitter two objections Weitz raises to combining singular and plural in
this way. First, he claims t hat noun:, like chlopisko 'big fellow' can be neuter
in the singular and devil ilized in the plural (1977: 62). This combination
is not covered by any of our six classes. He also states (1977: 62) that their
plural can also be nun-personal. However, as Xajusovit' (1975 . 61) indi-
cates, this noun has two agreement possibilities in the singular as well, not
01113 neuter but also masculine, ten wielki chlopisko 'this big fellow' (for con-
firmation see Buttlei et al. (1971 : 136). There is therefore no need to link
neuter singular and deN h ilized plural; nouns of the type described by Wertz
can be analyzed as ha\ ing two possible genders, devil it:zed (II above) or
neuter (VI). The second objection concerns pluralia tanium such as noiycki.
`seissois' and usta 'mouth', if singular and plural ale combined, these must
be assigned to a gendcu, e' cut thought they lack the shigultu forms to determine
u Welt one. We could, of emirs, assiga them to a special gender (as Zaliznjak
does in Russian (1967 : 66-80)). Alternatively, they could be assigned to
the most likely of the six classes (tile) require irregular marking in any event
and so non-existing forms yi ill not be generated). Clearly they annot belong
to genders I or II, as agreements foe the accusative are not the same as for
the genitivu. Any of the remaining gender assignments would give the correct.
agreement of results, it seems best to assign them by analogy of form, e.g.
vain to class VI, given that many mute's take the nominative plural ending-a.

The data can be accounted for using the six-gender approach.
There are, hou ever, grounds for doubting 'a halter this is the best approach.
Simply labelling Polish nouns fin one of these ;,ix genders fails to capture
the similmities between the subdk isions of the traditional `masculine' gender.
In particular the accusative genitive syncretism is ignored -- it would 'cost'
no more m terms of labels if devirilized nouns showed aecusath c-dative syn-
uitism of agceeing fulms and animate nouns slum cal accusative- instrumental
syncretism. (The same objection would apply equally to the approach split-
ting singular and plural there the fact that the syncretism of the same
eases applies in singular and plural is left out of account). This suggests that
a feature approach (as in Rothstein (1973 : 310); and, for other Slavonic
languages Corbett (1980)) is preferable. HOA%e% er, that is a separate issue.
Our aim has been to show that, even accepting 1,Vertz's data and assump-
tions, the seven-gender system is inadequate to account for the agreement
facts of Polish (as indeed are other accounts uhith split gender between
singular and plural). The data can be handled using a more economical six-
-gender system.
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THE METHODS OF ESTABLISHING THE PRODUCTIVITY
OF WORD FORMATION RULES (WFRs)

ELiBIETA GOrtsKA

Adam Mickieseicz Unirertily. Poznati

The present state of the study of word formation (WF) gives priority
to questions about the principles which determine the productivity of WFRs,
and the properties which distinguish productive from unproductive proces-
ses. A better understanding of these problems is necessary not only to define
the concept of a WFR in a more detailed way, but also to describe the WF
component and find a "place" for it in the model of generative grammar.

The aim of this paper is to investigate some methods that can serve to
establish productivity in WF. These will be viewed from the point of view
of productivity defined as "the possibility which language users have to
form in principle an uncountable number of new words unintentionally,
by means of a morphological process which is the basis of form-meaning
correspondence of some words they know" (Booij (1977 : 4), after Schultink
(1961)). This understanding of productivity immediately limits the types
of methods that I consider here as primary. It dots not permit reliance on
those methods that determine the productivity on the basis of experiments
which examine "intentional" formation of wurds. It is assumed here that
the derivation of words is based on a rule-governed and not on a rule-changing
creativity. Thus, the experiments of this type may provide only some addi-

tional evidence.
A traditional method, i.e. the one in which the so called "index of

productivity" is measured as a ratio of words mentioned, say, in the most
recent dictionary of a language over those that wt,a, mentioned in some
earlier dictionary, is rejected on totally different grounds this method was
employed by Grzegorczykowa and Puzynina (1979), in their analysis of
Polish WF). The same criticism applies to a variant of this method discus-
sed by Aronoff (1976), in which the index of produotivity is measured as
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a ratio of possible to actually listed words (1976: 36). Quantitative ap-
proaches of this type, instead of establishing productivity, may simply show,
say, in the case of two WFRs, One of which requires nominal and the other
adjectivalljectival bases, that a Oen language has mole nouns than adjectives.
That is, the process with nominal bases may seem to be more productive
(than the one with adjectival bases) simply because that language has more
nouns than adjectives (ef. Buoij (1977 :121)). Moreover, as observed by Arndt?
(and earlier by Zimmel 1964), such methods do not show that the producti-
vity of a WI!' process may be determined by the morphological structure
of a base; e.g. of the two English affixes #fless and -1-ity which form abstract
nouns from e.g. adjectival bases in +ire and rile, #ness is more productive
with adjectival bases in + lye (perceptiveness) and at the same time less pro-
ductive with adjectival bases in -1-ik (the rel. rse is true for the suffix -1-11y
and respective adjectival bases; ef. Arnooff (1976 : 36)). The analysis based
on the comparison of lists either does nut leveal such intricacies or leads
to contradictory results.

A variant of this method mentioned by Aronoff (1976 : 36), in which the
index of productivity is measured as a ratio of possible to actually listed
words, invites a more serious criticism This technique, as Aronoff rightly
observes, "depends very crucially- on the idea tlut every time we make up
a new word it is entered in a list. Unless all new words are listed, we have
no tffeetive pro tstluic for computing the ratio of existing to possible words
even if we restrict (wall es to a partieulau morphological class of bases"
(1976 : 36). There are eases, however, where the concept of a list is simply
counter intuitive. The formation of adverbs in English is just as regular
as, say, the formation of the 3rd Per. Sg. Present Tense. Any adjective, unless
it already ends in -1y, may serve as a base for adverb derivation. Similarly,
the formation of 'twins denoting activity in Polish in -axle (pisa6 "write"
pisanie "writing"), -enie (pat ; "smoke" paknie "smoking"), lcie (eke
"cut" eiecie "cutting") is almost categorial. The distribution of these
suffixes is complementary and any verb in Palish (except for a few isolated
cases) can be a base of an Action Noun. Thus, if one claims that derivatives
such as pisanie, palenie, cigeie are not listed, the method of establishing pro-
ductivity based on the comparison of lists must be rejected as well.

A totally different approach to productivity has begun with the works
of Jackendoff (1975), Aronoff (1976), and Buoij (1977) in his analysis of WF
in Dutch. Stated in most general terms, the productivity of a WFR is said
to be "inversely proportional to the amount of competence restrictions on
the WFR" (Booij (1977 ; 5); cf. Jackendoff's idea of independent information
content). A few comments are necessary hero. The scope of the application
of a WFR does not refer to actual words only. This follows from the task
of the INT component and from a double function that is ascribed to WFR8.
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The WF component should specify the notion "possiLde complex word of
a language, and therefore has to exclude impossible complex words of a lan-
guage only, i.e., the task of the WF is also to specify we'l-formed but non-
-existing words, and the fact that a given word has not been actualized has
nothing to do with the productivity of a given rule" (Booij (1977 : 120 121)).
According to Booij, a productil c WFR has a double function: on the one
hand it analyzes the structure of existing complex words, and on the other,
it indicates in which ways a new complex word eau be derived. Unproductive
\VFRs, by contrast with produetie processes, ha% e the function of redun-
dancy rules only with respect to existing words (cf. Booij (1977:38)). Now,
this is a considerable weakening of Amnon; approach to redundancy rules.
According to Arenoff, a WFR which can function as a redundancy rule must
still be productiNe. This condition was rejected by Buji in order to account
for the relatedness that exists between simplex words and complex words
formed by unproductive WFRs (cf. the snilix -egge in Dutch is unproductive
and still there is a clear relatedness between dievegge "ft male thief" and dief
"thief").

Another argumentagainst Amnon approach suggests itself: what I mean
here is the phenomenon of "sudden" activity of a once unproductive affix.
If we assume the existence of a redinidaney relation between words with
unproductive affixes and their bases, then this "sudden" activity is what
we can expect to happen (cf. examples of recent activity of unproductive
deverbal -iwo suffix ilk Polish. tworzywo "material", spoitvo "binder", meat ioned
m Laskowsl.:i 1979). The phenomenon CILII be readily explained as the change
in the status of a WFR, i.e. it changed from an unproductive relation to the
one with increasing productivity (or, productive) . The idea of addition
of a rule seems not well moth ated here, as the relation between older deri-
vatives. .e.g. pieczywo "bread" and verb piec "bake" is still alive.

Now, let me present some of the competence leitrictions that can serve
to identify the productivity of a WFR. The first group covers various types
of general and rule-specific conditions on bases of WFRs
(a) conditions on the phonological form of bases
(b) morphological conditions on bases. These are of three types:

conditions with respect to the presence of specific morphemes in
buses;

2 c4 otidit ions with tespeet to the presence of internal bomidaiies in

bases;
:3 - comfit ions with respect to the presence of no a !divines with specific

features in bases;
(e) syntaette conditiors on basis.
The second group of competence restrictions tide's to w !nit One may call
the &glee of formal and semantic transparency of a derivational process,
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i.e , a set of global or output conditions on the application of WFRs. Let
me observe that Booij recognizes a still different class of competence restric-
tions, i.e., those which are implied by "general properties of the WF com-
ponent". These refer mainly to the ordering of WFRs, e.g., the relation of
prefixatioii and suffixation rules or, of suffixes with+and# boundaries.

Now, let me pass to a discussion of WFRs that form Nouns of Location
in Polish. I will not attempt here to cheek the validity of the competence
restrictions mentioned above, but will rather try to show that the concept.
of competence restrictions should be broadened so as to cover some other
factors that influence the productivity of WFRs.

A standard method for isolating the productivity- of a WM presented
by Aronoff was based on the comparison of "two rules which operate on the
same base and have outputs of the same category and subeategorization"
(1976: 37). This move was necessitated by the need for "removing outside
factors that might interfere with the results" (1976 : 37), i.e. the rules differ
only in productivity. A typical example hoe is the comparison of English
suffixes it ness and 1- ity, bot h of NVIlkil form abstract nouns from adjectives.
In order to determine the productiity of the two rules, Aronoff caooses
a "subclass of adjectival bases in which they clash (....), i.e. adjectives of
the form pious (monstrous)" . Theme is no need to repeat the discussion and
the results as they are not relevant to our argument. What we may observe,
however, is that this method allows us to compare the productivity of WFRs
under extremely unusual circumstances only. Arunoff, himself, observes
Hint "such rival pairs arc not easy to come by for morphological restrictions
are often arranged so as to preclude them" (1976 : 37). Yet, lie does not
provide any analysis of productivity of WFRs in an "unmarked" situation

we still do not know how to compare the productivity of two rules which
produce the same outputs (lexical category, subcategutization, semantic
reading), but which rnerate on morihologically distinct bases. This is the
case in the derivation of Nouns of Location in Polish by means of suffixes
+alnia and +arnia. The former suffix attaches almost exclusively to verbal
bases in +a, e.g. wypoiyczue "to lend, borrow" wypoiymalnia "library",
zanzratad "to freeze" zantaialnia "refrigerating plant", while the verbal
bases of +arnia are formed by stems in e.g. palid "to smoke" pa-
iarnia "smoking room", or +ow: modelowao "to pattern" modelarnia
pattern-shop". Moreover, a few derivatives formed from verbal bases in
+a by the attachment of the suffix +arnia instead of +alnia cannot be
interpreted from the point of view of the productivity of +arnia rule with
verbal bases in +a. Their existence is due to the global constraint on the
application of + alnia rule. it is blocked by the presenw of a lateral consonant.
in the base, e.g. +arnia was applied to the base powielad "to copy" since
a derivative *powielalnia is uaacceptable.
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Thus, the applicability of this method seems to bo highly restricted.
Moreover, it is useful for the analysis of rather peculiar WFRs, i.e., only
those whose outputs are the same and whose bases at least partially overlap
The possibility that the same factors determine the productivity of rules
with partly common bases and of those that apply to mutually exclusive
bases, seems highly unlikely.

Moreover, the technique discussed evoked a "side-effect" of a more
general nature. It narrowed dowa the studios of the productivity of WFRs
to the analysis of the nature of bases of WITs and of interrelations ob bases
and derivatives. The questions whether the productivity of a WFR may
be determined by a relation of a given rule to the whole system of WFRs,
and not only by a relation of two rules with overlapping bases, were never
raised within this framework. Such considerations seem to be necessary
in order to explain a gradual decline in the productivity of the +isko suffix
which forms Nouns of Location denoting open areas in Polish. The suffix
in question is ambiguous in two ways: firstly, it violates "the unitary base
hypothesis" since it can attach to syntactically "non-unifbrm" bases, i.e.,

nouns, e.g. kartofel "potato" -- kartollisko "potato field", and to verbs-towi(

"to fish" lowisko "fishery"; secondly, the --1-i8ko suffix can form Augments-

tives from nominal bases, e.g. kot "cat" kocisko "Toni-cat". Now, the
fact that the +isko suffix can attach to nominal bases to form Nouns of
Location and Augmentatives seems to be the chief reason for the decreasing
productivity of the +isko suffix in its function to form Nouns of Location.

The rival suffix +owisko gradually takes over the formation of Locatives,

e.g. of recent formations: namiot "a tent" namiotowisko "tent-field", don/
"scrap-metal" -- do/no/Disko "scrap-heap", Wok "building" blokowisko

"a block of buildings". Observe ha I c, that the first type of ambiguity cannot
provide an explanation of this change. If the attachment of the +isko suffix
to disjunctive bases (either a noun or a verb) were the chief reason for this
change, then we would not be able to explain why the +isko WFR is blocked

by nominal and not by verbal bases. On purely structural grounds a tendency
toward the application of this rule nominal bases only (with some °the,
suffix assuming the formation of Locatives from verbal bases) is equally
possible. Thus, it seems necessary to recognize functional ambiguity of an
affix (here formation of Locatives and A ugmentatives) as a possible competence

restriction on the productivity in WF.
It is obvious, however, that not every functional ambiguity leads to the

loss of productivity of WFRs. The functional ambiguity of the -er suffix
in English (i.e., the formation of Agent Nouns and of the Comparative Degree
of Adjectives), does not result in the decrease in productivity of either of
these two processes. Yet, the situation here is totally different: the two rules

apply to syntactically distinct bases Agentive -er Rule to verbs, Compa-
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naive -er Rule to adjectives. What the two ruks hat a in common is only
the form of the sufix. Titus, we can already icsnict the typt of functional
ambiguity which leads to a deer( ase to productiN it.) of a WIT: only that
functionally ambiguous WFR will lose its prcductiNit) whose bast at least
partially overlap with some other ambiguous ocess (cf. two functionally
ambiguous +isko WFRs applied to nominal bas).

So far we have discussed the relation between two rubs which produce
functionally distinct items (Augmentatites vs Locathes, Agent Nouns vs
Comparatives). The analysit., of Polish Locatk es which denote "closed areas,
rooms", reveals that the productivity of a \\TR may be determined by a
relation of it given rule to other WFRs with the sante function.

As there is no space for a dctail«1 description of these suffixes, I will
piesent only some basic points. There are fotu suffixes with common locative
function (in my of them are technical terms), and only one of them, namely,

alnia does not interact with bases of other suffixes, i.o. +ownia, +nia,
and f arnia It is the only suffix which freely forms Locatives from verbal
bases in -} a, e.g. przebierae (sic) "to change" przebieralnia "changing room".
Also, -ifirnia Milt, e.g. iagiel "a sail" iay/ownia "sail-room", has clear
e(aulitions On its application: nominal bases which are [Animate]; phono-
logir,1 changes regular deletion of a fleet ing vowel, derivatives ate sonutu-
t coherent. Yet, the status of the +o,inia suffix is not as clear as that

iaink, since it is involved in complex interrelations with other locative
sidlixes (see below).

The suffix -Fnia is restricted by being a ttaehed to nouns that end ui -er,
(t)or Agent Nouns in 1 ant., e.g. kompresor "compressor" kompresornia

"rompre&clor room", dyspozytor "dispat dyspozytornia "dispatcher's
office", stolarz "car pont -- do/arnia "carpenter's shop", and to 'orbs in
- ow (with few exceptions), e.g. pakowae "to pack" -- pakauxilnia "packing-
room". Also, derivatives in ink form a serutticall3 coherent group (except

for few Abstract Nouns e.g. wyobrainia "imagination").
'flu } -arnia WPR seems to be most opaque. it applies to syntactically

disi,inotive bases mainly to nouns, e.g koszyk "basket.' koszykarnia
"basketry workshop", but also to Ierbs, e.g. palid "to smoke" palaritia
"smoking-room"; it induces phoindogicall3 irregular ell:trips in the b use
(cf. numrous free variants: krai-k-arnia kro/i-ezamia "rabbit warren.",
output k arnia -amp, ez-arnia "ampule shop", haian-t-arnia bmian-ci-arn, a
"plaasantry"); and, it is not scmanticall eoherent, the following meattinos
arc possible. 1. a place where st h is :awed, e.g. kartoilarnia "a place where
lot at oes are stored", 2. at whop whets sth is 501(1 - eiwtkarnia "confectionery",

1 place that is used fin animal husbandry to culth Mimi of plants kr4li-
karnm "rabbit w amen", pieezarkarnia ainshro nit growing et 4Ia r", 4. a place
whete an activity is perfbrmed palarnia "smoking room", 5. collective
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meaning dzieciarnia "the young folks". How'ver, the fact that the arnia
rule requites relatively high competcnice restrictions dues not lead to a complote
loss of productivity. What seems to happen is that semantic reading of this
rule graduall) changes. It begins to form productivel3 'hones of plantations
and places used for animal lin, %amity (cf. pieczarkarnia "mushroom growing
cellar", pstragarnia "trout f tut"), and continues to form nouns denoting
shops (szaatykurnia "a shop whore shaskliks aro sold). Here, the +ownia
WFR seems to take per the formation of breath es denoting names of facto-
ries or works ups in factories. This seems to be the reason for numerous
formations of -1 °mia and fountia doublets, e.g. Iran "cod- liver" b.anownia,
traniarnia "a slu o where cod-live( oil is produced", drat "wino" drutownia,
druciarnia "who- Jrawing mill ", maslo "butter" atastoumia, maglarnia
"butter-making shp" ( derivatives in +arnia often have social marking,
while --i--ountia nouns are neutral). What seems to support this view is that
+arnia dot i atiN es w hich. denote "plantations of shops" (I() not ha e doublets,
cf. *pieezarkownia, *szaszlykownia.

There is no doubt that this is a process at change. It is not true that +arnia
has lust completcl the possibilit of formation of Loeativ( 8 with thc., meaning
"a factory or a workshop in a factory". This may be partly due to a very close
relation of +arnia rule to the denominal 1-nia rule (the latter rule forms
sumnticall3 tiansparent Nom, of Location). Locatives such as drukaraia
"printing house", peritkarnia "wig-shop" are derivationally opaque, i.e.
they nia, be formed either by +nia WFR (from Lases drukarz "printer",
perukarz "wig maker") or, by +arnia WFR (bases druk "print' , peruka
"wig"). Although semant it readings of the two rules differ, the fact that they
"share" the meaning of location does not (chew at the moment for the +arnia
ink, to lose the iucative meaning, }arnia not only forms MMUS denoting "plan
talons, etc.'', but is still used productively to derive Locatives denoting
"factories or workshops itt factories", e.g. tabletkarnia "tablet factory",
gwoidziarnia "nail factory". That is, the conspiracy of +arnia and +nia
rule on tile one hand hindei8 the semantic specialization of -4-arnia, and on
the other, it nta3 be one of the reasons for the ..ppearance of now derivatives
iu +arnia with the "old" locative meaning.

One can also risk a claim that t he productivity of -F ownia and +nia
rules is strengthened by a conspiracy of these rules. Hero, both rules ''Co
-operate" to ',millet" Locatives such as lakierotvnia "varnish factory" (lakier
"varnish" lakierN Fnia or, lakierowad "to varnish" lakierowv
It seems j.:"-tql..1 to assume that the cost of derivatives such as lakierownl'a
18 l'Otitit'Oti, since a speakm can anal3ze them by referring to one of the two
rules. If it is true that the productivity Gf WFRs is inversely proportional
to tho amount of competent(' restrictions, then one CAll /1180 claim that the
productivity of rides which conspire should increase.

7 Papers and Studies t. XVI
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If we try to compare the functional relations discussed above, it appears
that the conspiracy of WFRs may stiengthen the produuti it3 of a rule with
low competence restrictions (cf. +ownia and +nia), and of a rule with a large
amount of independent information content (cf. +arida). In the latter case,
the conspiracy somehow hinders the process of semantic specialization of the
+arida rule by preserving the relation of this rule to the +nia rule.

Let me observe here that the Locative suffix +alnia has alma ly passed a
stage of derivational conspiracy with the +nia rule. Historically, the suffix
de., eloped from the adjectival + aln(y) plus Locative +nia (cf. Satkiewicz
1961). At the stage when the adjectives in +alny developed a meaning of
"possible, potential", the +alnia suffix gained a completely independent
status, since the application of the -l-nia rule to adjectives with this meaning
was blocked. This sec ins to be one of the possible developments of the conspi-
racy in WF. Yet, the present stage of conspiracies of other Locative suffixes
does not show any hint of blocking of this functional relation. Instead, this
may be one of the reasons for the increase in productivity of those rules.

The analysis of Polish Locatives seems to show that productivity in VVF
cannot be viewed as nhen'!:'non which is determined by relations of a base
to an affix only. It appears that interrelations of WFRs (either with the same
fimction or different) may influence the degree of productivity-of a VVF pro-
cess. Thus, it seems justified to claim that the concept of competence restric-
tions should be broadened so as to allow for the evaluation of functional
relations of WFRs.
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POLISH AND ENGLISH VOWELS:
A CONTACT SITUATION

JERZY ZYBERT

University of Warsoto

1. Language contact arises with an alternate use of two languages. Our
interest hero concerns the mode in which Polish speakers of English render
the English vowels. Thus the article describes English ;rowels as produced
by Polish speakers. This des: iption is based un a detailed examination of
utterances made by 10 Polish informants.

Informants. The informants chosen for the experiment were all advanced
students of English at the Higher Se 1K-1 of Foreign Languages, Warsaw
University, who, at the time of the experiment were 21-24 years of age.
Because they had all learned English for 7 to 10 years it could be assumed
that the sound system used by them in rendering English sounds was fully
internalized. All the informants had had one year of phonetic training in the
..dvaneed typo of RI' English. All the informants were born and brought up
in Warsaw, thus speaking the same dialect of Polish.

Material. The inventory consists of about 300-400 test words uttered
by all informants. 15 lists of words including all possible distributional variants
of English vowels were made. Some of the words included in the inventory
wee repeated in several lists but they wore listed in random order. The total
number of utterances examined is about 3.800. The test words appear in a
sentence context. The sentence frames used were: "Say the word to
me", and "What does mean?"

Equipment. Sentences with test words were uttered by the informants and
recorded in a sound proof recording studio. The recordings were made with a
Sony Stereo Taporccorder TC 366 (frequency response 20-25.000 114 at
7} ips) and an unidirectional Elcctret Condenser Microphone ECM-21 (fre-
quency response 50-12.000 Hz).

Procedure. The assessments of phonetic quality of each variant wore made
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after numerous auditions. With more difficult and dubious cases the author
was helped by 4 trained native English phoneticians. To chuck the validity
of the auditory judgements concerning phonemic vu fl t,etuess of Polish speakers'
rendition of English vowels, 12-17 native English speakers of RP made
identifications. Ushtg earphones they listened to the utterances front tape
recordings made by the Polish info' mauls and wide down what they heard
on answer forms using ordinary orthography. Theit answers show whether
Polish speakers pronounce English vowel 80tilld8 within the phonemic tango
of a given vowel, i.e. the test was intended to check what phonemic errors
Polish speakers make. The English listeners uere also asked to mark those
items which, although identified, they regarded um.ceeptable. Such eases IN two
also considered to be phonemic errors on the !tart of the Polish speakers of
English (these identifications could nut he trusted, as thin could be att ributtxl
to redundancy).

Tables. The results of the listening tests are shown in Tables 1-20. In
the tables that follow the results are first given for individual informants (the
informants being simply given numbers 1 10). After that the (*tuition
average for each allophone or phoneme is calculated.

2. A detailed description of both Polish and English vowels is out of the
scopc of this paper. floweler, to rttaltv it more readable, a short presentation
of the inventories as adopted hero seems necessary.

2.1. In brief, the Polish oral syllabic vowel phonemes and their sube4i-
gaunt variants can be described in articulatory terms as follows (of. Jess=
1958, 1962, 1964, 1966; Wi,rzchowska 1963. 1967, 1971; Stiebor 1966; Bonin
1959; Muskat 1950; Zybort 1976):

/i/ front dose 'wounded
[it] main variant (e.g. Ikar)
[is] raised variant (between palatalized Cs, e.g. kosid)

/of front half-open unrounded
[et] main (e.g. mewa, kreol)
[ed raised (in the neighbourhood of palatals, e.g. jedzio, sled)

JiJ front retracted half-close unrounded (e.g. syn.)
[ii no other variants

la/ front retracted open unrounded
[at] main (e.g. Anna, rah)
[ad fronted and slightly raised (in palatal t ovironment, e.g. siad)

Jo/ back half-open rounded
[oh] main (e.g. oh), dolor)
[od raised and fronted (in the neighbourhood of palata Is, e.g. siosLra)

Jul back close rounded
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[iii] main (e.g. sum, klucz)
[14] fronted (between palatals, e.g. Macke)

2.2. The term English in this paper refers to th, advaneed t3 pe of RP
described by J11880111 (1962, 1964) and Ghnson (1970). Thu F iglish vowels
can be described briefly as follows:

/1/ front half-elose unrounded
[i1] main variant (e.g. hid [hid])
[i2] retracted (before (lark [I], e.g. silk [silk))
Iii raised and fronted (in the falling diphthong before [j], e.g. sic tsiji)
[4] lowered and retracted (in final position, e.g. ready rredip

/o/ front mid unrounded
[el] main (e.g. head [bed])
fe2-1retraeted and lowered (before dark [1], e.g, bell [belt))
[es] lowered (in the falling dipht hong before [A e.g. pay fpej])

/c/ front hallopen unrounded
[c1J main (e.g. hod [ica])
[c2] retaeted and lowered tbefort dark 11), e.g. p(aipublv ['ptipabi])

aj front open umounded
[ad main (e.g. bud [bad])
[ad eentralized (before dark [I], e.g. bulk [balk])
[as] eelitralized and full3 open (in the falling (lipid bungs before [j], ut

before [w] followed dark [I], e.g. high thajj, howl [howl])
la,] fronted and full3 open (in the falling diphthong before [n], e.g. how

[haw))
jai WA-fronted open nnrounded

[a] one variant only (e.g. hard !null)
/a/ hack open rounded

[al] out in (e.g. hot [hot])
[aj raised (in falling diphthongs before [j], e.g. boy [1)4

/of back told eoungled
[od one variant only (e.g. boat,/ [hod])
back half-close rounded
lull main (e.g. hood [hunt])
11,1 retnwted (in the falling diphthong before IAN fi )IIONW I by dank [II

e.g. school [skuwl])
:o0 raised 0 tol centralized (iii In falling diphthong [u] preceded b3 [j],

(..g. you [jaw])
04) lowered (in the level diphtong [nb e.g. lour [too])

19/ central mid unrounded
[31] main (e.g. heard Lind])
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r.32] fronted (in the diphthong [3w] not followed by dark [1], e.g. home
[h3wm])

[33] retracted (in the diphthong [3w] followed by dark 'ill e.g. goal [g3w1])
/e/ central no -mid unroundcd

[00 main (e.g. about [o'bawt]
[aa] lowered (in final position and in the falling diphthongs Pi, se], and

[ue], e.g. sister [sista], hear [hid], hair [ee], boor [bap])
[o3] raised and retracted (in other positions than [al] and [02] and when

adjacent to the velars [k], [g], and [y], e.g. long ago [Ion e'gcw])

3. A comparison of the E/i/ phoneme with the P/i/ and /i/ phonemes sug-
gests that the Polish learner a English is likely to use his native /i/ for the high
variant of E /i /, i.e. [i3], and his P/i/ for the remaining allophones of the English
phoneme. The analysis of the /i/ phoneme used by the Polish informants in
their English clearly indicates such an inclination. However, we cannot speak
of plain phone-substitution (though this may be the case with Polish learners
who do not have relevant p..onetic practice). Nonetheless, having been trained
to use a sound which is lower and retracted compared to P/i/, Polish speakers
in general do not quite reach the required tongue position for E[i3j. This reluc-
tance in lowering the tongue sufficiently may be due to th , fact that they may
arrive at P/i/. Since E[i3] is normally associated with P/i/ and the low variants
with P/i/ it is natural that the phonemic opposition between P /i/ and /i/
hinders Polish speakers in their associating all the variants of E /i/ with only
one phoneme (i.e. this opposition promoted divergence), as it seems to them to
be merging two different phonemes. However, E[i3] does not pose any special
difficulties, and it never caused phonemic errors. Th.s English allophone is
usually correctly articulated ifPolish speakers acquire the habit of diplthon-
gizing it.

Of the low variants of EN the main variant may be a bit troublesome. In

Table 1. Assessment of E[4] by English listeners

Uttered by No of tests
Identified

[is]

as
[ii] ?

1

2

80
80

100%
00,0% 10%

3 80 97,5% 2,5%
4 88 100%
5 88 95,5% 4,5%
6 78 97,4% 2,6%
7 72 97,2% 2,8%
8 78 90,0% 7,4% 2,6%
9 80 100%

10 78 97,4% 2,6%

Total 802 Average 96,7% I 4% 0,3%
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order to reach the position for E[it] Polish learners aro taught to 1o,A to and
front the tongue from the position fur P /i /. However, this lowering and fronting
can easily be overdone and, as E[ii] is almost equidistant from PA; and E[el],
Polish speakers can articulate a sound which is closer to Wei, thus committing
a phonemic orror. Although this was rather unexpected the listening tests did
confirm such mum which had been found in the earlier auditory tests. In the
case of Informant 7 (cf. Table 2) WO can talk of a fixed habit probably due to
hyper CM CetiOli.

Table 2. Assessment of E[ii] by English listeners

Uttered by No of tests
Identified

[ii] 1 /e/
as

I p

1 80 100%
2 80 100%
:t 80 72,5% 20% 7,5%
4 88 93,2% 4,5% 2,3%
5 88 84,1% 11,4% 4,5%
6 78 100%
7 52 30,8% 61,2% 8,0%
8 78 100%
9 80 100%

10 80 100%

Total 784 Average 88,1% 9,7% 2,2%

E[i2] is usually correct13 pronounced by Pol'sh speakers. It appears that
this variant need not be specially taught, and there even seems to be some
danger in attempting to teach Polish speakers to articulate E[i2] as a sound
which should be lowered from the position for P/i/ as they may easily arrive
at a position for E[e2]. E[i2] being tho closest in quality to PA/ is easily attained.
the Polish sound, if used before a correctly pronuturced [t], becomes automate
tally slightly lowered, thus giving the required quality of E[i2].

Table 3. Assessment of E[is] by English listeners

Uttered by No of tests
/1/

Identified
/0/

as
/3/

1

2
80
80
80

100%
100%
100%

4 88 95,5% 4,5%
5 88 93,1% 6,9%

78 100%
7 52 100%
8 78 89,8% 5,1% 5,1%
9 80 100%

10 80 100%

Total 784 Average 97,4% 0,5% 1,6% 0,5%
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The sounds the Polish informants use feu E[ii] are generally not lowered
enough. A certain tendency to diphthongize can be noticed on numerous
occasions. The English listeners made 100% correct identifications of the sound
as their [i4], but this may be due to redundancy: they might expect only /i/
or /a; but since in the final position the latter sound is distinctly of an open
quality, the two sounds could not possibly be confused and thus the English
listeners always gave /i/ in their answers.

Generally speaking, E/i/ is not a ver3 difficult phoneme for Polish speakers.
Of its allophones the main one, [id, is the mos. difficult: the danger is that in
its place Polish speakeis either w ant to use their /i/ making a phonetic error,
or they depart too far from this position coining close to /e/ and making a
phonemic error. E[i3] is often articulated too close thus resembling P/i/, being
not diphthongized, and this last phonetic feature has to be stressed as it is
not difficult for Polish learners to master.

4. Overlapping phonemes may cause distributional problems owing to
Difference 6 (some differences between Polish and English vowel systems are
discussed in the final section). The acquisition of a new distribution of a familiar
sound proves very difficult. The use of P[e1 may be quite satisfactory in
rendering E[cr] (the very slight difference could be attributed to free variation).
However, Polish speakers do not articulate the English allophone cluse enough;
when asked to pronounce it in isolation, or to quote its quality in a minimal
pair like e.g. men man they have no difficulty in doing this correctly, but
habitual correctness is very rare. Having been phonetically trained, the
Polish informants (though not all of them and not always) do articulate
E[er] as a sound closer than their r[ed but generally this closing is 'insufficient.

This deficiency may lead to a phonemic error. substitution of P[c,] results
in it being interpreted by English listeners as E/e/. In the case of Informant 6
(see Table 4) the percentage of this error is conspiciuously high. On the other
hand extreme closing leads to another phonemic error: Informant 6 was
hypercorrect in his rendition of E[cd; his articulation of the sound was excessi-
vely close thus reaching an /i/ quality.

The lower variants of E/e/ seem to he less difficult, for Polish learners.
The degree of ()losing exercised by Polish speakers being unsatisfactory for
E[ed, is sufficient for E[e2] and W. A closer articulation for E/e/ (compared
to P/e/) howev el, must take place and has to be strongly insisted on. English
listeners more readily identify and accept the lower variants performed by
Polish speakers not only because P[ei] is closer to these English sounds, but
also because of distributional restrictions and redundancy, e.g. an attempted
[ej] as in hay or 8ay will not be identified as [ej] since such a diphthong does not
occur in English; also, [el] is very rare.

As to the interpretation of Polish speakers' rendering of E[cr] and [ej]
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as Of, the English listeners based their judgements on the actual lengtht Ring
of these allophones. Careful auditory assessments do not prove that undue
retraction took place in these cases. A typical example is Informant 8 whose

Table 4. Assessment of E[e1] by English listeners

Uttered
by

I No of
tests /o/

Identified
/c/

as
Ai/ /3/ I

1 80 100% - - - -
2 80 77,5% 15% - 2,5% 5,0%
3 80 87,5% 10% - - 2,5%
4 88 88,7% 4,5% - 4,5% 2,3%
5 88 63,6% 0,8% 29,6% - -
6 78 01,5% 35,9% - - 2,0%
7 52 88,5% 11,5% - - -
8 78 56,4% 23,1% - 17,9% 2,6%

Total 624 Ave- 77,6% 13,1% 4,2% 3,2% 1,9%
rage

attempted hell [hei] was interpreted as hurl [hal]. Unnecessary lengthening,
however, is a deficiency which can be eliminated fairly easily. Yet a great
deal of practice in raising all the variants and particularly E[el] has to be pro-
vided in order that Polish speakers of English learn 1,9 de\ clop the habit.

Table 5. Assessment of 441

Uttered
by No of tests

/0/

Identified
I /3/

as
/a/

1

2
3

80
80
80

95%
97,5%
92,5%

--- -
5%
2,5%
7,5%

4 88 100% -
5 88 90,9% 7,0% - 2,5%
0 52 90,2% - - 3,8%
7 52 96,2% - - 3,8%
8 78 28,2% 48,7% 10,3% 12,8%

Total 598 Average 80.6% 7,4% I 1,3% 4,7%

The results of the listening tests shown in Tables 5 and 6 only confirm that
insufficient closing is most harmful in the case of EN, while with the low
variants it does not necessarily lead to phonemic errors.

5. Polish speakers often substitute their /e/ for E/s/. The experiment with
the Polish informants confirmed that this English phoneme is extremely hard
to master, and all informs ats had some difficulty with it. As a rule, Polish
speakers of English tend tJ use P/e/ for E/s/, while slight lowering from the
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P[el] position :s sufficient t o acquire an /e/ quality. The advanced RP /e/
is actually very similar in quality to P/e/ so Polish speakers do not hear a
phonemic difference. On the other hand, they seem to be reluctant to give
it an open quality lest it should sound a-like.

Table 6. Assessment of E[es]

Uttered by No of tests
Identified

/0/
as

1 80 100%
2 80 95% 5%
3 80 100%
4 88 100%
5 88 100%
6 78 97,4% 2,6%
7 52 100%
8 78 89,7% 10,3%

Total 624 Average 97,8% 2,2%

Of the two variants of E/e/, the main one has better "chances" with
Polish speakers. At this point, it is worth noticing that Polish speakers'
attempted E[el] (even if actually being Ilea is more readily "correctly"
identified by English listeners in the diphthor g [so] than elsewhere. In words
like had [had] and hair [hea] there cccurs the same variant of /e/, yet the pho-
netic environment makes the English listener "hear" it as /s/ rather than /e/,
i.e he hears what he "wants" to hear because of an obligatory choice. Howe-.
ver, in cases when Polish speakers fail to produce the diphthong and only
lengthen the vowel, its mere lengthening influences the English listener to
assess it as /3/ thus hearing e.g. hair as [bs].

Table 7. Assessment of E[si]; had, darn

Uttered
by No of tests Identified as

is/ I /0/ I /a/ I ?

1 80 95% 2,5% 2,5%
2 '30 10% 90%
3 8C 27,5% 72,5%
4 88 50% 50%
5 88 22,8% 77,2%
6 78 61,5% 20,5% 10,3% 7,7%
7 52 15,4% 84,6%
8 78 23,1% 71,8% 5,1%
9 80 25% 62,5% 12,5%

10 80 62,5% 37,5%
Total 784 Average 40% 56,1% 3,1% 0,8%
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Table lb. Assessment of E[si] in the atPhtb....ong feel

Uttered by No of tests /e/
Idehkfao d tat

131 ?

1

2
3

80
80
80

77,5%
100%
100%

2,50/0 --
.-
.-

4 88 84,1% 4,5% 114%
5 88 90,9% 0,8% 2,3%
6 78 43,6% (,-.1,3% 5,1
7 52 06,7% - 3,8%
8 78 2,6% 16,1% 43%
9 80 07,5% - 2,5%

10 80 95% 2,5% 2,5%
Total 784 Average 76,4% 01% 1,3%

Table 8 below shows all too clearly that the sabst itution of 13/e/ for S[s2]
resvIts mainly in English listeners assessing it ks (precisely, as NI since
it is P.D. This conforms with the results showN .5: We/ substituted
for E[el] results in assessing its quality as requiki,ed. D'Ilus the figures given in
Table 8 support the statement that Polish speilers utseT/el for E[s2].

Table 8. Assessment of E[61],

Is/
Hubntils

/a/

1:41

I lelUttered by No of tests
131

1 80 - 70% 2,WY0 -, 27,5%
2 80 - - 850/7/0 -, 15%
3 80 2,5% - 90(34, -, 2,5%
4 88 - - 100% -, -
5 88 2,3% - 08,ZTo -. 29,5%
6 78 10,3% 7,6q,, 63,f3% -, 33,3%
7 52 15,4% - -. 8&6%
8 78 - 7,7qp

10,3°,1_____-.....-----------
...... 64,1% 28,2%

Total 624 Average 3,5%
......

The result obtained for Informant 8 again BK141111.0 inclination for lengthe-
ning (cf. Table 5). Informant 1 articulates his wttealeted IBM too open thus
giving the sound an /a/ quality.

O. As both E/a/ and P/al are of a front tyor the nglislt phoneme should
not pose very serious problems for Polish leamers. IVerertlleless, assessments
of the allophones used by Polish speakers for I; /41l ietitclto the conclusion that
their articulations are too centralized and heel-mm.1y raised too high. This,
however, is not reflected in the results shown A*: Utah 9 through 12, but a
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comparison of P/a/ and E/a/ predicts it: the English listener associates P/a/
almost always with his own E/a/ and not with /a/.

Table 9. Assessment of E[al] e.g. huddle

Uttered by No of tests Identified
/a/

as

I

1

2
3

80
80
80

97,5%
100%
100%

2,5%

4 88 90,9% 11,1%
5 88 95,5% 4,5%
6 78 100%
7 52 100%
8 78 100%

Total 624 Average I 97,2% I 2,2%

As P/a/ is an open vowel it could be identified with the other English open
vowel, i.e. with /a/. However, the problem is resolved not so much by qualitati-
ve but by quantitative differences between the two Ei.glish vowels. Although
Polish speakers often centralize E/a1/, its shortness prevents English listeners
from assessing it as /a/. This situation, however, does not recur in the case
of E[al]. It has been noticed on numerous occasions that Polish speakers tend
to lengthen English vowels before dark [t}. Retracting, which is concomitant
in this case, is also often excessive with Polish. In the case of E[al] unnecessary
lengthening and excessive retraction occurs in its articulation by Polish
speakers (see particular]) Informant 4, Table 10). In effect, the uttered sound
has a distinctive /a/ quality and this results in a phonemic error.

Table 10. Assessment of Nail e.g. hulk, bulk

Uttered by Identified asNo of tests /a/ l 10/

1 80 95,0% 5%
2 80 92,5% 7,5%
3 80 37,5% 45% 17,5%
4 88 15,9% 61,4% 6,8% 15,9%
5 88 90,9% 2,3% 2,3% 4,5%
6 78 74,4% 25,6%
7 52 96,2% 3,8%
8 78 46,2% 35,9% 10,3% 7,7%

Total 624 Average 67,7% I 19,2% 2,2% 10,9%

E[a3] and [a4] are not satisfactorily articulated by Polish speakers. Aas],
being the closest to P[aj, could be substituted by the Polish sound creating
no phonological problem, yet with some Polish speakers the attempted English
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allophones are quite often raised from the fully open position and also retracted.
This tendency can bo explained through the influence of the segments follo
wing [a] within the diphthongs. This is especially strong in the diphthong law]
followed by [I]; [ad is assessed differently in [aj] and in [awl], and in order to
illustrate the difference, the results for this v ilophone are shown separately
in two tables. E[a4], being almost fully front and distinctly different from P/a/,
is particularly susceptible to this kind of distortion. Careful attention has -,,

ho paid to fronting E/a/ by Polish learners; otherwise they substitute their
centralized P/a/ and, in effect, they sound foreign, or else they adopt a manne-
rism which can result in phonemic errors (see Informant 4. Tables 10 and 12).

Table 1 Ia. Assessment of Era,' in [aj], e.g. hide

Uttered by No of tests
Identified

/a/
as

/a/ 2

1 80 100% - -
2 80 75% - 25%
3 80 100% - -
4 88 03,2% 2,3% 4,5%
5 88 100% - -
6 78 100% - -
7 52 100% - -
8 78 82,1% 10,3% 7,7%

Total 624 Average 93,6% 1,6% 4,8%

Table 11b. Assessment of E[a,] in [awl], e.g. howl

UtIvred by No of tests /a/
Identified as

/a/ /o/ /sw/ I t

1 80 97,5% - - - 2,5%
2 80 62,5% - - 25% 12,6%
3 80 - - 7,5% 80% 12,5%
4 88 68,2% 2,3% 6,8% 2,3% 20,4%
5 88 OM% - - - 4,6%
6 78 74,4% -- - 20,5% 5,1%
7 62 65,4% - - 30,8% 3,8%
d 78 82,1% - - 6,1% 12,8%
9 40 82,5% - - 12,5% 5%

10 40 87,5% - - 6% 7,5%
Total 784 Average 71,9% 0,3% 1,6% 17,3% 8,9%

7. E/a/ is rendered by Polish speakers by quite a wide variety of open
sounds ranging from central to fully back. Polish speakers are well aware
that their P/a/ is unlike E/a/ and, in most oases, they make au effort to pro-
duce a sound which should be more in the back and thus, perhaps even instineti
vely, they move the tongue back from the position for P/a/. The problem is
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that, in doing this, they often go too far back, sometimes even arriving at the
position for C[a]. This, however, is not necessarily harmful, but the danger
exists that such an articulation may result in it being assessed as E/a/. The

Table 12. Assessment of NI, e.g. how

Uttered by No of tests Identified
/0/

as
I /0/

1 80 92,5% 7,5%
2 80 97,5% 2,5%
3 80 97,5% 2,5%
4 88 4,6% 72,7% 22,7%
5 88 90,9% 9,1%
6 52 88,4% 11,6%
7 52 100%
8 78 97,4% 2,6%
9 80 95,0% 5,0%

10 80 97,5% 2,6%
Total 758 Average 84,7% 8,4% 6,8%

fact that English listeners do not assess such oxtrame eases with /a/ is due to
the length that Polish speakers apply then. Fortunately, this is usually done
correctly. If they fail to make this lengthening their, attempted [a] is readily
identified as an /o/ vowel.

It is worth noticing that English listeners never assess Polish speakers'
/a/ with E/a/ which only confirms that Polish speakers do not substitute P/a/
for E/a/. Attention has to be paid to make sure that Polish learners of English
articulate the English sound with just sufficient retracting of tho tongue from
the position for P/a/.

Table 13. Assessment of E/a/, e.g. hard, laugh,

Uttered by No of tests Identified
/a/

as
/0/

1 80 100%
2 80 95% 5%
3 80 90% 2,5% 7,5%
4 88 97,7% 2,3%
5 88 97,7% 2,3%
6 78 92,3% 5,1% 2,6%
7 52 92,3% 7,7%
8 78 100%
9 80 95% 5%

10 80 97,5% 2,5%
Total 784 Average 95,9% 2,3% 1,8%

8. The evidence collected points to the fact that the articulation of the
allophones of E/o/ by Polish learners is not opon enough. Actusily, it is esti-
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mated that in at least half of the examined cases there is simple sound substi-
tution. This English vowel proves to bo very difficult to Polish speakers;
its pronunciation differs considerably from P/o/, E/o/ being of a very open
nature and having very slight lip rounding. It is clear that Polish speakers hold
to their own articulatory habits in pronouncing E[0] as giving it a very open
value suggests to them that it is quite a different phoneme, viz. /a/ (E/o/ is
normally associated with /o /).

Also, Polish b ck vowels are always rounded, so turrour.ding a back vowel
(E/a/ is just slightly rounded) seems to be a violation of their articulatory ha-
bits. Thus, in articulating E/a/ sounds Polish learners do ILA open them nor do
they fully round thorn. However, in spite of this incorrect articulation, English
listeners identify those sounds as their E/a/. This is so because they, too,
always identify P /o/ with E/o/.

Table 14. Assessment of E[o1), e.g. hod, rock

Uttered
by No of tests

Identified
/0/ /o/

as
/a/

1

2

3

40
40
40

100%
100%
100%

4 44 75% 6,8% 18,2%
5 44 100%
6 39 100%
7 26 100%
8 39 92,3% 7,7%
9 40 100%

10 39 97,4% 2,0%

Total 391 Average 90,2% 0,8%1 2% 1%

E[og] is closer than [el] and thus closer to P/o/. Apart from the reasons
mentioned in connection with [oi], the allophone (o2] was 100% identified
correctly probably because of its distribution (in tine failing diphthong [oj]).
There could not possibly be a confusion with faj] c,r [uj] as they are phoneti-
cally too different from one another.

9. E/o/ seems to give Polish speakers considerably less trouble than E/o/.
Although the results given in Table 15 show quite a wide "dispersion" of the
phoneme, the percentage of correct articulations is very 11;gli. E/o/ is easier
for Polish speakers to learn than E/4, as raising the tongue from the position
for P/o/ seems to be much easier for thorn than lowering it. Further, lip-roun-
ding is the same for E/o/ as for P/o/ so Polish speakers do not have to learn this
feature. Table 15 shows that only two infornunts have serious trouble with
E/o/. Their mispronunciations, however, could have easily been predicted:
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substitution of P /o/ for E/o/ (insufficient closing and no lengthening) results
in a phonemic error, the sound being identified as E /o /; hbsonco of lengthening
(accompanied by closing) may give an /u /- quality to the English ear (of.
Gimson (1970 : 115)): Informant 3's attempted hoard was identified as who'd;
lengthening with no closing results in assessing it as E/a/.

Table 15. Assessment of E/o/, e.g. Hoard, caught

Uttered
by No of tests

Identified
/0/ I /3/

as
/u/ /a/

1 80 100%
3 80 55% 27,5% 7,5% 10%
4 50% 9.1% 15,9% 9,1% 15,9%
5 88 93,2% 2,3% 4,5%
ti 78 87,2% 12,8%
7 52 73,2% 3,8% 3,8% 19,2%
8 78 87,2% 2.6% 2,6% 7,6%
9 80 87,5% 5% 7,5%

10 88 95,5% 4,5%
Total 712 Average 81,1% 5,600 2,8% 1,9% 8,7%

10 The comparison of P/u/ with Wu/ showed that the two phonemes differ
considerably. P/u/ is a true close-back vowel while E/u/ is half -close and
strongly centralized from back. All the tests have proved that Polish speakers
are unwilling to depart from peripheral tongue positions to learn sounds arti-
culated in other, i.e. non-peripheral, positions. For this reason they fail, in
most eases, to attain the required tongue positions for E/u/ thus failing to
produce its allophones with correct phonetic quality. All four allophones of
Wu rendered by Polish speakers are far from satisfactory. Mastering the
main variant, however, could contribute greatly to improving the whole
phoueme, especially as [ui] surpasses the other variants in its frequency of
eceurrence and as it is permissible to disregard [114] altogether.

Apart from the adherence to peripheral positions (partitmlarly to back)
in artieulating E/n/ sounds, Polish speakers tend to lengthen them unnecessa-
rily, especially before lenis consonants. This might bo understood as a different
realization of the diphthong [iny] ([tu] and [uw] being in free variation), but
otherwise such lengthening loads to phonutie errors (e.g. good being pronounced
as [git: d]).

E/u/ and P/u/ are the only vowels in the close-back region in their systems
and this necessitates identifying thorn with each other. Thus, phonemip
identification (and pronunciation) errors are generally not to be expected
and this, in fact, is shown in the English listeners' assessments. The attempted
[u,], [113] and [us] wore identified by them 100% correctly with E/u/. (Tables
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for those allophones are not given then). In conclusion, it can be said that
Polish speakers of English do not gonorally differentiate between the allophones
of E/u/ and use one sound to render the whole phoneme which they articulate
almost fully back, though slightly lowered from the position for P/u/.

Table 10. Assoasmont of E[ui], e.g. hood, put, rook

Uttered by No of testa
Identified

/a/
as

/awl

1 80 100%
80 93,8% 0,20/

3 80 97,5% 2,"
4 88 90,9% 2,3% 0,9%
5 88 98,9% 1,1%
6 78 97,4% 2,0%
7 52 100%
8 78 97,4% 2,0%
9 80 90,3% 1,2% 2,5%

10 80 97,5% 2,5%
Total 784 Avorago 96,9% 0,4% 2,7%

11. As EP/ is a new sound with completely unfamiliar quality it proves
to be very difficult to Polish learners. On the wholo, its variants are usually
well articulated in its mid plane but they are rarely centralized, properly.
Thus, [30 is in most cases fronted, which gives it an /c/ quality. This fronting
conforms to predictions: i8 customarily identified by Polish speakers
with P /o /. In cases when [ad is not extremely fronted but somewhat kept
contral its identity is preserved owing to its length: if Polish speakers faa to
longthen it, English listeners identify it with /e/ or with /a/ (and not with /o/,
which further shows that the sound is fronted, and not centralized). A striking
phenomenon is the tendency of Polish speakers to use a front typo sound fur
final stressed /a/ and to centralize it through a diphthongal glide, o.g. occur
[olk3J, deter [ditO] are realized by them as [Jtm], [diiteo]. This proves they
are aware that fa/ is nut a front vowol and try to achievo do-fronting by this
rather curioun means. On the other hand the diphthungizing also shows they
hear that thc. vowel is long.

Concerning the articulation of [221 Polish speakers articulate the sound
contrary to what one might expect. This allophom, is of a front typo and
Polish speakers might be expected to tend, as least, to front it. However, this
is not so and they centralizo much more than [ad, very often ;mulling the
back area and articulating it with an /o; quality. The English listeners identi-
fied all those oases phonemically with /a/ because tho diphthong /w/ has a
number of variants within RP, its first element ranging from front to back
(of. G11118J11 (1970. 133)). °incoming Informants 5 and 0 it in rather unusual
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that they should articulate their [92] so very open thus giving an impression
of an open vow:,1 instead of a mid one (however, outside RP, the diphthong
may be realized so, see Gimson (1970: 134)).

Table 17. Assessment of E[si], e.g. heard, word

Uttered
No of testsby /9/

Identified
/0/

as

1 80 97,5% 2,5%
2 80 75,0% 2,5% 2,5% 2,5% 17,5%
3 80 07,5% 5,0% 17,5% 10,0%
4 88 31,8% 54,5% 4,6% 2,3% 0,8%
5 88 77,3% 0,8% 2,3% 9,1% 4,5%

78 100%
7 52 30,8% 38,5% 15,4% 15,4%
8 78 100%
9 80 82,5% 5,0% 5,0% 2,5% 5,0%

10 88 80,4% 0,8% 0,8%

Total 784 Average 70,8% 11,5% 3,3°4 2,8% 0,0%

The retraction towards the back ama noticed with po is still stronger with
[33] (which is natural as it is affected by [i]).

Table 18. Assessment of E[3,], e.g. hoe, too

Uttered by No uI tests
Identified

/9/
as

/a/

1

2
3

80
70
80

87,5%
100%
100%

12,5%

4 88 95,5% 4,5%
5 88 4 00,4% 27,3% 11,4%

78 53,8 20,5% 25,0%
7 52 90,2% 3,8%
8 78 94,0% 5,1%
9 60 90,0% 10,0%

10 88 93,2% 0,8%

Total 702 Average, 80,0% 5,2% 8,1%

12. The tendency of Polish speakers to front English central vowels is
seen again in the case of /o/ which was identified by English listeners as some-
times /e/ or /e/. It is worth noting at this place that they never identified it as
/ii; for example, members of such minimal pairs as aggresive (olgresiv/: egreasive
Iiigresiv I, centred Ilsontod I. scented /'sentid /, bordered /'boded /: boarded Pbodid/
were not confused with each other. This indicates that the Polish speakers have
learned to obscure the vowel succisstJy. In fact, Polish speakers realize
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E/e/ much better than E/9/. The relatively high percentage of correct identi-
fications for /9/ was due in many cases to its length rather than quality. Polish
speakers' /e/, however, was identified as such mostly through its proper
quality.

Table 19. Assessment of E[ss], e.g. hole, old

Uttered by No of tests Identified
/3/

as
/o/

1

2

3

80
80
80

100%
100%
100%

4 88 79,5% 18,2% 2,3%
5 88 97,7% 2,3%
6 78 100%
7 52 100%
8 78 100%
9 80 100%

10 80 97,5% 2,5%
Total 784 Average 97,2% 2% 0,8%

Of all the three variants of the phoneme, the Polish informants produced
[oa] best, and the English listeners identified it correctly in 100% of the cases.
The main variant [el] was very often kept well within the central area though
tending to be fronted towards either /e/ or /8/ (see Table 20 below:

Table 20. Assessment of E[el]: e.g. woman, gentleman , aggressive

Uttered
by No of tests

/0/
Identified as
/e/ /c/ ?

1 80 90,0% 10,0% - -
2 80 97,5% 10,0% - 2,5%
3 80 77,5% 5,0% 12,5% 5,0%
4 88 59,1% 27,3% 6,8% 0,8%
5 88 72,7% 18,2% 2,3% 0,8%
6 78 94,9% 2,6% - 2,6%
7 52 53,8% 19,2% 11,5% 15,4%
8 78 71,8% 17,9% 5,1% 5,1%
9 80 80,0% 15,0% 2,5% 2,5%

10 . 80 85,0% 7,5% - 7,5%

Total 784 Average 77,8% 13,3% 3,8% 5,1%

The open variant [el] was always identified as /e/ and its quality was on
the whole satisfactory or, at least, acceptable. Nonetheless, a certain tendency
to front it. towards /s/ can again be noted and its opening was often exaggerated
giving an /a/ quality, which is commonly regarded by the English as affected

8'
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speech (cf. Gimson 1970: 125). Yet, such cases could not be identified as /a/
because this latter owol does not occur in the final position, and thus the
obligatory choice makes English listeners identify it as /o/.

13. This section involves an attempt to enumerate the differences between
the Polish and the English vowel systems drawn on a contrastive analysis.
Since the orientation of this paper is pedagogical, attention is focused on diffe-
rences between the two vowel systems from the point of view of the Polish
learner of English. The number of differences given here does not claim to be
extran..-tive, but it may be sufficient for strictly practical, pedagogical purpo-
ses.

Difference 1. Sounds which constitute a phoneme in English but do not
exist in Polish.

For example: mid-central sounds such as E/3/ or /a/ do not exist in Polish.
Difference 1 demands the learning of a completely now phonological unit_
Polish learners have to learn to identify and to produce sounds not used in their
native speech (Haugen calls it "phonemic importation" (Hauge!' 1953: 394)).
Learners aro naturally- inclined to identify the unfamiliar sounds of the learned
Language w ith their native sounds, so they have to be taught to differentiate
between the foreign sounds on the cue hand, and between the foreign and the
native sounds on the other.

In some cases, however, a learner is able to differentiate contrastive foreign
utterances in spite of incorrect substitutions. For example, Polish learners
identify the English mid-central vowel /31 with their front half-open /e/
they say the English sound as a sort of /oh, but speaking English they may

use a somewhat rounded and centralized typo of /e/. Although such a sound
aloes not exist in English (nor in Polish) native speakers of English identify
this sound "correctly" as their /3/. In this situation, no phonemic error is
made in spite of the existence of Difference 1.

In overcoming the difficulty involved by Difference 1 a distinction should
be made between the eases caused by a phonemic error and those resulting
from phonetic errors. Although, exercises are required in both cases, a consi-
derably stronger emphasis is needed on the former.

Difference 2. Two sounds which contrast in English but do not contrast
in Polish.

For example: sounds [A] and [B] occur in both languages; in English [A]
is an allophone of /A/, and [B] is an allophone of /B/; in Polish [A] and [B]
both are allophones of /A/.

This difference does not require that a Polish learner should learn a new
sound, instead he has to learn a new use of a familiar sound. The differences
that are allophonic in Polish have to become phonemic in English, which in
valves a splitting of the native phoneme. In other words, a new habit of
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responding to familiar sounds has to be acquired. Difference 2 leads to under-
differentiation, i.e. the learner will not hear differences between the contrastive
utterances in English. This identification defect will cause pronunciation errors.
It should be stressed here that problems created by Difference 2 should be
eliminated as early as possible in the learning-process. This difference is gene-
rally acknowledged to be the most troublesome in foreign language learning
(ef. Lado 1957: 16).

The equivalent phonemes P/e/ and E/8/ can servo as an example of the
problem in question. Of the two allophones of P/e/, [el] ,;orresponds to E/8/
but the raised variant [es] corresponds to E/e/. While E/8/ and /e/ are in pho-
nemic contrast, the two Polish sounds are only in complementary distribu-
tion. Thus the Polish learner, who uses his [es] only in a palatal environment,
will have to learn to use this sound in a non-palatal environment, i.e. he has
to learn a new distribution of a familiar sound.

Another example of Difference 2 are P/a/ versus 41/ and /a/. To the Polish
listener the two English phonemes are only one phoneme since his PAL/ covers
the areas of these two English phonemes.

Difference 3. Sounds which contrast is Polish but do not contrast in English.
Difference 3 is the reverse situation of Difference 2: sounds [A] and [B]

occur in both languages; in Polish, [A] is an allophone of /A/, and [B] is an
allophone of /B/; in English, [A] and [B] are both allophones of /A/.

This difference leads to over-differentiation: the Polish learner will hear
more subtle phonetic differences in English than a native English speaker
does. 0% 3r-differentiation, however, in% oh-es no phonological learning problems;
just the opposite, it may help the Polish speaker to learn the correct allopho-
nic pronunciation of English vowel.

The problem can be examplified by a situation in IvItieh Polish speakers
learn E/o/. This phoneme has at least two phonetically different allophones:
an o-like allophone (or] that occurs when a word boundary does net immedia-
tely follow (i.e. in a non-final position), and an a-like allophone [o2], that
occurs immediately before a word boundary. Examples: nzother8=['malloz],
inother=[ma641,; ordered = [odold], order= [odes]. Polish listeners normally
identify these allophones as their own /e/ and /a/ respectively. Thus the
sounds that are in complementary distribution in "English are perceived
by Polish speakers as contrastive ones.

Another example of Difference 3 is the case of E/i/. Its high variant [is]
is identified by Polish listeners with P/i/, and the low variants with P/i/

Difference 4. A constrast is perceived by the use of different distinctive
features in Polish and English.

A contrast between two different sounds can by perceived by learners
but they will make their judgements using different cues to those actually
operating in the foreign language. This occurs in the case where, for example,
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Polish learners are able to hoar a difference between E/o/ and /a/ but to them
the difference is solely in length while actually it is the opposition of open.
versus mid. This phenomenon is called "perception of phonemic contrasts
through non-phonemic sound-features" by Lado (1957 : 21), and "rein-
terpretation of distinctions" by Weinreich (1966 :18).

Difference 5. The distribution of a given phoneme is more restricted in
one language than in the other.

Distributional differences occur when phonetically similar sounds and
similar relationships between the sounds exist in both languages, but the
sounds occur in different environments in the two languages. Distrib,,tional
differences can involve full phonemes or only allophones.

A phoneme may be restricted to some environments or positions, as in
the case of P/i/ which does not appear after palatals nor initially (with the
rare exception of its very name). On the other hand, /i/ does not normally
occur after non-palatals. These restrictions often cause pronunciation pro-
blems for Polish learners of English, e.g. they will often be inclined to use
their Polish phoneme /i/ to say [it] for the English proncun it while they
are expected to say rather [it]. Moreover, in Polish it is obligatory to use
/i/ after /w/, the sequence /wi/ (spelt li) being impossible. Thus, Polish le-
arners show a tendency to use low variants after /w/ instead of the high
one e.g. the word week may even be pronounced as [w #k]. Another sequence
which is Lied in English but not employed in Polish is diphthong+nasal-FC
and this is why such words as only, nineteen, mountain, etc., are very often
mispronounced as: Nil ['najtin], ['nawtin].

Difference 5 may result in a learning problem because a language learner
has to learn a now use of a familiar sound in unfamiliar environments. This
learning process is called "phonemic redistribution" by Haugen (1963: 394).

Difference 6. Phonetically similar allophones have different distributions
in Polish and English.

An example of Difference 6 is the case of the raised variant of P/e/, i.e.
[e2], and the main variant of E/e/. Because P[es] is complementary in Polish
(it occurs wily in a palatal environment) it causes a serious pronunciation
problem for the Polish learner, but it does not ..ause an identification prob-
lem. This difference requires pronunciation exercises aimed at learning a now
distribution of a familiar sound.

Difference 7. An orthographic symbol has different phonetic values in
both languages.

All the differences mentioned earlier refer to contrasts between the pho-
nological systems of Polish and English. However, identification and pro-
nunciation errors may be caused by other differences than those concerning
phonological categories. Among other factors the errors may be caused by
differences in orthography. Such errors are best seen in the way English
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borrowings are spelt in Polish, e.g. E computer is spelt (and pronounced)
as P komputer, and orthography has decided in this case that it is not kompju-
ter. Another typical example is the word radio very often pronounced by
Polish learners as E [redjo] which clearly shows that this pronunciation is .

afftected by spelling.
Difference 7 may be a protlem wily when English is taught through

the orthography. The resulting problems are called "problems of spelling
pronunciation" by Lado (1957: 19). To overcome such difficulties learners
should use phonetic scripts alongside the re,plar orthography.
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REVIEW

Phonology, meaning, morphology. On the role of semantic and m orphologica
criteria in phonological analysis. By Solve Ohlander. Acta Universitatis
Gothoburgensis. Gothenburg Studies in English No. 23. Pp. 221. Goteborg,
1976.
Reviewed by Edmund Gussinann, Catholic University of Lublin.

The main message of this monograph can be reduced to two statements;
firstly, meaning must be taken into account in phonological analysis and,
secondly, standard generative phonology has not addressed the question
of criteria of morphemic analysis and hence, in assigning morphological bound-
aries, it has at times made unmotivated or arbitrary decisions. The former
question is discussed in Part I entitled Phonology and meaning while the
latter in Part II Generative phonology and morphemic analysis.

On the whole the monograph tends to be devoted to summarising earlier
positions and levelling criticism against them with no attempt made at any
analytic or descriptive presentation of some real-language material. Virtually no
linguistic evidence is discussed or specific analyses presented and contrasted
with possible alternative interpretations; at best the reader is offered a handful
of Old English words, scattered sparingly throughout the book, but this
can hardly qualify as linguistic evidence. Thus it must be stated at the outset
that the level of argumentation is appalling, with trivial points inflated while
vital issues are by-passed, discussed sloppily or not even identified.

As mentioned above large sections of the book are devoted to surveying
selected positions vis ii vis certain traditional issues and concepts (e.g.: the
phonome, distribution vs. function, simplicity, abstractness) often starting
from scratch (e.g. meaning in linguistics). The result is often more reminiscent
of a diligent student's notes for an introductory course in general linguistics
or the history of phonology than of a piece of argumentativewriting. °Wander's
study can thus be viewed as a golden treasury of well-worked, if not directly
hackneyed arguments, accusations, and pronouncements which are familiar
from numerous earlier works and which include such pieces of polemical
demagogy as: 1) generative phonology as the comparative method (why
the comparative method rather than internal reconstruction, one wonders);
2) formal simplicity is no good; 3) the ideal speaker-hearer is no good; 4) pho-
nological representations as orthography; 5) excessive abstractness is not
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psychologically real; 6) the more concrete position is verifiable; 7) the child
as a little linguist; 8) the innateness hypothesis is untestable and hence should
be abandoned; 9) the phoneme is fine because it is contrastive;10) external
evidence should be used in phonology ete. Predictably enough, there is
condemnation of andel lying /x/ in right (one misses re-1 in boy, though). Tho
SPE type of phonology is accused of disregarding morphological consider-
ations and unspecified claims for the "semiotic perspective" are thrown
in for good measure. Most of all this is verbal overkill, pure and simple, which
follows familiar paths, adds nothing new and merely succeeds in annoying
the reader. Consider for example the following statement (p. 37) "That pho-
nemes, on account of their semantic function, have psychological reality
seems to me beyond question". That there may be different ways of ac-
counting for the semantic function (i.e. differentiating meanings) by refer-
ring to the systenuttic levels (phonetic and/or phonological) is not even consid-
ered. Although in subsequent pages of his book Ohlandercmentions practi-
cally everybody who put in a good word for the phoneme in recent years,
whether published or not, he gives short shrift to Halle's arguments (as for-
malistic) and disregards others (see ft a example Anderson's (1974.. 36 ff)
discussion and references therein). This bias is even mute surprising in view
of the fact that the phoneme plays absolutely no role in the scanty discus-
sions of Old English phonology- that °blander provides elsewhere in the book,
with some proposals directly contradicting it (cf. the discussion of Jon, p. 124).
Support for the pholieirat seems iiitc;ided to demonstrate Oldander's interest
in the psychological basis of language.

The concept of psychological reality, however, is used throughout the
monograph as a mere catchword in a way which renders it utterly meaning-
less. something is or is not psychologically real (plausible, realistic etc.)
because Ohlander assorts it is or it is not. While presumably important, the
notion of psychological reality has proved recalcitrant both to describe and
to apply in actual linguistic practice. The various modes of external evidence,
normally taken to provide an entrance to psychologically real grammars,
appear nut only fragmentary and unreliable but also occasionally contradic-
tory (Dressler (1977), Anderson (1979), Gussmann (1979), cf. also Dressler's
(1979: 95) remarks emweriiing what ho terms the 'micro-anatomic fallacy').
Furthermore, nobody taking seriously the psychological basis of language
can restrict his claims to the domain of phonology only but should, at the
very toast, also consider syntax and its regularities; the emerging notion
should refer in equal Mea8111"0 to all aspects of linguistic structure. Unless
this is done "psychological reality " is bound to remain a loose and impres-
siodstie term.

The abstractness issue is treated in an equally slip-shod and apprioristie
manner. Although judging abstract representations to be generally very
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bad (as not psychologically real, relying on overall simplicity and indirectly
resorting to innateness) °Wunder admits them when morphological alterna-
tions are available but not otherwise, e.g. the root of the Old English hrydan.
`make noise' may contain an underlying fu/ because of the form Mid `loud',
whereas 11-idan 'hide' must be set up with the root r/ because there is no
alternant *hid. An analysis along these lines is claimed to semiotically at-
tractive, psychologically real and non-abstract. In Oh lander's own words
(p. 124) "Such a phonology thus embodies the claim that it is only on the
basis of individual allomorphy, in whose determination semantic considera-
tions are inevitably involved, that speakers set up underlying representa-
tions that are not identical to surface forms". Let us note that Ohlander
provides absolutely no external data to show that alternating and non-al-
ternating morphemes make up different classes for the speaker and his psy-
chologically real grammar; were this division to be as important as Ohlander
claims, the evidence supporting it should not be hard to come by. Nothing
of this sort is offered and the principle itself is immediately relaxed to allow

abstract representations of non-alternating morphemes when the rule in-
volved can claim a high degree of Kiparskian transparency (thus Old English

beald 'bold' is set up anderlyingl) as /bald/ and a synchronic rule of breaking

is admitted into the phonology of the language). This is a perfectly legitimate
approach to phonology which should be evaluated in its own rights; the
crucial point is that, it is based on a separation of alternating and non-al-
ternating morphemes and is consequently as formalistic as an approach
that adopts no such division. The psychological reality claim has not been
substantiated and remains merely a piece of mystification.

The Iasi, quotation also summarises °Mandel 's view of the role of semantic
considerations in phonology, purportedly the central theme of the monograph
recognition of two (or more) forms as alternants (allomorphs) requires that

they be assigned the same phonological representation. In other words "se-
mantic considerations may affect the phonological description of a language,

by way of morphemic analysis" (p. 135). As formulated, the role of meaning

via morphemic analysis refers to the way of nrriving at a description
or to discovery procedures, as Ohlander unabashedly admits, (p. 97) ".. mor-
phemic analysis is a discovery procedure for the determination of synchronic
relatedness at the morpheme level". Lot us assume that some sort of pro-
cedure might be constructed to determine that, say, the different in-
flectional forms of a given word contain the same root morpheme.
Let us charitably disregard all the unspoken assumptions that such a state-
ment involves; if applied it might perhaps yield /fanxan/ as the underlying
representation for the Old English infinitive fan 'take' a form adopted
by Ohlander (p. 124), which is strange coming from somebody who staunchily
defends the psychological reality of the taxonomic phoneme and decries
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phonological abstractness... Nothing is said about establishing relatedness,
or its absence, bc4ween somewhat more controversial pairs such as, for example,
car carry, ease disease, sit - seat; it is clear that any such procedure
would demand not only some well-articulated language of semantic descrip-
tion but also the delimitation of the degree of similarity and difference among
words which appear to share some common morphemes before these com-
mon morphemes could be called allomorphs. Needless to say, no adequate
semantic or lexical theory is in the offing and, to make things worse, no
delimiting procedure of the required typo seems theoretically possible.: the
existence of onomasiologieal derivatives (like cracker, goatsucker, leaflet)
dearly precludes any operational establishment of the semantic boundaries
for word-relatedness. Derivational morpholow amply illustrates this problem;
consider the range of meanings associated with the Polish root relo -'hand'

in the following set of words where the English glasses additionally bring
out the semantic differences:

'vice 'hand', rcezny 'id. adj.', wreezy6 'hi. vb.',
poreczny 'handy', wyreczy6 'help sb out', rqczka 'small hand',
rgcznik 'towel', porgczy6 'guarantee, warrant vb.', rekaw 'sleeve',
rgkawica 'glove', poreez 'handrail', zargczy6 sic 'get engaged to be
married', obrqczka 'ring'.

Similarly, a wide (unpredictable) range of meaning may arise when a specific
suffix is added to diffirent bases, as the Polish suffix -nik illustrates quite
dramatically in the following pair of examples:

&ion 'day' + nik- dzionnik 'news bulletin: a daily'
noc 'night' + nik-4 nocnik 'chamber pot'

Establishing semantic relatedness In a principled manner is a notoriously
complex enterprise; in a way which is perhaps not untypical of those arguing
vehemently in favour of meaning in phonology (see Harris 1979 : 285) Oh !a-
nder, with gay abandon, speaks about semantic considerations, semantic
contrasts, semantic structure, total synonymy etc. as if these terms were
uncontroversial or at least generally established. To be meaningful, all of
these terms need to be related to lexical units on the one hand and to pri-
mitive semantic elements on the other. Ohlander's monograph might have
served some purpose if he had at least identified the problems. As it is, he
offers the reader the thin gruel of morphemic analysis which he concocts
in the final chapter of his book, its main ingredient being a division of suffixes
into primary and secondary.

It is clear that morphological relatedness and hence also morphological
boundaries cannot be established by means of morphemic analysis viewed
as a discovery procedure. Questions of this sort belong to the domain of
morphology and, in particular, word-formation which, within the generative
framework began to bo studied in the early 1970's. Oh lender's monograph
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has nothing to offer to this field. Its values (by default) and also the point
of reviewing it hero is to stress the relevance of morphology (including word
formation) to phonology and also of pllnnology to morphology ; it is totally
incomprehensible why %hinder ridicules the latter possibility (p. 142 ff)
in his discussion of some words which, on the SPE analysis are assigned
morphological boundaries on the basis of the stress pattern they exhibit.
Quito apart from the fact that Wander offers no alternative interpretation
of the same data, the rejection of the possibility that the system as a whole
may decide individual (unclear) examples runs mink'. the position he adopts
in the "phonemic section" of the book when he claims that 'whether or not
two semantically identical forms are also phonologically identical, i.e., rela-
ted, ean only be determined by considering the (A crall phonological system
of the language in question' (p. 79). Justification of boundary placement
is a complex interplay of the lexicon and rules tf word formation (as discuss-
ed, among others, by Hallo (1973), Aron( ff (1976), Booij (1977)), on the ono
hand, and the emerging, overall structure of a given language on the other
It remains to be seen what portion of morphological information is provided
.)y the former and what by the latter source.
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NOTE

WORLD LANGUAGE ENGLISH

(The international teaehers' journal of English as a world language)

English is now above all an international language, used or undorstood in most
parts of tho globe and in a great variety of circumstances. In today's world it sorvos
as a means of expression and communication not only among pooplo who havo acquired
it as their mother-tonguo but on an oven more romarkablo scale with and among
nonnativo users, whose nnothortongues aro many and various: and this nods to be
recognized in deciding upon tho airns and procedures of teaching and loaning. English
as a world language does not 'bolong' to mother-tonguo speakors alono, but to all thoso
who can make offootivo use of it.

WORLD LANGUAGE ENGLISH will reflect and illustrate this faot 'ay publishing
contributions on the development, teaching, and learning of English as a foreign or
second languago in difforent parts of tho world and at all ago-levols and stages of aeltio-
vement. Much of the contents will consist of oloarly written artiolos doaling with classroom
problems and techniques. Among tho contributors will be established specialists in the
teaching of English or other foreign languagos, as woll as thoso whose names aro not yet
widoly known. There will also bo articles on the English language itself and a regular
'Quostion Box' section of answors to readors' queries about English use and usage;
now books will bo listed end many described or roviowed.

1VORLD LANGUAGE ENGLISH welcomes tho current pedagogical emphasis
on communication, taken in a broad sonso, and thorofcro attaohos importance to olarity
and simplioity of style. Contributors will avoid highly spocializod terms as muoll as
possible, and will write to bo understood by tho broadest possiblo 'lingo of learners and
teachers of English, whatever their mother-tongue.

Toaohori of English as a foreign or second languago, anywhoro in the world, who
aro anxious to increase thoir professional skill will, we boliovo, find WORLD LANGUAGE
ENGLISH of partioular interest. It is designed for all thoso who aro ooncornod not only
with ti r +u3lcs that immediately faco thorn, but with tho rolovanco of what other pooplo
are doing and with tho problems that face toaohors and loarnors of English all over the
world at olomontary, intermediate, and advanced lovols. It will interest itsolf as muoh
in the teaching of children as in the teaching of young people and adults. Now mothods
and techniques will be explained and illustrated from tho latest textbooks, and each issuo
will contain materials for oxploitation in the olazsroom. Oocasional recordings or other
aids will bo distributed with tho journal.

No kind of hostility towards any othor languago is intended by calling English a
world language. Mankind has many instrumonts of expression and communication at its
disposal, tho English language being only one of those. We aro concerned not with the
promotion of English but with tho promotion of butter teaching and looming, with tho
circulation of practical ideas on English teaching, particularly thoso whioh ariso from
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teaching or learning experience, and with promoting study of the developing role of
English.

World languages, and not least English , can bo viewed as means of international
cooperation in a constantly changing world.

WORLD LANGUAGE ENGLISH welcomes the following kinds of contribution:
articles on tho position, dovolopmont, and use of English in the world as a whole or
in any part of it;
articles on classroom ter,hniques and procedures at any level of achievement;
articles on tho use of visual and auditory aids;
articles on syllabus construction and bask) approaches to language teaching, if explain-
ed clearly and if the practical application is also made clear;
articles on aspects of English use amid usage, and on varieties and styles of English.

(A summary should bo submitted first.)
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PAPERS AND STUDIES IN CONTRASTIVE LINGUISTICS

Papers and Studios is an international review of contrastive studios.
Contributions both from Poland and abroad are welcome. Tho journal will

carry original articles and papers in contrastivo linguistics as well as a bibliography
of English - Polish contrastive studies in Poland. Tho language of tlio journal
is English.

Artioloe for publication should be sent to Professor Jacek Fisiak, director,
Institute of English, Adam Micaiewicz University, Marchlowakiego 124/126,
Poznaii, Poland.

All manuscripts should bo typewritten with wide margin and double spacing
between the lines. Notes and references should bo typed on isepamt4% pages.

Authors rocoive twenty five offprinta.
All correspondence concerning subscription from other countries than Poland

should bo sent to
ARS POLONA, Warszawa, Krakowskio Przodmidoio 7, Poland.

INFORMATION ON THE SALE OF ADAM MICRIEWICZ UNIVERSITY
PRESS PUBLICATIONS

Tho Adam Mickiowiez University Press publications are available at all
soientifio publications bookshops in Poland (in Poznaii ul. Czorwonoj Arrnii 69)
and in osso there are no copies of required publication they may bo ordored in
Skladnica Ksicgarska. Buyers from abroad can place their ordors through
ARS-POLONARUCH, Contrala Handlu Zagranicznogo, ul. Ki. akowskio Przed-
midoio 7, 00.068 'Warszawa, from 06rodek Rozpowszochniania Wydawniotw
Naukowych Polskioj Akadoniii Nauk w Warszawie, Palao Kultury i Nauki.
Adam Miokiowicz University Pross, Poznaii ul. Slowackiogo 20, tel. 44.210
soils its publications and supplies information on them.

Libraries, universitios, loarnod societies and publiabors of learned periodicals
may obtain this title (and other titles published at Adam Miokiowicz University
at Poznail) in exchange for their own publications. Inquiries should bo addressed
to Bibliotoka Glowna Uniworsytotu im. Adams Miekiewicza w Poznaniu Exchange
Dept., ul. Ratajczaka 30/40, 01.810 POZNAg, Polska Poland.
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

JYVASKYLA CONTRASTIVE STUDIES

Is published by the Department of En,dish, University of Jyytiskylii, Finland.
The series includes monographs and collections of papers on contrastivo and
related topics. Most studies published are results of the Finnish-English Con-

trastive )roject but the project also publishes contributions by Finnish and
foreign s olars on problems of general interest. In addition to traditional
contrastive analysis, the series will also cover error analysis of learning stra-
tegies and theory of speech communication.

Two or three, volumes aro published overy year. For further information,
please writo to

THE FINNISH-ENGLISH CONTRASTIVE PROJECT
DEPARTMENT OF ENGLWH, UNIVERSITY OF' JYVASKYLA.

SF10100 JYVASKYLA 10, FINLAND

THE INTERLANOUAGE STUDIES BULLETINUTRECHT ISBU

This journal is pmduevi at Utrocht University and appears three times a
year. It covers various aspects of language pedagogy, notably error analysis
and contrastivo analysis as also the construction of pedagogical grammars.
One of its main aims is to bring together the more theoretical aspects of tho
field with the more practical aspects. IS13U will therefore publish articles
dealing with small -scalp practical problems as well as ones concerning more
general issues.

For further information, please writo to James Pankhurst or Michael

Sherwood Smith at the following address:
Institut voor Engelso Taalen Lettorkunde, Ondenoord 0, UTRECHT,

Holland,

PL ISSN 0137-2459
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